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Island tax revolt
• By Eric HR'17teUIIS
More than 300 Peaks Island residents packed
the island meeting hall on Aug. 26 and called for
a united ,fight against Portland's property
revaluation. The angry islanders, many of whom
had to stand outside the crowded hall, signed a
petition calling on the state to investigate the
revaluation conducted by Cole-Layer-Tumble
that pushed up the value of their homes and sent

their property taxes soaring.
While Portland City Councilors Peter
O'Donnell and Esther Clenott looked on, the islanders also signed a petition demanding that
Portland tax assessor Richard Blackburn tum over
all information related to the revaluation to Peaks
property owners.
Islanders argued that this wasn't the first time
Cole-Layer-Trumble and the city had overvalued
their property.
Continued 011 page 2

Old Orchard Beach: teeming with teenagers
In the summer, Old Orchard Beach Is teeming with teenagers. From New York to Canada they come wlth-thelr familles; from KroSS southem Maine
they come with hopes of finding adventure. Quebecois college students Patrkk Kelly and Serge Julien, above, came to Old Orchard Beach for a
five-day vacation to "drtnk beer, meet girts and part)'."
See page 12

Bailing out the H.H. Hay
• By Andy Newman

For 165 years, the H.H. Hay Building has pointed
to Congress Square, standing prominently on the
narrow comer of Free and Congress streets. The
building once thri ved as a drugstore and soda
fountain, and housed a bank and an art gallery
throughoutthe 1980s.
But except for one tenant on the third floor of the
triangular structure, the H.H. Hay Building is now
empty. Some merchants in the area blame the
building'S vacancy on the Hay's owners, developers
Joseph Boulos and Douglas Cardente.
"It's not fair to downtown," said Paul Trusiani,
who owns Paul's Intown Food Store on Congress
Street. "As a neighbor across the street, I can tell
you it hurts this area for the building to sit empty."
Trusiani said the owners want too much money to
sell the building and too much money to rent space
in the building.
Boulos denied that he and Cardente are asking
too much for the building, and blamed the vacancy
on the soft real estate market and economy.

But while retailers fear to tread in the building,
some arts enthusiasts are dreaming up new angles
for the Hay. A coalition that includes Portland School
of Art President Roger Gilmore says the building is
in the middle of the "cultural corridor" they are
trying to establish in the Congress Square area.
The Portland Museum of Art and the Portland
Stage Company are in the vicinity, while the
Children'S Museum of Maine plans to move there.
The fledgling coalition envisions an outdoor cafe in
the building where people coming from the museum
or shows could shmooze, as well as a ticket and
information outlet to sell tickets for Portland arts
organizations, among other uses.
But the people trying to point the Hay Building in
the right direction don't have enough money to make
their plans work. Gilmore said they're pointing to the
City of Portland and the building's owners for help.
"If the City could help facilitate the financing and
Joe (Boulos) would bend in terms of the asking price,
there is a possibility the art school could take it on,"
Gilmore said.
Continued on page 10
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Robichaux at the
O'Farrell Gallery
In Brunswick, it takes two
minutes to walk from
realism into mythical
landscapes, mixed-media
iconography & abstract
quilt paintings.
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SAVE $5.00
thru sept. 7. 1991 with this ad.
limit one per customer
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TAX REVOLT
144 HIGH STREET
PORTLAND 773·5547
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In 1974, 2,000 of the roughly 3,000 Peaks
Island properties received abatements after
Cole-Layer-Trumble's last revaluation of the
islands, according to Charlotte Scot, a Peaks
Island summer resident who organized the
meeting of the Peaks Island Tax Study (PITS).
"It is our legal right to know how they came
up with the revaluation," said Scot. "We are
entitled to all the information that they used in
determining the value of our property."

Islanders also agreed to raise money to pay
for legal and appraisal services to determine
"the true valuation of our property," said Scot,
adding that discussions about the island
seceding from Portland have been put on hold
while the islanders battle the revaluation.
Islanders at the meeting agreed to write "paid
under protest" on their property tax payment
checks, according to Scot. "The people on Peaks
Island and the other islands are extremely
upset. And even though the city would like to
see us go away, we're not going away. We are
going to keep fighting until this is resolved."
Eric Hannelius
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Allspeecl Bicycles
Authorized Dealer for GT, Fuji, Jamis,

Gary Fisher, Rocky Mountain, Yeti & Stowe

Back To School Bike Sale
Tune-up Special $15.95
/'

-Upright bar/hybrid conversions for lO-speeds
-Extensive off-road and road riding schedule to
suit all levels
.
1041 Washington Ave., Pordand ME, 878-8741

Pauline Smith of Yarmouth hoists her sign high at a pro-choke
march In Kennebunkport Aug. 25.

Marching for choice in K-port
George Hill, exerutive director of the Family
Holding signs and banners, about 450
Planning Association of Maine, said Bush is
abortion rights activists marched from the
trying to take freedoms from American women,
center of Kennebunk to President Bush's
yet is encouraging freedoms elsewhere.
summer home on Walker's Point Aug. 25 and
"These events are sadly ironic in light of his
tried to deliver a letter outlining their disapcall for freedom in the Soviet Union," Hill said .
pointment over his support of an abortion
"Vacationland is pro-choice land," said
funding law.
Nancy
Kelleher, associate director of external
Organizers said Bush was out fishing when
affairs for Planned Parenthood of Northern
they arrived, so the letter was mailed.
New England. "We're here today to pray that
Many of the marchers wore gags to symbolPresident Bush will be reborn and go back to
ize Bush's support of a law that forbids federthe beliefs he held the first 50 years of his life,"
ally funded family planning centers from
discussing abortions. But the protesters weren't Kelleher said, referring to Bush's 1971 support
the only ones muffled. One woman passing the of legislation that spawned the federally
funded family planning program.
marchers in a car leaned out a window and
There were no confrontations at the rally,
yelled, "It's a child, it's not a choice!" The man
although
one anti-abortion demonstrator
driving the car promptly clapped a hand over
carried
a
placard
near the group.
her mouth and pushed the woman back in her
seat
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BEDWORKS
WATERBED & MATTRESS CO.

299 FOREST AVENUE
773-5762

Road wideners
pass hard hat
around nation
supporters of the $100
million project to widen the
southern end of the Maine
Turnpike are appealing to
construction firms nationwide for money to help
defeat a referendum that
would block the plan.

The appeal, mailed last
month to 2,000 members of
the Associated General
Contractors of America, has
drawn criticism from environmental groups and
backers of the referendum.
The letter, written by
Robert J. Desjardins, vice
chairman of Cianbro Corp. of
Pittsfield, warned that a
coalition of "wealthy,

national environmental
groups" is behind the
"potentially industrycrushing no-growth mea-

sure."
"This is one time when the
saying, 'As Maine goes, so
goes the nation' should be
heeded as a dire warning,"
Desjardins wrote. "A defeat
of this crippling referendum
in Maine will send a message

to environmentalists nationally that says, transportation,
infrastructure and good
roads are essential to
America's economy. Back
offl"
Referendum supporters
agree with the opponents'
position that the Maine
referendum could have
national ramifications.
"Maine is a leader nationally
in forward-thinking legislation and people do pay
attention," said Alan Caron
spokesman for the Campai~n
for Sensible Transportation,
the group campaigning for
the referendum. But Caron
disputed the claims in
Desjardins' letter that the
National Audubon Society
and the Nature Conservancy
are supporting the referendum campaign financially.
"This is just a wild-eyed
misrepresentation of the
facts," Caron said. "It is
indicative of the kind of
campaign they are running."

Life after Bob
Much of the region is still
shaken after Hurricane Bob
hit on Aug. 19, leaving three
Mainers dead and causing an
estimated $5 million in
damage. Gov. John R.
McKernan signed a request
on Aug. 23 asking President
Bush to declare Maine a
disaster area and help offset
the cost of repairing the
damage to roads, bridges and
residential property.
Bob also left coastal
beaches contaminated with
bacteria from storm runoff,
sewage overflows and septic
system failures, officials said.
Water samples taken by the
state in southern Maine
uncovered several public
beaches with bacteria counts
30 times higher than acceptable. Tests of water from
Portland's East End Beach,
three Peaks Island beaches,
Willard Beach and Old
Orchard Beach measured a
bacteria called enterococcus
an intestinal microorganiSm'
that can make people sick if
swallowed. Officials hung
red flags at beaches they
suspected were contaminated, and said conditions
had improved for swimmers
by Aug. 23.
The hurricane also cut off
electric service to about 7,000
customers of Central Maine
Power, the state's largest
utility. A week after the
hurricane, service had been
restored to all but 550 of
those customers.

Fickett fights for
fifth term
South Portland City
Councilor Robert Fickett's bid
to run for another three-year
term on the council is in the
hands of Cumberland County
Superior Court.
Fickett, who was first
elected in a 1980 special
election, has since served
three consecutive terms on
the council.
This would be the fifth
election for the conservative
and outspoken District 4

councilor.
City officials say Fickett's
plan to run for a fifth term
breaks a city charter amendment passed three years ago
that prohibits councilors from
serving more than three
consecutive terms. But Fickett
has argued that his first two
full terms don't count
because the charter amendment was enacted after he
finished those terms.
However, City Manager
Jerre Bryant and an attorney
with the Maine Municipal
Association both favor
counting Fickett's early
terms. City Attorney Mary
Kahl is seeking a judgement
in Cumberland County
Superior Court to block
Fickett's name from appearing on the November ballot.
'.:

Police bust highseas massage
A South Portland massage
parlor owner was cited by
Portland police Aug. 24 on
charges of violating
Portland's massage ordinance
on a boat in Portland Harbor.
Jerald Bennett, owner of
To Your Health Massage, and
Terri Doak, an employee of
Bennett's, have been summoned to appear in Portland
District Court on Sept. 12 for
violating the ordinance.
Portland police discovered
that the boat was offering
massages when an undercover officer responded to an
advertisement for "hot,
romantic, exotic cruises" on
board the Peregrine.
Doak and Bennett have
been charged with failure to
obtain massage licenses.
The Portland City Council
passed an ordinance banning
genital massage this spring.
South Portland, Saco and
Biddeford have since adopted
similar ordinances based on
the Portland law.

Our simple American Yellow Pine
platfor~ bed frame is a snap to assemble
and easIly transported ... even UPS-able'
Av~ilable in Twin, Full and Queen Sizes",
all In stock. Shown with our 9-Inch thick
Ultra futon.
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FuroN FURNISHINGS
The Futon Store

343 Forest Avenue, PortJand, Maine 871-0578
Vlu, JWurc.r.(~hurs 10-8, Tues, Wed &: Fr110-7, Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5
bpryss, DisOOfJW tUUI pwaOlllll cbeclts welcotlu • SalUf/lClf,oa GlUINIIleeil
Bzil 6B IlL 295 • ~fIIy of Free Parlllllg

lAST 6 DAYS!
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ENllRE STOCK

Yarmouth: time to
fight the Donuts
The opening of a Dunkin
Donuts in Yarmouth last
month has led to a battle
between residents and town
officials over why the eatery
was granted a license when
there is a town ordinance
prohibi ting restaurants in the
village district.
Residents have argued
that the Dunkin Donuts on
Main Street is a restaurant
because it has scating for 15
- and therefore violates the
town's 1987 ordinance.
But owner Edward Wolak
says his doughnut business
conforms with the local
ordinance because more than
90 percent of his business is
takeout. Under the ordinance
takeout restaurants are
'
classified as retail stores
which are permitted in (he
village district.
Wolak's argument was
supported by Yarmouth
Building Inspector William
lowell, who granted a
building permit without
going through the Zoning
Board of Appeals.
• Continued on page 4

- Our futons are 40%-50% thkker than others
- All are filled with 'Joy" 100% pure
.
cotton batting.
- Firmly tied tufts every 12' ensure no shifting.

- Written workmanship guarantee.
- Futons made specially for us by

~ ~"., ... " ..-". "".

Prices Go Up September 41

FuroN FURNISHINGS
The Futon store
343 Forest Avenue, PortJand, Maine 871·0578

JWurc.r.(Mon &: Thurs 10-8, Tues, Wed &: Fcil0-7, Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5
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99

Service
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BOOK IIAGI FOR

Atmosphere

LOBSTERS

now

Great for
students or
biking to
the office.

FOR

THE ROMA

CYCLE

casual dress. comfortable price. quality dining

f~~~'f!=~~~~1IiC)"'l33 Forest Ave .. Ptld, ME 773-6906

769 Congress Street. Intown Portland 773·9873
Est. 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion)
M·F 11:30 am·9 pm' Sat 5·9:30 pm· Sun 5·8 pm

M-F 10-6, Sat 10·5. Sun 1 1-4

Kids' Gear Is Here!
1 and ZPiece Snowsuits •
Polar Plus Jackets • Rainwear
• Waterproof Rain & Winter
Boots • Wool Sox & Wann
Hats • Sweatsuits •
Waterproof Mittens & Gloves
• Sweaters • Plus More!
BramBilla France,
American Widgeon. Cherry
Tree, Chuck Roast,
Crescent Down Works,
Sara's Prints, Weebok,
Toddler University, Bear
Basics, Echofield Colton,
Lacrosse Waterproof
Boots, Sabi Boots,
Flaphappy, Wigwam Sox
and more.
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Maine made gifts, 'crafts, and specialty foods.
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WEATHERPROOF ~ ~etchanaise
YOUR CHILD!
t\:tivinV, Dai\'/

Gifts of Maine *
122 rore Street . Old Port· 761 · ')690
Maine Mall· "7';'-I26H
10-6 ;\Ionday . Saturday, 12-'; Sunday~

EAR

273 Congress St., Portland 772·5357 • Mon.Sat.

FACTORY
OUTLET
SUMMER SALE
Tom's Natural Toothpaste
all

40z flavors

SALE reg.
79C 52.19

6 oz ~s $1 .19

$3.49

· • .•i~ING. 'N·.THfs.iAQ~[J:R~~~I~ · $·l~Oq::QFf·· ·
.. i.(. : Any purcHase.of is.DD or.moie ·;:t.

open Man-Sat 9 to 4:30

~

Joseph Ricci, the controversial owner of the
Scarborough Downs racetrack, is suing the estate of a
former business partner for
defamation. Ricci claims he
was defamed by remarks
attributed to the late Gerald
E. Davidson in "Duck in a
Raincoat," an unflattering
biography of Ricci. In an
Aug. 23 press release, Ricci
said that he plans to sue
others quoted in the book.
According to a review, the
author interviewed more
than 300 people.
The suit filed in
Cumberland County Superior
Court seeks 512 million in
damages and contends that
Davidson encouraged the
writing of the book to coerce
Ricci into buying out
Davidson's interest in
businesses the two owned.
Ricci claims the book by his
former employee Maura
Curley depicts him "as a
psychopath."
Ricci and Davidson, a
Massachusetts psychiatrist
who died in April of bone
marrow disease, both owned
Scarborough Downs; the Elan
Corporations, which own
several treatment centers for
troubled adolescents in
Poland, Maine; and Golden
Ark Enterprises Inc., a
holding company.
The suit charges Davidson
with trying for years to
"systematically impugn ...
Ricci's public reputation,"
thus forcing Ricci into buying
Davidson out. The suit says
Ricci bought Davidson's
shares in the businesses in
March 1990 for 52 million in
an effort "to bring to an end
this long train of abuses of his
rights and the rights of the
corporations."
Defendants in the suit are
Rosalie Davidson and Robert
Vigoda, executors of
Davidson's estate .

Seatrade unveils
plans for coldstorage building

IVso featuring our selection of EARTHWISE
and natural skin care products
Tom's Natural Outlet
5 Depot St. loff Rt #35)
Kennebunk, ME • 1207) 985-3874

Residents have argued
that Lowell acted improperly
in deciding on his own that
the Dunkin Donuts was a
retail store without referring
it to the zoning board for a
final decision.
The Yarmouth Citizens for
Correct Code Enforcement, a
grassroots organization
formed after the Dunkin
Donuts building permit was
granted, is trying to overturn
the building inspector's
decision. Their appeal to the
zoning board to reverse the
decision was tabled on Aug.
22.

Duck in a lawsuit

Shop Early for Functional and Rugged Outerwear
and Clothing for Kids.
.-----:." ~~,~,

• Continued from page 3
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Plans to turn the vacant
Cumberland Cold Storage
building on Commercial
Street into a large fish-

processing facility, marin~
related retail space and
restaurant were unveiled
Aug. 26 at a meeting of the
Portland Fish Pier Authority.
Steve Bamdollar, owner of
Seatrade International, a fish
processing company on
Hobson's Wharf, said he
wants to buy part or all of the
100-year-old building and
move Seatrade there,
Seatrade, a multimillion
dollar company that processes dogfish and sells the
meat to European markets for
fish and chips and the fins to
the Far East for shark-fin
soup, has 40 to 50 full-time
employees and about 500
seasonal workers.
Barndollar wants the
entire H)(),OOO-squar~foot
building to be filled with
marine-related businesses,
anchored by his fish-processing operation on the ground
floor. He said that net
makers, lobster shippers and
a seafood restaurant could
occupy the other floors.
Barndollar, who is seeking
financing to buy the building,
said the fair market value for
the building is probably
$700,000 to $1 million,
Since Portland City
Manager Robert Ganley did
not attend the meeting
because he was on vacation,
the Fish Pier Authority did
not hear the plan in detail.
The authority is scheduled to
vote at its September meeting
on whether or not to give
Bamdollar a on~year option
to lease two parcels of cityowned land next to the
building. Those parcels are
presently used for parking
and truck loading.

MADD's Robb back
In driver's seat
The Maine chapter of
Mothers Against Drunk
Driving, suspended two
weeks ago after it was beset
by infighting, has begun to
reorganize and officials hope
it will be reinstated within a
month.
Two officials from
MADD's national headquarters in Dallas visited Maine
last week to examine the
chapter s financial records
and assess the work of the
state chapter s longtime
executive director, the Rev.
Marilyn Robb.
The chapters suspension
Aug. 9 grew out of an
attempt by the volunteer
board of directors to fire
Robb for alleged mismanag~
ment. But after reviewing the
chapter's finances and Robb's
work, the national MADD
officials felt the Maine
board's actions were unjustified, said Unda Braswell,
MADD's national director of
field services and one of the
officials who visited Maine.
Braswell said she and
Deborah Nugent, MADD's
chief financial officer, found
no evidence of financial
wrongdoing or mismanag~
ment by Robb. They concluded that the chapters
board had violated MADD's

• Continued 011 page 6
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SKI SHOPS

SEPTEMBER 5·8th
510 Congress or Free St. entrance
across from Civic Center

'i:i":;--~-'-~iiiiiiii

Save 30-75%
Over a million dollars in brand name ski equipment
and ski clothing for the entire family
Major Credit Cards Accepted • Shop Early fO( Best Selection
(Quantities Limited) • Free on Site Mounting
Hours: Weekdays 9-8, Sunday 9-6

nn.LCOLOR

PHOTO CALENDARS

OF YOUR
SUMMER

gARDING~ BOOK ~ijO~

$35.00
for one

538 Congress Street

Rare and Used Books
Maps and Prints
Bought & Sold
Highest Prices Paid
Search Service
Tax & Insurance Appraisals

$30.00u ,
two or more

SlOgle Ilems or large collections wan led

2 Day Turnaround!

BIIOWSiIlS ALWAYS WELCOME

10 .m to 5:30 pm Mon . ·S.1.
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Market Street

Monday·
to the

8~·

Saturday 10·4
Old
Portland· 774-4455

The Big Deal

Mombo_
AntiQvorion BookMt.rsAssociatlon of America

1-800-228-1398
761·2150

538 Congress Sf.

646·8785

Roule 1, Well.

HEART SONG

Free 2nd set of 4" prints Qlus
Free film every day of the- week!
Pictures bring it home.
Two convenient locations:
JO City CellIer. POrlland • 772·7296
7J US Route 1. Scarborough • 883·7363

An evening of live Indian
classical music and
introduction to meditation
by emissaries of
Sant Thakar Singh.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 31

7:00pm
First Parish Church
425 Congress St., Portland
878-8673
Free
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636 CONGRESS ST.
PORTLAND

(Across from Portland School of Art)
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Country potpourri~

coffectiJjCe.s . (,.ana crafts. forK.:.art ,.. n.
I
2 Wharf Street. In The Old Port· Portland. ME 04101
(207) 772-7490 • Open Daily
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Booze crews sue
state over nickels

comics as a kid ...
You've Grown Up ...

CD

(

HAVE COMICS!

.

outrageous cards
funky fashions
hip housewares
jazzy jewelry

Sophisticated U.S. and
European Comics

.. Underground and
Erotica
(.. Plus all the Old
Favorites

~

.......
.
..........
.

groovy gifts

~

FITNESS
and a whole lot more!

Call Lifeline today 780-4170 • Programs starting soon
Walk/Jog/Aerobics
T'ai Chi Ch'uan
Fitness Certificate
Cholesterol Screenings
Gym Activities
Aquatic Fitness
Bodyshop
Pulmonary Rehab.

love Your Back
.
Freedom from Smoking
Massage
Senior Fitness
Heartline
CPR
Aqua Aerobics
Youth Bodyshop and More!

~

our

56 Main

~~

HATS • IEVIEi"" • <iOTH(N~

Handmade, Vintage and Recycled Wearables
576 CONGRESS ST. PTLD, ME 773-1964

• Continued from page 5
personnel policies in trying to
fire Robb without cause, she
said.
As a result of their visit,
said Braswell, MADD has
formally reinstated Robb as
executive director and asked
her to begin recruiting people
who want to serve on a new
board of directors. The
national officials credit Robb
with leading the lobbying
that gave Maine some of the
toughest drunk driving laws
in the nation.

Fall 1991
Merchandise
Has Arrived
Maine • 865-6369

Maine beer and wine
wholesalers said Aug. 23 they
are suing the state to prevent
it from seizing deposits held
by distributors when consumers do not collect nickel
deposits for empty cans and
bottles.
The Legislature earlier this
year authorized the state to
take $1 million a year from
distributors to help pay for
programs run by the Maine
Waste Management Agency.
The Maine Beer and Wine
Wholesalers Association filed
suit in Cumberland County
Superior Court to stop the
state from collecting funds,
known as the "float," left
over from unclaimed deposits.
The state is claiming half
of the estimated $3.6 million
in unclaimed deposits that
pile up every year, said
Denise Lord, director of
planning for Maine Waste
Management Agency. Of the
$1.8 million being collected,
about $1 million is from beer
and soft drink containers
handled by the wholesalers.
The rest is from a variety of
beverage containers, she said.
Lord added that her agency
needs the money to make up
for revenue shortfalls that
threaten some of its programs, including grants to
communities and the siteselection process for a state
landfill.
Wholesalers association
president Jim Skillings said
the $1 million in unclaimed
deposits held by 12 beer
wholesalers covers only a
small portion of the $10
million a year it costs them to
pick up hundreds of millions
of empties, sort and dispose
of them.
He also labeled the
legislative action as a "hidden
tax" on consumers, who will
have to pick up the extra cost
of recycling empty cans and
bottles.

Environmentalists
sue state DEP
The Natural Resources
Council of Maine is suing the
state, claiming it is illegally
allowing a paper company to
dump waste water into the
Androscoggin River. The

lawsuit, filed in Kennebec
County Superior Court, seeks
to overturn the license
renewal the Department of
Environmental Protection
granted to International
Paper Co. in Jay.
The license allows J.P. to
discharge 45 million gallons
of waste water per day into
the AndroSCoggin. But the .
environmentalists' suit claims
the DEP renewed I.P.'s
discharge license without
knowing whether the waste
water contains toxic substances.
'We have good evidence
that suggests pretty strongly
that toxins are contained in
waste water" discharged by
mills similar to I.P.'s, said
Peter Washburn, staff
scientist for the council. The
group's lawsuit asks the
court to order the DEP to
identify toxics in the discharged water as well as
require the company to
implement a monitoring
program.
Members of the Paper
Industry Information Office,
meanwhile, had other fish to
fry with state regulators. On
Aug. 23, the office asked the
state to lift warnings on
eating fish from Maine rivers
because dioxin levels in fish
taken from the Androscoggin
River have dropped by 95
percent as Maine paper mills
have sharply cut the amount
of the suspected cancercausing chemical in mill
effluent during the past
decade, according to the
office.
"It is our hope that state
health officials will acknowledge these latest results and
reassure the public that any
dioxin levels in fish from the
Androscoggin are far, far
below any level that may
cause concern," said Floyd
Rutherford, president of the
paper industry group.
The state Health Bureau
advises against eating more
than two fish per year from
the Androscoggin River, and
against eating more than five
a year from the Kennebec.
Dr. Lani Graham, director
oi->the state Health Bureau,
reacted to the paper makers'
claims this way: 'We can't
change the advisories based
on hearsay."

Lobsterman jailed
Lobsterman Edward
Mains Jr. of Gorham will
spend seven days in jail for
fighting with another
lobsterman in Portland
Harbor last September.
Mains pleaded guilty to
reckless cond uct on Aug. 22
in Cumberland County
Superior Court. His plea
stems from a fight with
fellow lobsterman Matthew
Chipman over fishing sites in
Portland Harbor. According
to court records, Mains and
his partner Norman Solak
boarded Chipman's boat
when the dispute broke out.
Chipman, who is from
South Portland and pleaded
guilty to reckless conduct last
May, was pulling up lobster
traps at the time his ship was

7

boarded. In the ensuing fight,
Mains and Solak were
thrown overboard. Police
confiscated a rifle and two
handguns after the fight.
The brawl occurred at a
time when several Portlandarea lobster boats were
squabbling over fishing areas
and cutting each others' trap
lines.

Pot seized by BIDE
It's time for

Agents of the state Bureau
of Intergovernmental Drug
Enforcement (BIDE) were
busy the last two weeks of
August cracking down on the
state's illegal marijuana
harvest.
In Westbrook, BIDE agents
uprooted 90 marijuana plants
at two locations along the
Central Maine Power line in
the Pride's Comer area.
And on Aug. 26, BIDE
agents and Oxford Sheriff's
Department deputies arrested
a 70-year-old Porter man
after confiscating more than
2,600 marijuana plants from
his 3D-acre farm.
David Kruz, assistant
director of BIDE, said the
Oxford seizure was the
largest ever made in Maine.
Kruz estimated the street
value of the plants at $5
million.
BIDE agents discovered
both the Westbrook and
Oxford crops while flying
over the locations in helicopters provided by the National
Guard under the national
Marijuana Eradication
Program operated by the U.S.
Drug Enforcement Agency.
Both the Westbrook and
Oxford marijuana hauls were
burned at the Regional Waste
System's plant in Portland.

JONES NEW YORK
FACTORY STORE
31 Main Street
The Mikasa Building. Freeport. Maine
207 -865-3158

Hold on to
your nickels!
And get quality not found in discount stores.
Boys and girls clothing. sizes newborn to 14.

NOW OPEN
The Shops at Clark's Pond
South Portland 77.3·1199

' Clothes kids wont for no big penny.

Pesticide plan
bugs farmers
Calling it unnecessary and
too restrictive, some Maine
farmers are opposing a plan
drafted by the state Board of
Pesticides Control to protect
groundwater from poisonous
pesticides. On Aug. 22, the
pesticides board met in
Lewiston for the first of three
hearings on the plan.
The 108-page plan outlines
a system for dealing with
pesticides that migrate into
groundwater, known as
"leachers." Actions to control
use of such pesticides could
range from limiting their sale
to licensed applicators to an
outright ban. Maine farmers
bought more than 1.5 million
pounds of about 80 different
pesticides in 1989, according
to state data.
Apple growers, potato
farmers and others in the
state's agricultural community say they are moving to
limit use of chemicals on their
own and question whether
the state has a pesticide
contamination problem. The
draft plan "is too strict. We're
concerned about the impact
on our industry:' said Judith
Dimock, Madison apple
grower and secretary of the
Maine Pomologica1 Society.
"There is the potential for ...

• Continued on page 8
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some very serious impact on
our ability to protect our
crops from damage," she

said.
Countering farmers'
contentions that the plan is
too tough, Tim Zorach,
director of public policy and
advocacy for the Maine
Audubon Society, said there
are spots where it could be
strengthened. Zorach suggested more prevention, with
farmers being required to use
the best practices to control
pesticide pollution. He also
advocated less dependence
on voluntary compliance and
more regulation.

Southern Maine's Competition Bicycle Shop

Complete Repairs at Reasonable Rates
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Can bracelets
replace prisons?
Sagadahoc County, the
only county in Maine without
a jail, may turn to an electronic monitoring system to
try to sol ve the problem of
keeping an eye on inmates
without a prison.
Under the system, inmates
would wear an electronic
bracelet on their wrist or
ankle, and have a computer
hooked up to a phone at
home. The computer could be
programmed to allow the
inmate to leave home at a
certain time for work, but
leaving for an unauthorized
reason or tampering with the
bracelet would trigger an
alarm. The alarm would be
relayed to a police dispatcher,
or the company that makes
the bracelet The company
would notify law enfor~
ment officers and authorities
would be sent after the
inmate.
"It's a real alternative to
incarceration," says Richard
Snow, a Sagadahoc County
commissioner. "It could save
us money and allow the
inmate to remain a useful
member of society."
The state Department of
Corrections began using the
system in the Portland area
about 18 months ago. None
of the 20 state inmates who
have been kept under house
arrest have escaped, said Phil
Hatch, a department official.
Sheriff David A. Haggett
says he will test the system
before asking county commissioners to give him the
go-ahead to start using it.
Haggett believes electronic
monitoring could save his
department 5150,000 a year
currently spent transporting
and keeping its inmates in
other coun ties' jails.

Dump authority
may dump lawyers

A FIVE DAY SPECIAL EVENT!
Super Ski Sole Hours:
Thursday & Friday 10-8 • Saturday 9-8
Sunday 10-5 • Monday 10-8
WATCH fOITHE GlAND OPENING Of THE SKIEIS CHOICE
WAIEHOUSE STOlE III AUBURN, ocrOBEI ISTI

FREEPORT
Route 1
865-9634

AUGUSTA

426 Western Ave.
622-2067

SAVE IN rHE srORE AND UNDER rHE rENn

Maine Attorney General
Michael Carpenter filed a
motion saying his office alone
- and not a private law firm
- should represent the LowLevel Radioactive Waste

Authority.
The Portland law firm of
Preti, flaherty, Beliveau and
Pachios has been counsel for
the panel since 1988 and is
currently representing it in a
Kennebec County Superior
Court lawsuit But Carpenter
maintains the attorney
general's office has control
over the authority's legal
matters. "Except in the most
unusual circumstances ... any
litigation on behalf of the
State of Maine must be done
by this office," Carpenter
said.
Carpenter said he had no
disagreements with legal
positions taken by the private
law firm in its dealings with
the authority, which in
compliance with federal law
is trying to find a site for a
disposal facility for low-level
radioactive waste. Eight
candidate sites have been
identified and a final site is to
be chosen next year.
The agency's executive
director, John Williams, said
members of the sevenmember authority board
"have felt in the past that
they are better served by
private legal counsel who
could spend more time on
our issues."
But Williams said it was
unclear whether the authority
would challenge Carpenter's
motion, adding that a
decision could be made when
its board meets Sept. 3.

Reported by Eric Hannelius,
Ellen Lib"rt and the
Associated Press.
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How to use

How to find us

Go Shopping
On Your
Lunch Hour
Cross Jewelers

Casco Bay Wuldy's office is at
55] A Congress 5t in downtown Portland. We are open
Monday through Friday from
9 a.m . to 5 p .m.

How to find the paper
Every Thursday, GIs"" Bay
Weekly distributes 24,000 copies
at 230 high-traffic locations. To
find a distribution site near you,
call Customer Service Manager
Robyn Barnes at 77S-660].
Casco Bay Weekly is available
free of charge, limited to one
copy per reader. No person
may take more than one copy of
each issue of Casco Bay Weekly
without WTitten permission
from the publisher.

The. Up'i tairs Jewelry Store.

570 Congress S Ireel, Portland
773-3107

LABOR
OF
LOVE

PORTLAND
AREA'S SOCCER
HEADQUARTERS

How to buy a back Issue
Back issues and extra copies
of the CUlTent issue are available
for $] each at our office. Mailed
copies are $2 each.

How to subscribe

With the latest in
quality footwear over 30 styles from

OIsco Bay Wuldy is available
by mail. Subscriptions cost 529
for six months or $49 for one
year, payable in advance.

Adidas, Diadofa,

How to place a classified

selection of Umbra

If you have a MasteiCard or

Visa, you can place your ad
simply by calling 77S-660] .
Otherwise, you can fax, mail or
deliver your ad in person. All
classified ads must be received
by 6 p.m. on Monday for that
Thursday's issue, and all must
be paid in advance.

Celebrating the
Life of the Spirit
,
in
Worship. the Arts &
Community Service

Nike, Mitre and
Umbra. And the best
SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH

,

shorts and Brine
accessories in the
Portland area. ~~...

302 Stevens Avenue
Portland. ME 04 103
(207) 772·8277

Rev. Ken Turley

.

SKI and SPORTS

Service: lOam Sunday

ChiIdcare provided

Mallside, So. Portland - 761-1961

How to list your event

weird news
... A finback whale carcass
that beached across from
President Bush's vacation
home barely quivered when
it was blasted with dynamite.
A boat owner hauled the
rotting carcass out to sea
where a Kennebunkport
excavation contractor
exploded 13 sticks of dynamite Aug. 23 in an effort to
make sure it didn't return to
shore. But the dynamite did
little else than send up
plumes of smoke and put
holes in the whale. The whale
washed up on the rocks on
Aug. 18 in a cove across from
Walker's Point, the
president's vacation home.
Local officials authorized
use of dynamite when
residents complained of the
stench from the rotting
whale. The vacationing Bush
has examined the carcass
several times from his boat.
... A 23-year-old East
Eddington man imprisoned
for unlawful sexual conduct
escaped Aug. 24 from the
minimum security Charleston
Correctional Center by
walking out the front door,
the center's director said.
'1t's easy enough to do,"
said director Jeffrey Merrill.
'1t's a minimum security
unit."

To have your meeting or
event listed in l'Entertainment
Weekly,· mail or fax complete
infonnation to Arts Editor Ellen
Liburt. Include all the details
and don' t forget to include a
phone number. Listing
infonnation must be received in
writing by noon on the
Thursday preceeding the issue
in which the listing is to appear.

Community

~~ Cable Network
W88k of 8/30/91
ENTERTAINMENT PORTLAND:
USM Students Hitlhe Town!
(1/2 hr)
THE IMAGE MAKERS: Profiles
of Local Artists (1/2 hr)
HEALTH VIEWS: Breast
Cancer: Different Perspectives
(1 hr)

How to submit a letter
Glsco Bay Wteldy welcomes
letters on all topics, but will not
print unsigned letters or letters
that have been sent to other
publications. Letters are printed
in the order they are received,
on a space-aVailable basis.
Be brief and to the point
Letters of more than 300 words
may be edited for length. Be
sure to include your signature,
full name, address and daytime
phone number. (Addresses and
phones are for verification only
and win not be printed.)

How to submit a correction

CAsco Bay Weekly strives to
report the news fairly and
accurately. If we have published
a misstatement, we will
endeavor to correct it quickly
and in an appropriate place in
the newspaper. Please contact
News Editor Andy Newman
about mistakes in news stories.
Please contact Arts Editor Ellen
Liburt about mistakes in
" Entertainment Weekly."
Casco a.y Weekly
SSlA Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101
207 77S 6601
f . . 77S 161S

POWER" STEelE ON
THEATER: Reviews of Local
Theater Productions (1/2 hr)
IRelAND TODAY: Children of
Bellast (1/2 hr)

Programs premiere Fri. 7·10pm,
and are repeated Sal. - Mon.
1-4 &7·10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. gam·noon.
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. PortCape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scaroor,uuo.) Channel varies in Gorham.

Its this fresh.
We know what you're thinking. Unless you
buy it off the dock or from a seafood place, it can't
be fresh. Well, it's just not true.
Sizzler has fresh fish every day. As fresh as it
gets. And that includes all your favorites like Swordfish, Alaskan Halibut, Idaho Trout and Pacific Red
Snapper. Whatever's in season.
So come into Sizzler and
get a fresh meal. We wouldn't be
caught serving it any other way. (BUFFET COURT & GRILL)

C·A.F·E
.....

s·IZZIer

The New Buffet Court & Grill
So. Portland, No. Windham, Brunswick, Bangor
WE MAKE NEWS MAmR

Maine
Mall Rd.

Roosevc1t
Trail

Cook',
Comer

Bangor
Mall Blvd.

tmerrainmlent 6 Nights
See Listings or call for info.
175 Picket St • S. Portland

767·4627
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Special!
.1MB RAM
• VGA Display Adapter
• Deluxe Keyboard
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• VIEWSONIC 1
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• Add Windows 3.0
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94 Auburn Street
Portland,Maine 04103
797-7585

STUDENTS:
10% OFF
WITH THIS AD

<?\ftTtRI ft L
O~JtCTS
484 Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101
774-1241

o Sunday 12-4

Monday-Saturday 10:30-5:30

Investigate
the Possibilities.

Hay's Drugs Store, elrea 1920.

Photo courtesy of Greater Portland Landmarks

a Portland attorney who was active in the '70s with Greater
Portland Landmarks, the non-profit historic preservation
organization.
Continued from front page
'1t was clearly a building that had suffered neglect," said Joel
Russ, who was Landmarks' executive director at the time. "'The
roof was in terrible condition, the floors creaked, the walls were
The heyday of the Hay
sagging and the paint was peeling off the exterior brick."
"In the '50s Hay's Drugs was a very popular place," recalled
But fixing the building would be expensive. And when Russ
Edward Hay, who worked for his father, Merrill Hay, in the
went applying for grants for the project, he didn't stress the
Congress Square pharmacy and soda shop. Viewed through the
historical significance of the building alone. In a grant applicawindows from the narrow end of the triangle-shaped building,
tion letter to Maine Historic Preservation Commission Director
the long counter and stools ran along the right side of the store.
Earle Shettleworth Jr., Russ wrote: 'The careful, successful
Beyond the soda fountain cashiers tended the candy and cigar
development of the Upper H.H. Hay Block will ... play an
counters. The store gleamed with formica and chrome and was
extremely important function in inspiring confidence, interest
filled with the friendly banter of downtown business people.
and commitment to high-<J.uality reinvestment in the Congress
Irene Scott started washing dishes at Hay's Drugs in 1945,
Square area."
when she was 15. "Everyone in the city of Portland knew
In 1978, Landmarks bought the dilapidated building for
people that worked there, or came there so often that they felt
$75,000. The organization subsequently spent $110,000 renovatlike they were family. H you worked in the city, you ate at
ing the exterior of the building - using a federal grant of
Hay's because it was cheap." Storekeepers, bankers, lawyers
$80,000 .and a grant from the Portland City Council for $30,000
and doctors were among the customers who sipped ice cream
to fund the project. Landmarks then sold the building for
sodas and ate steaming bowls of oyster stew on Mondays and
$65,000 -less then they paid for it before they fixed it up.
corned beef and cabbage on Thursdays.
'1t wasn't a giveaway," insisted Urban. 'We shopped the
Henry H. Hay opened his first drugstore on Exchange Street
building all over the place and it was a dog. All the developers
in 1841. Henry Hay's son and his grandson, Merrill, followed in
we went to wouldn't give us a nickel for it"
his pharmaceutical footsteps and opened two drugstores
The Portland developers who finally bought the building
downtown. The first downtown Hay's Drugs opened at the
were Carbo, Inc., a partnership between Douglas Cardente
bottom of Free Street in 1856. (That building, which is also
("Car") and Joseph Boulos ("bo"). While the developers were
triangular, still stands and is presently the home of August
lucky that the exterior of the building had been restored with
Gardens near One City Center.) Hay's Drugs Congress Square
public funds, they got what Boulos called a "raw shell." They
store opened in 1912. That store came to be known as the Upper
spent more than $300,000 renovating the interior of the building
Hay, while the one at the bottom of Free Street was known as
and installing a central air conditioning system, according to
the Lower Hay.
Boulos.
The Upper Hay, built in 1826, is one of Portland's oldest
They lined up Canal Bank with a 10-year lease on the first
commercial buildings and is on the National Register of
floor, a lease Key Bank assumed when it moved into the branch
Historical Places. The building was designed by Charles Q.
midway through the contract. The Congress Square Gallery
Clapp, a prominent architect and land speculator, and is often
moved into the second floor and part of the third floor. The rest
referred to as the "Flatiron" building because of its triangular
of the third floor was divided into offices, while Brooks Coffee
shape. Clapp's other Portland designs include his home on
Shop occupied a section of the first floor next door to the bank
Spring Street - now the Portland School of Art, the Park Place
branch. 'We did what we said we would do," said Boulos. 'We
Row Houses and The Seaman's Club building.
renovated it and it was productive." _
The drugstores thrived for generations of Hays, employing
The building was so productive, in fact, that the developers
as many as 79 people between the two stores.
put it on the market for Sl million in the pinch-me-I-must-be"But the businesses started going progressively downhill in
dreaming real estate market of the '80s. Then, when no buyers
the '60s, and we started to close a little earlier at night," recalled
nibbled at it, they dropped the price to $750,000, then to
Irene Scott, who had worked her way up the ranks to become
$600,000.
manager of the soda fountain.
Boulos said the Hay was profitable in the '80s, but that
"Congress Street had been quite lively, but that changed
would change when the decade ended.
with the advent of chain drugstores and people having more
Key Bank left the building in early '90, eight months before
mobility," added Edward Hay. Hay's Drugs was successful
its lease was up. Congress Square Gallery also left in '90 for the
when people relied more on trolleys and buses than automoOld Port. And, as if on cue, the coffee shop and office workers
biles. "I can recall my father complaining about parking being a
also filed out of the building.
problem and the lack of parking solutions," Edward Hay said.
With all those tenants gone, the developers reduced the
In 1974, Hay's soda counter was dismantled and closed.
asking price to $425,000, where it stands today. An auction of
And as the '70s progressed, the flatiron building on Congress
the building scheduled for May 30 was called off when only one
Square became less of a focal point and more of an eyesore.
person showed up prepared to bid.
The Hay Building is not completely vacant. As if to proMaking Hay while the sun shines
nounce the sobering state of the building after the intoxicating
"There were veiled threats that if Landmarks didn't buy the
'80s, New England Journey Magazine, the year-old journal for
Hay building, it would become a Burger King," said Lee Urban,

BAILING OUT THE HAY

~~
:~~c~·H. Ha~ b~lldedlngltoday. Note the addition of the third story and the clock

were es gn

n 1922 by architect John Calvin Stevens.

people reco~ering from addictions, occupies the third floor.

Journey Publisher Bob HaU, found chain-smoking in an office
whe:e d<X?rs propped on milk cartons are used as desks and
~rnl~re IS he~d together with duct tape, indicated that Journey
IS paymg conSiderably below market rental rate.

Making a killing?
Merchants in the uptown area who would like to see Conagain are setting their sights on the Hay
BUlldmg.
Paul Trusiani views the Hay building from across Congress
Street at Paul's Intown Food Store, which he has run for 16
years. '.~er~,do these guys get off trying to make a killing on
thiS bUlldmg. asked .T~Si~i, who said the fact that public
money funded the bWldlng s restoration should diminish the
developers' p~ofit moti~e. Trusiani said the building hasn't sold
because even If a potential buyer filled the building it couldn't
gener~te enough rental income to pay back the inte;est on a
loa~. H ~ buyer wo.ul~ ha,ve t~ ask for rents to justify a $425,000
asking pnce, the building IS gomg to sit empty forever"
Trusiani said.
'
Tim Folio, who runs Raffles Bookstore and Cafe a block
d~wn Con~es~ Street from the Hay building, agreed. "1 don't
~h~nk the bUlldmg would be sitting empty for the last two years
If ~t ",,;as ec:ono~ically.feasible to do something with it," Folio
said. ~elr asking pnce would realize them a very big return
on their Investment. How much money do they need to mak
on the building?"
e
."V~,rtu~lIy any property will sell or rent or lease at the right
pn~e, said Ralph Pride, owner of Cross Jewelers, another
bUSiness near the building. "But if the price is too high, the
property doesn't work."
."They're holding out for the long dollar and it's hurting the
neighborhood. there," said Frank Akers, the local developer
wh,o he!ped pJOn~r the reawakening of the Old Port in the '70s.
We ~,e not trying to make a killing on the building," said
Bo~los. I know that has been a perception but it's not true."
Besld~~ spending $300,000 a decade ago, Boulos said Carbo has
~pent . probably $6,000 yearly" in maintenance of the building
Includmg repainting it three times.
'
Calculator in hand, Boulos maintained that it could be
econ0n:'ically feasible to spend $425,000 on the building, even if
~he entire sum were borrowed from a bank and paid back with
Interest. He rattled off that borrowing at a 9.5 percent interest
rate, a new owner would have to charge $6.11 per square foot
yearly for the 6,600-square-foot building to pay back the loan.
Boulos added that the bottom floor is present! y for rent at $8
per square foot, while the top floors are available at $6 per
square foot, which he said is competitive.
But as former Landmarks' executive director Russ pointed
a ~nant is paying on a square-foot basis and can't use
out,
the first eight feet of the building, the tenant loses space even
though he's paying for it."
~~los a~eed that the very thing that makes the Hay
bUlldmg umque also makes it difficult to lease or sell: It is not
re~ngular. The point it comes to at Congress Square and other
qu:~ky angles scare off some potential tenants, he said.
A tenant would have to have a pOinted head to use 20
percent of that building," said Akers.
gr~ss .Square vital

:'If

CBW(Tonee Harbert

'

The future of the Hay
~~w, 13 years after Landmarks went t.J the City of Portland
claiming that the Hay building' needed to be filled to revitalize
the downtown area, a fresh crop of pOinty-headed uptown
enth.usiasts are doing the same thing.
Tim Folio pointed his head into a historic building that had
been vacated by a bank branch when he and his wife opened
Raffles Cafe Bookstor~ in 1987. Now Folio is eyeing the first
floor of ~he Hay BUlldmg as a potential outdoor cafe which he
would hke to run in addition to Raffles.
Folio's ideas for the building are in step with a growing
number of people In the arts and business communities who
want to nurture a "cultural corridor" in the uptown area.
Follo .has been meeting with Portland School of Art President
Rog~r Gilmore, Uptown & Company merchant association
Pr~sl~ent Theo Holtwijk, and others about the future of the
bUlldmg.
. On t~e first floor - in addition to the cafe - the trio envis.lons a ticket and information booth that could promote and sell
tickets for local theater and dance companies as well as other
~ organizati~ns. Their ideas for the Hay's upper floors
Include a consignment or cooperative art gallery, and offices for
both the nearby Portland Museum of Art and the Portland
School of Art, Follo said.
. '1t's a classic building in a prime location that should be put
~n a cultural use for the community somehow," said Gilmore.
'It ~ould be t~mpting to pick up another landmark building,
but Just to use It for the art school is not something we can
afford."
The financing to make it affordable could come from the
Downtown Portland Corporation, which was approved in
January and makes $1 million available in low and no-interest
loans to lure businesses downtown as well as revitalize existing
downtown businesses.
. Portland. Director of E~~omic Development Virginia
Hlldreth said Portland offICIals are "very interested in utiI' .
Izmg
th.e H a~ b UJ"'ld'l~g. "h
S e acknowledged that she had been "in
dl~s~\Ons ,WIth both the building's owners and Gilmore. She
said GlImore 5 proposals for the building would "be in line with
the cultural corridor we're trying to encourage" in Congress
Squan:. Whether the city would lend money to the effort would
be deeded by a board made up of local business people the
'
mayor and the city manager.
'We're real negotiable," said Boulos. 'We would bend over
backwards to put a credible tenant in or sell the building at any
pnce because of the significance of the building. It was a
pr~uctive building for 10 years and it will be productive
again."
One ~f the people who hopes the Upper Hay building will
~o~e alive again is Irene Scott, who finally left Hay's Drug store
In ?4.to work for a ~octor she used to wait on. "I go by the
buildl~g .eve:>: day, ' Scott said. ''I say to myself what a wonderful bUIlding It IS and it's too bad it's empty. Everyone I know
who went there ~ys it is such a waste. They wish that Hay's
was back. They miss the companionship of the people who
gathered there."

Andy Newman is the News Editor of Casco Bay Weekly.
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Whole grains
Flours
Tofu
Cheeses
Nuts
Beans
Herbs & spices
Sweeteners
Nut butters
Liquid soaps
Shampoos
Conditioners
Body lotions

Bring your own container
or buy one of ours.

155 Brackett Street, Portland
Open 7 days a week • 772-4937
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46 Market St.
Portland
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VOLCANO
HADDOCK
SANDWICH
Fresh haddock

crumbed. deep-fried
and smothered in our
sweet-hot Volcano
Sauce, served on our
home-made bread with
home fries and
a fresh garden salad,

$6.25

You'U be hooked!
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"We sit here every night.
We come here for the guys.
If they don't have a car, they don't have a life.
But I don't want to be seen in a junky car
with an ugly guy. "
Lisa Himes, 14, Saco

{

"This place
"Maine is lame ...

is the same as

But

Florida

Old Orchard Beach

without the

is boom in , in
the summer. "
Mike Overbeck, 19,
Old Orchard Beach

Teeming with teens
• Photo essay by Tonee Harbert
In January, Old Orchard Beach, population 10,000, looks
like a ghost town. The stores are closed, the arcades and
discos are boarded up. Only the sounds of waves breaking
on the beach break the silence.
But in the summer, those sounds are drowned out by the
rock 'n' roll blasting from bars, by teenagers screaming at the
beach, by blocks of cars lined up bumper-to-bumper idling,
revving, honking. The population swells to more than
100,000 during August, and about half of those are French

Canadians, according to the Old Orchard Beach Chamber of
Commerce.
A healthy portion of both the American and Canadian
visitors are teenagers. From New York to Canada they come
with their families; from across southern Maine they come
looking for adventure. As puberty wreaks havoc with their
hormones, they wreak havoc in Old Orchard Beach.
They tease their hair and they tease one another. They
initiate and become initiated in the mating ritual.
"Maine is lame all around compared to New York, where
I'm from. But Old Orchard Beach is boomin' in the sum-

mer," said Mike Overbeck, 19, seen with his stereo (facing
page, top). "There's a lot of women to pick up here, lots. I
meet a lot of Canadian girls and I can't understand a word
they're saying."
"It's wicked boring where I come from," said Stacy
Savage, 16, of Groveland, Mass., seen alongside Overbeck.
The two met during Savage's summer vacation.
"This is the first time I've been to a beach," said Orlando
Tucker, 19, shown dancing with Tanya Smith (facing page,
bottom). "It's OK. Lots of space. We're gonna party down."
Tucker and Smith are both stationed at Brunswick Naval Air
Station.
Clinton Fitzpatrick, 15, and Misty Eastwood, 13, both of
Fredericton, New Brunswick, rode The Pirate, a carnival ride
at Palace Playland (this page, top).
"We come to meet people, cruising the bars and the
beach. There are a lot of Quebecois here. There are no good

beaches in Quebec," said Maryse Turgeon, 19, of Thetford
Mines, Quebec. Turgeon's twin sister Marlene met up with
Serge Julien and Patrick Kelly of Neufchatel, Quebec (this
page, center). "This place is the same as Florida without the
coconut trees," said Maryse.
Lisa Himes and April Vickerson, both 14, both from Saco,
said they go to the beach regularly to look for guys (this
page, bottom left). Said Himes, "We sit here every night. We
come here for the guys. If they don't have a car, they don't
have a life. But I don't want to be seen in a junky car with an
ugly guy. I like Camaros, Z28s and Ninja motorcycles. If I
like a guy, I'll stay with him for the rest of the night."
The night had just begun for Jamie Beauchamp, 15, and
Elaine Perrault, 14 (this page, bottom right). But even as the
two Rhode Island teens stole a kiss at Palace Playland, their
summer was coming to an end.

coconut trees. "
Maryse Turgeon, 19,
Quebec
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Why ACT UP IS SO
The tactics employed by the AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power (ACf UP)

are, in the words of founder Larry Kramer, "impolite, abrasive and rude like the virus that is killing us."
On Sunday, Sept. 1, ACf UP plans to bring its bothersome style of
protest to President Bush's summer residence at Walker's Point. Organizers say the Kennebunkport demonstration will kick off 30 days of direct
action nationwide.
Uke the disease they are fighting, ACf UP has caused a tremendous
amount of fear and misunderstanding. Their loud and confrontational
protests have left onlookers more confused than informed. And the media
have been so impressed with the tactics - and so put off by the organizers
themselves - that news coverage has frequently focused on the protesters
rather than the message they sought to present.
But ACf UP does have a message.
And that message is clear:
• There is one new HN infection in the United States every 54 seconds.
That adds up to 1,500 new HN infections every 24 hours.
• As many as one in every 250 people in the United States may already
be HN-positive. There are eight to 10 million HIV-infected people worldwide.
• The fastest-rising risk group is now heterosexual women. But the
definition of AIDS used by the Centers for Disease Control does not
recognize infections that occur in women and N drug users - effectively
barring these people from access to heal th care and social services.
• It took nine years for the number of cases of full-blown cases of AIDS
to reach 100,000. There will be another 100,000 by this time next summer.

angry

One out of four households in the United States has now been touched
somehow by AIDS.
• There are 267 new cases of AIDS every day. Someone dies of AIDS
every nine minutes.
• Caseload projections by epidemiologists for the immediate future are
so high that they erase and far surpass whatever benefits have been
achieved elsewhere through education, use of condoms and safe sex.
• The AIDS research program at the National Institutes of Health (NIH)
has been condemned as totally inadequate by the National Academy of
Sciences.
• And by the year 2000, it is likely that 40 million people will be infected
with the HN virus; 80 percent of those infections will have been heterosexually transmitted.
Despite these harrowing statistics, the Reagan and Bush administrations
have consistently belittled or ignored this epidemic. And recently, the Bush
administration reversed its decision to allow
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foreigners infected with HN to enter the
United Sta~es, cau~ing Harvard University to
-- , -- I
cancel the mternatIonal AIDS conference
scheduled for next May. Bush said he was not
concerned about the aborted conference. 'They'll find other ways to get
together," said Bush, "so it doesn't bother me ... "
So as you read or hear news reports about ACf UP's coming protests in
Kennebunkport or elsewhere, remember that their message and their
method are really quite simple.
The message: AIDS is killing people.
The method: Bother George Bush.
(MP)
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Richard Lyman holds his

d~ughter

Mandy In front of Portland's State Theatre Aug. 23.
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Entertainment

The Casco
Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10 days and
more ways
to be
Informed,
get Involved
and stay
amused.

Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections must be received
In writing on the Thursday prior to publication. Send your
Calendar and Listings Infonnatlon to Ellen L1burt, Casco Bay
Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.

• Tim Ferrell. What does he
do? Joanne Chessie. We
know what she does. Kevin
Shone doesn't do anything.
No, they're not elected
government officials.
They're comedians, which is
really the same thing, only
no pension plans. Every
Thursday at the Cave (29
Forest Ave.) they're really
funny. And cheap, too:
three bucks.
Call 879-0070
for the payoff.

• For a good time, call this
number: 725-3201. That's
the activity hotline at
Bowdoin College, and if
you dial it you'll find out all
about Queen Ida and the
Bon Temps Zydeco Band,
Grammy-winning musicians who will play their
mix of blues, jazz, country,
bluegrass, reggae, classic
rock & Latin music at 8:30
tonight in
Morrell Gymnasium, Bowdoin
College,
Brunswick.
Tickets are

$8.75, $10 at the door.
• Not quite garage, definitely not pop: If you're
buffaloed by the idea of
driving to Brunswick, walk
over to Zootz (31 Forest
Ave.) and listen to Buffalo
Tom, a cutting edge, alternative guitar band. Doors open
at 9 p.m., when you can hear
the opening band, Pluck
Theatre. Admission is $5.
Call 773-8187 for details.

• Not quite a quartet, but
definitely jazz: Catch the
Steve Grover Band tonight
at cafe no, featuring Frank
Carlberg, one of Boston's
finest young piano players;
guitarist Tony Gaboury,
who teaches jazz at UMA
and USM; percussionist
Grover, a director of Friends
of Jazz; and a surprise bass
player. The band will also
perform Friday, both nights
at 9 & 11. Admission is $5.
Yeah, you no it; the cafe is
located at 20 Danforth St.
Call 772-8114 if you need to
no more.
• It's always happened at
Thomas Point: The 14th
annual Thomas Point Beach

For a good time, go
see this woman
Friday, Aug. 30.

Bluegrass Festival will
strum along Aug. 3O-Sept. 1,
from noon-9 Friday, 9-9
Saturday & Sunday. Bluegrass consists of five
acoustic instruments and
vocals that have the high,
lonesome sound of the
Appalachian Mountains,
where the music was first
played in this country.
Bringing their down-home
sound Down East will be 18
bands including The
Seldom Scene, The Country
Gentlemen, the Del
McCoury Band, Redwing,
Northern tights &: Acoustic
Horizen. A three-day ticket
is $45 and includes camping; one-rlay tickets are $14$20; kids under are 12 free;
& Sunday's half-price after
3. Call 725-6009 for details.

rematch of last season's
dramatic NFC championship game, won by the
Giants on a field goal as
time expired. Watch behemoths grunt as they seek to
pound each others' masses
into pulp around a chalklined field. If you don't care
for the game, you can still
learn something about how
a male populace addicted to
this pastime has helped
bring civilization to its
present harmonious state.
Brotherly love. See it on
ABC tonight.

• It's free, so get there first!
Tonight at 6:30, Tony

Movies on Exchange Street.
Call 772-8041 for more info.

• The savage breakfast: For
those of you who wake up
feisty and wanting to sink
your teeth into something
more substantial than an
Eggo or your companion's
shoulder, Portland Community Chamber of Commerce
brings you Eggs 'n Issues,
an opportunity for
businesspeople to make
their workdays even longer
than usual. This morning at
8, after brekkie at 7:30, Paul
O'Brien, the head of the $8
billion dollar New England
Telephone and Telegraph

$7.50 an egg, $5.50 for
members. The issues are
free. Pre-register by Friday,
Aug. 30. Call 772-2811.
• The savage dream: If
you're still feeling voracious
by lunch time, stalk over at
12:30 to the Portland
Museum of Art (7 Congress
Square) for a showing of
"Paul Gauguin: The Savage
Dream," in which you'll see
the artist's obsessive search
for a "savage" alternative
lifestyle chronicled in this
documentary filmed on
location in Tahiti and the
Marquesas, where Gauguin
spent the years after he and
Vincent van Gogh parted
company. The video is free
with museum admission.
Call 775-6148 for details.

Watch this man work
on his Issues
Wednesday, Sept. 4.

Cheap 'thrill: Head for the hUIs
: In lhe1Jnlted States a'n d Canada, tab.or Day Is a :• Bringing the AIDS crisis
home to Bush: ACT UP
Maine will join other
protesters from across the
country today at 9 a.m. in
Kennebunkport to launch
30 days of nationwide direct
protest against Bush's
criminal inaction on the
AIDS crisis. When you get
there, tell the president
about the National Commission on AIDS report of
December 1989, which
stated that "the epidemic is
reaching crisis proportions
among the young, the poor,
women, and many minority
communities.... the 19905
will be much worse than the
198Os." For further information, call either 774-7224
or 774-5082.

• In Kansas, it's one hour
earlier every hour today. All
day. Think about that.
• If you figure it out with
time to spare, tonight you
can watch the New York
Giants and the San Francisco Forty-Niners in a

lega~ holiday that occurs on the first Monday of

September In honor of labor. Sfnce no one works,
however; -organized entertainment Is scarce,
{i The°critl.c'nhoice: Pack a picnic-lunch in your
Imapiack. Get- In your car or find someone who has
;"9I'Ie. FUI the tank. Drive In any direction (though
probably not due east, unless. you like s-oggy plc"
nics), and stop when the. gas tank arrow Is at the
midway matk. Get out of the car. Savor your
mouthwaterlng lunch whUe appreciating, Maine's
eye-wateflng .lJeaoty. The,) don your)lIking boots
and head off Into the hills, where you can:...~
Breathe de~p. Expel the stagnant office alr from
}'oUr'IuJlgs and repJace It wttfJ the newly manufac, lUted,' fJlne-scented variety,
Btlng all your ~ttent1on to !>ear on the walk.
Reme-mber th/ilt there Is oflly one path~ and that _
.. -path 11 always ahead of you. (The trick Is remember~tog· wlth'o ut actually thinking about iL)
" ~If Ihls falls, con$!.der that the melQn always rolls
.one of twQ ways off the !Jailled roof.
" W,",en you tire of Ze ..., you can se~rch for wild ' ...
"1I£I1mals with cheap morals.
~ ,: Then, as the sun starts .sInking In the persimmon
sky! if you Uke youJ' lob, scuff on down the mountain
and re'turn home. If you don't, head for the border.
Happy Labor Day!
Montanaro, mime
magnifique, will combine
stage performance with
films of his past performances and studio classes
from the early '60s. He'll
also talk to the audience
and answer questions, as
well as autograph his new
videotape for fans. At The

Company, will offer his
insights on "Telecommunications in the 1990s: Service,
Change, Growth and
Reform," Breakfast will be
served in the ballroom of
the Sonesta Hotel, 157 High
St. Admission is $11 for
chamber members and $15
for non-members. That's

world over are ci;<:'tratl<,.h
that this sculptor never
achieved the stature of his
greatest influence, Auguste
Rodin. In fact, Malliol
rejected the "restless,
thrusting energy" of
Rodin's work, trying
instead to imbue his figures
with "harmonious, selfsufficient repose." Portland
Museum of Art docent
Elizabeth Shames can tell
you more about Malliol's
work without resorting to
Janson, and she willtoday at 5:15 p.m. and
tomorrow at 12:30 p.m,
Malliol is featured in the
exhibition "Impressionism
and Post-Impressionism:
The Collector's Passion."
The lecture is free with
admission to the exhibit.
Call 775-6148 for details.
• Who will Portland's next
great artists be? The Baxter
Gallery at the Portland
School of Art will hold an
opening reception tonight
from 5-7 for "Student
Exhibition 1991," which
opens Sept. 3 and runs
through Sept. 22. Come
hobnob, sip a little white
wine, and oh yeah, look
over this juried exhibit of

about 120 works of PSA's
current sophomores, juniors
& seniors. Call 775-5152 for
more information.

• Showing their members:
Danforth Gallery will hold
an opening reception/buffet
supper tonight from 6-8 for
the" Annual Members'
Show," works by over 30
artists including Anne
Alexander, Wilma Rifkin,
Jim Mezinski, Nancy Karp,
Jason Weinberg, Dorothy
Ingraham, Louise Pease,
Steve Sechab, Judy Faust,
Jack Davis & Joanne
Oransky. The buffet is $6 for
members, $8 for nonmembers, and $4 for
children 12 and under. The
gallery is located at 34
Danforth St., Portland.
Buffet reservations are
appreciated - but diners

and non-diners are invited
to the opening. Call 7756245 to see those members.
• Reach out but don't touch
her: Tonight at 8 original
love child Diana Ross will
perform her Motown magic
at Cumberland County
Civic Center in Portland.
She'll be onstage, however,
and you'll be seated in the
audience, so look & listen,
but don't touch! Tickets are
$21.50 & $19.50. If you want
to stop in the name of
Motown, call 775-3825.
• Feeling capricious? Hop
in the car and head for
Ogunquit, where
Ogunquit's Community
Center for the Performing
Arts is presenting Capriccio
'91, a celebration of the
town's artistic tradition that
will include Tony
Montanaro &: Karen Hurll's
improv /mime tonight, the
astonishing dance antics of
Momix Saturday night, and
the stunning verbal syncopations of Robert J.
Lurtsema & guests Sunday.

All performances are at 8:30
p.m. in the Ogunquit
Playhouse. Tickets for
Momix cost $15, the others
are $10; call 646-5533.

• Jazz hallmark: Tonight
you can hear the man Sonny
Rollins calls "the greatest
guitarist in jazz." Jim Hall,
accompanied by bassist
Steve LaSpina, will perform
at 8 in Portland Performing
Arts' Big Sounds From All
Over series. Hall's students
and imitators come not only
from the jazz community,
but from rock and even
country music. Jerry Garcia
of the Grateful Dead claims
Hall as one of his major
influences. At the Portland
Performing Arts Center,
25A Forest Ave. Tickets are
$14; call 761-0591.
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great
• great wine
• great music

With entrees under $10
you can afford a dinner
rendezvous whether
you plan ahead or not!

• Thur.day. Aug""l 29:
K. Barl')' Saunde ... Quartet
featuring Alan Neve ..
• Fri. & Sal.• Augusl 30 & 31
The Steve Grover Band
featu~ guitarist
Tony Gaboury and
pianist Frank Carlberg

Till:

WEQ.T
eJIDE
QI~ I
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also serving breakfast.
lWlch & sunday brWlch
58 Pine Street 773·8223

• Coming Thur.day. Sepl. 5
Vocalist

Soturday, September 7, Spm
Porriond Performing Arts Center
25A Forest Avenue
Tickets S15 Call 774-0465
Also o\IQHobie at Amadeus
& Gallery Music.

by So!Ae-AIen Insurance & W/IIGX

Marguerite JuenemanD
return. to Cafe No
re8ervalioD.8 welcome
cloled .unday. & monday.
20 danf'ortb It •• 772-8114

:

Come to Freeport.
andVisit...

~

:. : _ Dese~
I
of Maine
0

•

-

Jazz, Tap &
Streetfunk
Dance Classes
Adults & Children

RAFFLES
C·A·F·E
BOOKSfORE

• Sand Mist ·1783 Bam
• Wcrtf's largsst Sand Painting
• Gift Shop • Store

Off U.S. Route 1 and 95
• Desert Rd. • Dept CB •

Freeport 04032

ADUlT ADMISSION
UMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON

ALSO, CAMPING AVAILABLE

HUNGER
BOOIZS

Giant Sand Dunes • Nanated
Coach Tours • Nature Trails

WIlli THIS lID, $1 OFF

your
for

Malne"s Famous
Natural Phenomenon

Open May 10th
to October 14th
Tel. (207) 865-6962

SATISFY

Casco Bay

~P~~rland Ave.
Portland
871-1013
Fall SealoD
9

MON - SAT 8 TO 5 . THUR 8 TO 7

555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND. 761-3930

1•

Casco Bay Weekly
August 29, 1991

FREE YOGA CLASS

/?IO ONU
U

SATURDAY, SEPT, 7 AT 1 0 e
Fall Session
Sept. 9 to Nov. 15

THE

• hath a yoga for all levels
• prenatal & therapeubc yoga
• Tai Chi Chuan • meditation

YOGA

CENTER

Building IA. Sewall St.,
Thompson 's Point, Portland

799-4449 or 775-0975

Entertainment

.C-L:'~CMmDAR
WHAT'S WHERE
General Cinemas
Maine Mall

COOK.IN'

I(ATAHDIN
When we decided to open our place we realized that there
were already many fine restaurants in the Portland area.
They offered Italian, Chinese, Thai, Mexican, Greek, and
other Cuisines from around the world, Yes, one could try food
from almost anywhwere on the globe with one glaring
exception - Maine. We don't mean tourist fare like fried
clams and boiled lobsters, but the everyday food - mashed
potatoes, buttermilk biscuits, pot roast, rainbow trout, etc ...
We like to describe our food as "Inventive New England
Cooking," Using the freshest local food from both land and
sea, we offer genuine Maine food at reasonable prices. For
example, a half order of pasta and a bowl of our delicious
chowder will fill you up for less than $10.00. Our Blue Plate
Special served with a cup of soup and a salad is only $9.95.
You don't have to bust your budget to eat at Katahdin.
We weathered Hurricane Bob without too many problems.
The lights flickered a couple of times, but we didn't lose our
power and stayed open through the storm. There was some
wind damage to the garden but all in all we're glad it's planted
on a knoll , We were able to avoid the standing water that
ruined so many crops in the area, So much for the drought!
We are picking tomatoes and cucumbers and expect a fairly
good harvest this season.

An our desserts are made from

scratch, We have buclc1es
and cobblers made from seasonal fruits and berries. Gretchen
is constantly coming up with new flavors for her ice creams
and sherbets. Mallie Ice Cream topped with Glazed Walnuts
and Blueberry Cinnamon Ice Cream were two recent
offerings. And, if you're a chocolate lover, try our Chocolate
Mountain - a taste sensation you won't soon forget!
So bring your friends, bring your family, but most of all bring
your appetite - our friendly staff is waiting to serve you here at
Katahdin.
~&y~

774·1740
SPRING AND HIGH STREET

Maine Mall Road, S. PorIIand
774-1022

Dates effective /lug ao-Sep 5
Suburban Commando (PGI
12:35,2:45, 4 :50,7:20,9:40
Child's Play 3 (AI
12:30,2:30, 4:45, 7:30, 9 :35
Hot Shob (PG-131
1 :20,3:25, 5:30, 7:45, 9 :50

Dead Again (A)
1 :30,4, 7, 9:30
Naked Qun 2112 (PG-131
1,7:10
Robin Hood (PG-13)
3 :20, 9 :10
101 Dalmetlans (Gl
1 :15,3:10,5:10,7
Regarding H.nry (PG-131

9
Pur. Luck (PG)
12:45, 5, 9 :20
Tru. Identity (AI
2:55,7 :20

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 Clark's Rd., S . Portland
879-1511

Dates effective /lug ao-Sept 5
Shows 1-4 Sun-Thurs;
shows 1-5 Frl & Sat
Doc Hollywood (PGI
1 :20, 4 :10, 6 :30, 9, 11 :20
Harley Davidson and
the Marlboro Man (A)
1 :40, 4:30, 7:40, 10:20 , 12:25
Defenseless (R)
1 :30, 4 :20 , 7:30 ,10: 10, 12:20
Double Impact (R)
1 :10, 4 , 7 :20, 10, 12:05
The Doctor (PG- 13)
12:40,3 :30,6 :50,9:20, 11 :50
Terminator 2 (A)
12:30, 3 :20, 6 :40, 9 :30, 12:10
CIty Sllck.,s (PG-13)
1,3:50,7:10,9:50,12
Point Break (R)
12:50, 3 :40,7, 9 :40, 12:15

The Movies

MON-THURS 5PM - lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - IlPM

10 Exchange St, Portland
772-9600

Katahdin has chosen not to participate in CBW's Talking Menu,

Korczak

FOLK
ROCK
AT RAOUL'S

STEVE FORBERT
SEPT 4 TIX $8

8:30 PM

Aug 28-Sept 2
Wed-Sat 7, 9:15
Sat I, 3 :15
Sun 1
Sun-Mon 7
N . .tyQlrt
Sept 1-7
SUn 3 :15
Sun-Tues 9 :15
Wed-Sal 7, 9
Sat 1
Tony Montanaro
Sept 3
Tues 6 :30

Nickelodeon

.UI

Temple and Middle streets, Portland
772-9751

M.

TONITE • THE DEAL
AUG 30. I-TONES
AUG 31 • MOXIE MEN
AND SUBTERRANEAN
SEPT 1 • ROCKIN' VIBRATION
(LABOR DAY REGGAE!)
SEPT 2 & 3 • CLOSED FOR R & R
SEPT 6 • PORT CITY ALLSTARS
SEPT 7 • POUSmE-DART BAND

Dates effective /lug ao-Sept 5
Thelma .. Loul_ (A)
1:10,6:40, 9:20
Drowning by Numbers (NR)
1 :20,7,9:15
straight Out of Brooklyn (R)
1 :30, 7 :20, 9:40
Bop Nth. Hood (A)
1 :40,7:10, 9 :25
La Femme Hikita (A)
1 :50, 6 :50, 9 :30
Tatl. Daniell. (NR)
2, 7:05, 9 :35

Pride's Comer Drive-In
Route 302, Weslbrook
797-3154

Open nightly through Labor Day
Bill .. Ted's Bogus Journey (PG)

865 Forest Avenue
TIcket Info. 773-6886 • Entertalrvnent Hotline 775-2494

8
Backdraft (A)
9:45

SCREEN
"ckdndt Two fire-lighting brothers in Chicago come to terms with the me/TlOfY 01
their Iale fireman father, their resentment
toward each other and each other's dijlerent approach to the protession during on
ongoing arson investigation . Starring
Robert DeNiro and Donald Sulherland.
Bill & Ted's Bogu. Joumey More adventures in the I~e and times Bill and Ted.
Starring Alex Winter and Keanu Reeves.
Boyz Nth. Hood Inner city kids trying to
glOW up unscathed in South Central Los
Angeles, an environment riddled with
gangs and drugs. Shocking and enlightening. See ~ .
Clty8llck..... Three middle-aged New York
men - Billy Crystal, Bruno Kirby and
Daniel Stern - attempt to recapture their
lost youth by going on a modem-<Jay
cattle drive.
Child'. Play 3 Sequel to "Child's Play 2:
Kids getting butchered by other kids. Don1
take the kids.
De1en.eI_a Barbara Hersheystars in this
psychologicalthriler w~h Mary Beth Hurt
as her old college chum. When Hurt is
accused of murdering her husband ,
Hershey agrees to defend her. Matters
escalate when an investigator discovers
Hershey and the dead man had arelationship. Also starring Sam Shepard & J. T.
Walsh.

a

Regarding Henry Harrison Ford plays a
ruthless New York lawyer w~h a lousy
marriage who is forced to repriorilize his
lHe after suffering a serious brain injury in
a near-fatal aocidert. Moves a bit slowly
at times, but move you ~ will. Also stars
Annette Bening.
Robin Hood Kevin Costner plays the legendary hero 01 Sherwood Forest in this
sweeping epic filmed in England. Among
the ensemble are Christian Slater, Morgan Freeman and Mary Elizabeth
Mastrantonio.
Straight Out 01 Brooklyn Nineteen-yearold Matty Rich's semi-aulobiographical
tale aboll glOWing up in the Red Hook
section of Brooklyn.
SUburban Commando Hulk Hogan and
Christopher Lloyd star in this comedy
aboul a man looking for an apartment.
Tatl. D.nlell. Black comedy aboul an
older woman who comes to live with her
nephew and his w~e after her servant
dies. Directed by Etienne Chaliliez ("Life
is a Long Quiet River").
T .....ln.tor 2 A bigger, more explosive
sequel to the 1984 hit. Arnold
Schwarzenegger stars as a kindhearted
cyborg from the future who does battle
this time with another, not-so-kindhearted
terminator. Splendid special effects.
Tony Montlln.ro Two short documentary
films from the early 1960s profiling Tony
Montanaro performing and teaching.
Tru. Identity After a gangster takes a
contract to kill a struggling black actor, the
actor disguises himseK as a white man.
While in disguise, he learns what irs fike
to be a white in today's society, while at
the same time trying to elude the pack of
gangsters. Starring Lenny Henry, Charles
LanQ, Ann-Marie Johnson & Frank
Langella.
Th. Doctor Wiliam Hurt stars as a surgoon who becomes a patient and eventually a better human being.
Thelma & Loul. . Two women leave their
crummy menfolk at home to head oul on
the road . They encounter crummy men
everywhere they go. Thank God thereare
no cuhuraJ stereotypes in cinema anymore. Wrth Geena Davis and Susan
Sarandon.

STAGE

"Lady Day at Em.reon'. Bar .. CrIll"
Doc Hollywood
stars as a
retums to PorUand Stage CoI11l&nY for
plastic surgeon on his way to Hollywood
one more run of this searing portrait of
who gets sidetracked In South Carolina
the grealjazz singer Billie Holiday as she
and falls in love.
relates the circumstances of her legendDouble Impact Story about twin brothers
ary career with humor, shrewdness and
trying to find the person who killed their
wit The play Is liberally laced with Lady
Jean·Claude
father. Stars Dulch dynamo
Day's famous songs. Runs through Aug
Van Darnme.
31 with an 8 pm curtain . Tickets for other
Drowning by Numb ..... Story of three
performances $1 ().$24; call the box ofwomen and their unconventional attempts
fice al n4-0465.
at ridding themselves 01 their husbands.
"Murder et the Caf. Nol,.. A 1940s
Direded by Peter Greenaway ("The Cook,
mystery movie come to life at Portland's
The Thief, His Wde, Her Lover").
only dinner theater. Journey to the island
Harl.y Devfdaon snd the Marlboro Man
of Mustique in the wastern Caribbean for
Harley (Oon Johnson) and Marlboro
a detective thriller in the classic Bogart
(Mickey Rourke), perturbed at seeing their
tradition. You 'll meet a cast of characters
favorite diner close down for financial
who look as though they just stepped out
reasons, decide to rob an anned truck.
of a Hollywood sound stage: Sheila
When they do, they stumble onto a major
Wonderly, femme fatale ... Anthony
new drug operation and the wrath 01 a
Cairo, black marketeer ... Madam
drug dealer.
Toureau, proprietress olthe cafe ... and
Hot Shota Charlie Sheen and Lloyd Bridges
Rick Archer, a private eye who will need
star in thisspoo/ aboutthe TopGun pilots
your help in soving the myriad mysteries
01 our anned services.
of Cafe Noir. The doors open every Sat·
Jungl. Fever Spike Lee 's new film aboul
urday at 7:30 pm and the show begins at
interracial love. Says Lee, "We wanted
8. The cost is $29 .95 per person and
the two neighborhoods -that blacklhalincludes the fu lHength show and a fourian thing:
coursedinner. ln The Baker'sTable banKorcuk World-famous creator 01 model
quet room, 434 Fore St in the O ld Port.
orphanage in 1939 Poland refuses to
Call 693-3063 or 1-800-834-3063 for
abandon his orphans, moving w~h them
reservations.
into the Warsaw Ghetto when the Nazis
come to power. "A visually haunting, p<>- Th. The.te. at Monmouth presents its
lasl production of the season: "King Lear,'
etie work; wrole The Jewish Week, "~
Shakespeare's drama of a ki ng who
emphasizes humanity rather than evil :
thinks he has the love of his daughters at
La Femm. Nlkltll French thriner in which
his command. Directed by Christopher
a woman becomes a secret agent for her
Rockand featuring Richard Sewell in the
country to escape a death sentence for
tide role. Aug 30 at8 pm. "Our Country's
killingapoliceman-thenfallsin love and
Good,'Timberlake Wertenbaker's drarre.
begins to question the morality of her line
about the inhabitants of the Sydney pe01 work. A jolting, intelligent thriller.
nal colony staging Australia's first comNaked Gun 2 112 Spoof of Washington,
edy. Directed by Christopher Rock. Aug
D.C. focusingontheunderhanded mach;'
29 at8 pm. Tix: $16, $14 for seniors &
nationsol politicians to serve the interests
students. Info and to reserve : 933-9999.
01 evil energy oligarchs at the expense of
the environment. Starring Leslie Nielsen,
Priscilla Presley, George Kennedy and
O.J. Simpson.
Naaty Girl A Bavarian schoolgirl encounters resistance in her small town when
she starts to probe the lives of her neighbors and the town archives in order to
write "My Town During the Third Reich;
her entry for an essay competition.
Thom_ PI.yhou.. p ..... ntll "Love
101 Delmatlan. Dogs, dogs and more
L.tt....," a two-person play about two
dogs. Disney at its spoiled best
characters who know each other from
Point B,..k Patrick Swayze plays a surfer
childhood to adulthood who read their
who likes to rob banks when he's no! on
love letters to each other. An unrealized
hisboatd. Gary Busey and Keanu Reeves
love story. Shows Tues & Wed, starting
play FBI agents who go undercover in
Aug 27 , through Sept 11. James
shoos and tans to catch the surfboarding
Goldman's "The Lion In Winter: a c0mbank robbers. Now here's a story.
edy about Henry II and Eleanor of
Pura Luck Danny Glover and Martin Short
Aquitain, will also be presented Thurs,
star in this comedy about a private invesFri & Sal, starting Aug 29, through Sept
tigator whose luck is so bad he is hired to
14. Curtain for both show is 8 pm. The
find a girl just as unlucky as he. Lots of
playhouse is located on Route 302 in S.
slapstick. surprisingly funny.
Casco. Tickets: $12. 655-3281 .

Rockln' KIng B'. (bluesy rock) Raoul's
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave,
Portland. n3~886.
Mervin Boon. (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
The PlnetonH (eclectic with mandolin,
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
ukulele, musical saw) noon, Maine NaTom Dyhrberg (acoustic) TIpperary Pub,
tional Bank, 400 Congress S~ Portland.
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Ptld. n5~161 .
Free. n2~ .
Big "mbu (classic sounds of the '60s &
70s) The Wrong Brothers Pub at Port
Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, PlId, n5-1944.

FRIDAY 8.30

AUDITIONS
American Ballet E_t wi! hold auditions
for "The Nutcracker' Sept 7 at10 am for
children 12 and under and at 11:30 am
for ages 13 and over. 17 Bishop St
(Morrill's Comer), Portland. 878-3032.
Portland SymphonyOrchestrawil hold
auditions for its three youth ensembfes
Sept 5 from 3-8 pm at Portland High
School . Auditions for wind and percussion Instrumentalists will be held from 35 pm, for string InstrumentaNsts from 88 pm, Musicians wil be expected to
perform a short (five minute) piece of
their own choosing. Scales and sightreading may be required. Students wishIng to schedule an audition time or receive more info should call the PSO at
n3-8191 or 800-63~2309.
Windham Center Stag. Theatre will
hold auditions for Meredith Wilson 's"The
Music Man' on Sept 6 & 7 from 8-10 pm.
Come prepared to sing. Roles available
for 30-35 males, lG-t5 adult females, 810 teenage boys, 6-10 teenage girls ,
and several younger boys and girls. Especially sought is a barbarshop quartet.
Call director Carolyn Bailey at 846-4740
for additional info.

SUNDAY O.l
LIv. IrI.h Mu.lc with Mlk. O'BrI.n
(Irish music) Father O 'Hara's Public
House, 45 Danforth St, Ptld. 871 -1579.
Unci. Moltl. (blues rock) Gritty McDuff's,
396 Fore S~ Portland. 772-2739.
Jenny" Jeremy (rock) Moose Alley, 48
Market St, Portland. n 4-5246.
St ...... 01 Fir. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Sunday Brunch In the Bllilroom (classical) Portland Regency, 20 Milk St, Portland. 774-4200.
Aocldn VIbration (reggae) Raoul's Roadside Attraction , 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Open Jam (b.y.o. jam) Spring Point Cafe.
175 Pickell St. S. Portland . 767-4627.

MONDAY 0.2'

CLUBS

SATURDAY 8.31

Klrpal Light ......ng (classical Indian
music) 7 pm, First Unitarian Church, 425
Congress S~ Portland. Emissaries of
SantThakar Singh present "Hearl Song'
music followed by intro to meditalion .
Free. 878-8673.
P.t.r. P.uf and Mary (folk) 8 pm,
Cumberland County Civic Center, POOland. Tickets: $18.50 & $16.50, kids 12
and under $2. 775-3458.
Second Annual Mldcoaat Clrcl. of
Sound (various groups) 7 :30 pm, The
Center forthe Arts, the Chocolate Church,
804 Washington St, Bath , Performers:
Devonsquare, Timothy Wallace, Abigail
Chapman, Saod Pudding, Richard Johnson, David Dodson, Elizabeth Roth &
Allen Fenn, Castlebay, Marie Dufresne
& Mark McNeil, and David Utter. Tickets:
$8 reserved, $10 at the door. 442-8455
or 729-3185.

UPCOMING

S.en Sh•• rln. (blues rock) Gritty
McDuff·s. 396 Fore St, Ptld. n2-2739. Dian. Ros. 9/6/9t (Motown) 8 pm,
Cumberland Counly Civic Center, Plid.
Monday Night at the Movl_ ("Once
Tickets: $21 .50 & $19.50. 775-3825.
Around") Moose Alley, 46 Market St,
Portland. n4-5246.
Jim H.II 9(7191 Oau guitar) 8 pm, Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest
Prankat.... (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Ave , Portland. Tickets: $14. n4-o485.
Moulton S~ Portland. 774-0444.
Op.n Mlc Night with K.n Grimsley
(b.y.o. jam) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St,
Portland. n3-0093.

TUESDAY 0.3
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Op.n Mlc Night with 111. Cool Whips
(b.y.o . Jam) Father O'Hara's Public
House, 45 Danforth St, Ptld. 871-1579 .
Boneh.ads (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton St, POOland. 774-0444.
K. Barry Saund .... Qulnt.t f.a1urlng
Alan Nevew Oazz), cafe no, 20 Danforth Op.n Mlc Night (b.y.o. jam) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S . Ptld. 767-4627 .
St, Pordand. n2-8114.
Th. Pulae (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market Will Turner (acoustic) Wharf's End , 52
Wharf St, PorUand. n3-0093 .
St, Portland. n4-5246 .
Bicycle Thieves (rock) Old Port Tavem ,
11 Moulton St, Portland. n4-0444.
Acouatlc Open Mlc with Bltl Cameron
Th. Baxter GIIII.ry, Portland School of
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers Pub at
Art. Opening reception Sept 5 from 5-7
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Ptld. n5pm for 'Student Exhib~ion t991; which
Bachelo...' Night (xxx) Moose Alley. 46
1944.
opens Sepl3 and runs through Sepl22.
Market St, PorUand. n4-5246.
111. De.1 (blues) Raoul's Roadside AtJuried exhibit 01 about 120 wor1<s 01 curBoneh.ads (rock) Old Port Tavem , 11
traction, 865 Forest Ave, Pdd. n3-6886.
rent sophomores, juniors & seniors. n5Moulton S~ POOland. 774-0444.
~ Marlboro Men (rock) Spring Point
5152.
Steve Forbert (folk rock) Raoul's RoadCafe, 175 Pickett St,
PtJd. 767-4627.
side Attraction, 865 Forest Ave , Port- Denfortll Gallery, 34 Danforth St, PortPleter GIe.aon (acoustic) TIpperary Pub,
land. Opening reception Sepl6 from 6-8
land. 773-6886.
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. PtJd. n5-6161 .
pm for 'Annual Members' Show; works
Op.n MIc Night with J.J, and the Cool
by over 30 artists including the works 01
Whips (b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers
Anne Alexander, Wilma Rifkin, Jim
Pub at Port Billards, 39 Forest Ave,
Mezinskl, Nancy Karp, Jason Weinberg,
Portland. n5-1944.
Dorothy Ingraham, Francis Michevich,
Ray Lord , Janice M. Scott, Diane Linscott,
DIIVe Roberts (acoustic) Bramhall Pub,
Loose Pease, SteveSechab, Judy FBUSI,
769 Congress St, Portland. n3-9873 .
Jack Davis, Joanne Oransky, Thelma F,
The Steve Grover "nd featuring guitarStaples. Buttet dinner is $8 for members,
Ist tony Gaboury and pianist Frank Qatte CIInc., Inc., Thompson's Point,
$8 for non-members, and $4 for children
Carlberg Uan organ) cafe no, 20
12 and under. Buffet reservations appr&second floor Bldg 1A, Portland. Smoke
Danlor1lt St, Portland. m-8114.
dated. Exhibt wil run through SepI 20.
and chern-free dances with swing, Lalin
Hot Charry PIe (rock) Father O'Hara's
Galery holXs: Tues-Sat, 11-5. n~45.
& ballroom musk: Fridays from 9-12 pm
Public House, 45 Danforth St, Portland.
& Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. n3-3558. Th. G.llery .t the Chocolllt. Church,
871 -1579.
804 Washington St, Bath. Opening r&111. Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open
Danny Ora".. Uazz) Utile W~lie's, 36
ception Sepl6 from >7 pm tor 'The Maine
nightly, 8 pm on ... Frf-Set until 3 am.
CraflAssociation Invitational; which runs
Market St, Portland. n3-4500.
Cover: $2. 871-0063.
through Sept 28. ThroughAug31 : ajuried
The Sen. . (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market SaIutH, 20 MilkSt, PorUand. OpennlghUy
show 01 paintings and sculpture t~led
St, PorUand. n4-5248.
until 1 am, No cover. 774-4200.
"Maine: A Summer Place.' Gallery hours:
Blcycl.111Ie_ (rock) Old Port Tavem, T-Blrd'.. 126 N. Boyd St, Por1Iand. Sun:
Tues-Fri, 9-4; Sat, noon-4. 442·8455.
11 Moulton St, Portland. n4-0444.
football aftemoon, comedy night; Mon,
opens Sepl6 lrom >7.
T"TonH (progressive rock) Raoul's Roadfootball party; Wed, local bands; Thurs,
side Attraction , 865 Forest Ave , Portcollege night; Fri & Sat, bands and/or Sun GIIII.ry. 496 Congress St, Portland.
Opening reception Aug 29 from 5-7 pm for
land. 773-6886.
deejay, all contemporary dance music.
new paintings Md wor1<s on paperby Ivan
The Marlboro Men (rock) Spring Point
n3-8040.
Jenny, Penelope Jones and Evelyn WinCafe, 175 Pickett St. S. Ptld. 767-4627 . Wherehou. . Ch.m-F.... Dance Club,
ter, Showing through Oct t4. Gallery
Jim Gall.nt (acoustic) Tipperary Pub,
29 Forest Ave, Portland. Progressive
hours: Wed-SaI, 11 am~ pm or by ~
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Ptld. n5-6161.
music. Frf-Sat, 9 pm- t am. 874-9nO .
pointment. 828-4760 or n3-86t6.
Big Bambu (classic sounds of the '60s & Zoot%, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed:
70s) The Wrong Brothers Pub at Port
Progressives. Thu ; Visual Vibe. Fri :
Billiards,39 Forest Ave, Ptld. n5-1944.
Deejayilive Music; Sat: Cutting Edge
Dance; Sun : Request Night. n3-8187.
..

THURSDAY 8.20

"
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&

......

..

ART

WEDNESDAY 9.4

PUBLIC

HOUSE

Air Conditioned
Open for Lunch
Shaded Patio

Daily Outdoor
Bar-B-Que 3-7
Dinner 'til 10:30

·THURSDAYS·

·SUNDAYS·

I

$1.50 Miller Lite
'til10pm
·FRI, AUGUST 30.

·MONDAYS·

HOT CHBRRY PIB
No Cover
Weekend

Restaurant
Employee
Night

$1 Draft

1/2 OFF
with Pay Stub

• SAT, AUGUST 31.

·TUESDAYS·

HOT CHBRRY PIB
No Cover
Weekend

Open Mlc Night

$1 Draft

7S¢ drafts
2 for 1 WellUrinks 'til 10

DANCING

AROUND TOWN

Abacus. 44 Exchange St, POOland. Contemporary handaalted jewelry 01 Gabriel
DIIVe Rob.rts (acoustic) Bramhall Pub,
OIiesh,through Sept 2. Hours: Sun, 11 -5;
769 Congress St, Portland. n3-9873.
Mon-S81, lG-Q, n2-4880.
The Steve Grover Band featuring guitar·
Afrtcan Importa end N_ Englsnd Arts,
ist Tony Gaboury and pianist Frank
1 Urian St, Portland. African cra/ts, jewCarfberg Gau) cafe no, 20 Danforth St,
elry
and sculpture as well as New EnPortland. m-8114.
gland aafts, art~acts and arts. Gallery
Hot Charry PIe (rock) Father O'Hara's
hours: Mon-SaI, 10 am-9 pm; Sun 12-9.
Public House, 45 Danforth St, Portland.
m -9505.
871-1579.
Congrwallqusre aallery, 42 Exchange
Tall Richerd (blues rock) Gritty McDuffs,
St, PortIMd. G/Ol4l show 01 Robert Pollen,
396 Fore St, Portland. m-V39.
Margaret Gelding, Meg Payson & other
Ron Frazee Trto Gau) Little Willie's, 36
gallery artists. Showing through Sept 11 .
Market St, Portland. n3-4500.
SummerholXS: Mon-Wed, 10:30-5; Thurs
111. Sen. . (rock) Moose Alley, 48 Market
& Fri, 10:30-9; Sal 12-9; and Sun 12-5.
St, Portland. n4-5248.
111. Und.rachleve ... (boogie-woogie,
n4-336g.
jazz) noon, MonumentSquare, PorUand.
Bicycle 1111_ (rock) Old Port Tavem ,
• Ctmtin~d on p"g. 20
Free. n2~B28 .
11 Moulton St, Portland. n4-0444 ,

CERTS

THURSDAY 8.20

Hosted by

The Cool Whips

45 Danforth Street (207)871-1579
The Q'Kendley Brothers, Proprietors + Blarney, Inc.

OPENING

FRIDAY 8.30

CON

live Irish Music
wi Mike O'Brien
Guinness $2 . Harp $2.25

(jOOdJ'ood
(jood'Drint
gOOd Company

s.

SATURDAY 8.31

+ lrisli '1{iglit +

Only

• au Port's LaTlJest OutMor Cap
• ~resli. 'Daily Speciafs

$3.95
Create Your
Own Sandwich

Mon-Fri
11:30-3

• 'Bruufs & Pastries fJak:pi

Ii.ue uu.Ii. mornint/
• 'Daily :Happy !JWur,
4 to 7, 99¢ 'Drafts
• ~PE 'J{f(jJIT 'D 1'J{'){J;'1t
• Live 'Entertainment 'WeiSat

SeafOOd 'Emp,0num
- Outdoor Cafe -

Serving Luncb & Dinner 1I':30am-llpm
Lounge Hours 1l:30am-1am
425 Fore Street· Old Port, Portland· 772-7713
M/C & VISA Accepted "Ample Parking" Formerly Blue MOOD
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TUNES!
t/ tapes t/ Cds
t/ Check out
our excellent
selection

Entertainment
• Cmttirlwd from

ART

505
Ocean St
(Rt 77)

S. Portland

767-6500

GERALDINE
ANTIQUXXlOLF
II< ESTATE JEWELRY

10:30 · 5, Mon . . Sat.
16 MILK STREET
PORTlAND, MAINE 04101
107 · 77~ · 899~

545 COngress st.. ForUud

819·1616
M.T.W.&:I' 9:JO.5:30. Thurs. U1I 6:30
Sat 9:JO.!! pm, Sun 12-!!

RAISE YOUR
VmKATIONAL
LEVEL
Guatemalan Patchwork Quilts
Jackets from ThaIland Ilc I!aII Patch
Jackets from Guatemala Cotton
Volle Qothing from India Ilc Morel

I HAVE NO CONTROL
PRODUCTIONS

tim ferrell
joanne chessie
kevin shone
every thursday nite
at8pm $3
at the cave 31 forest ave
sponsored bY:Um;":m

r::~-~g~

'",,44 ~ (1)

~
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DHn Velentllll. O.IIeIy, 60 Hampshire
51, Portland. "V'18W8 01 the Head Behind;
a series 01 scup/ure dealing with body
and mind by Celeste Roberge. VIewing
wit evoke concepts 01 mind and creallon,
as one sorts through fragments 01 clay
shapes and attempts through personal
history to assemble a recognizable past.
Showing through SepI 8. Gallery hours:
Thurs t2-8; Fri & Sat 12-5; S~ 12--'; and
by appt. m-2042.
Fro.t Gully GIIllery, 411 Congress St,
Portland. A new group exhibition featurIng the WOfks 01 all gallery artists, IncluoIng oils, watercolor, pastels, and sculptureln a wide range 01 styles and subjeds
by Dalav lpeat, DeWitt Hardy, EricGreM,
Laurenze Sisson, AHred Chadbourne,
Martha Groome, Sharon Yates, Cabo!
Lylord and John Laurent. Gallery hours:
Moo-Fri, 12~ pm, or by appointment.
773-2555.
The Good Egg, 705 Congress 51, POOlanel. Peter BuOl1e's pai1tings through
SeplI5.775-1514.
G....nhut Galleli... 148 Middle 51, Portland. Works 01 J&r\e Dahmen, Anne
Greslnger & Connie Hayes. Running
through Aug 31. GaIery artIsIs on view
through Seplember. Gallery hours: MooSat, 10:3<>-5:30. m-2893.
Johnny D'.. 425 Fore St, Portland. Works
01 Marilyn Bllnkhom, Shana Belknap,
Tanya Aetcher & Andres Verzosa. ShowIng through Sepl15. 775-1514.
Maine Pottwa Mark.., 376 Fore 51, Portland. SolI colors of the end 01 summer as
Interpratedbystoneware potterJudyRley,
through Sept 4. Hours: ~5 daily. 77#r
1633.
Portland MUHum at Art, Seven C0ngress Square, Portland. Hours: Tues,
Wed,Fri& Sat, 10 am-5pm: Thurs 1oam9 pm; Sun 12-5 pm. Admission: aduhs
$3.50, senior citizens and students wilh
10 $2.50, children under 18 $1, group rate
$3. Museum admission Is free 10 amnoon Saturday, but $1 .50 wil be charged
10 see the IIrflI'essIonIsm exhibition. 7732787.
"InIpNulonlam and Poat-lmp......on·
lam: The Collector'. Palelon Drawn
from private collections, this exhibition of
81 worIIsby43artiBtsfealureseightworlls
from theJoan Wltlney Payson Collection
as well as 11 from the holdings 01 Portfand
naIIvv Scott Black. The exhlbtlon explores the evollilon 01 who coIleds, how
euch decisions affect the next generallon
01 coIec:Iors, and how collectors' declsions atect the museum goer's access to
the mast8lWorka of the ages. Monet,
Renor and Degas are amen the artists
represented In the palnlings and sculptures oI·lmpresslonism.· On vlewthrough
0c:I13.
·Doa ..I. .: Worka at EIen8 J.hn A
robust use 01 color and strong emotion
peMIde 1hepairtings and pastetsbyJal-n,
who divides her time betweM Monhegan
Island and Puerto RIco, two very different
Islands thai inspire a dialogue 01 opposHes In her work. DespIte theduaMtyol the
artist's Irestyle, her paintings and pastets
are unnied by a strong graphic quality
where the drawing appears very gestural
and emphatic. Says Jahn, "In both the
work in Maine and Puerto Rico, I am after
strong emotion: I wm movement, shock,
change, disruption, and passion: Thru
Sepl22.
"Photograph. from a I..Dat Frontier: M.
Marvin Brecklnrldge An exhibllon of
eat1y historic American photography featuring 29 black and whke photographs by
M. Marvin Brackinridge Patterson, a tlrs!
lady 01 the diplomatic corps, war coo&spondent, lingUist, plio!, writer and ph0tographer. Taken while she was a member of the Frontier Nursing Servtoe In
Kentucky during the 19305, the phoIographs provide Inslghl ilto the dignity and
characlerof the Appalachian people. The
story 01 how Mrs. Pllllerson forded rivers
rivera iI AppaJachIan Kentucky In 8V9IY
season on horseback iI order to take
theM photographI II • story about •
c:ourageousgrol4)oIlIINiiIIH:are ~,
The FfonIIer Nursing Servtoe. A 19301
film shot by MIs. Patterson and d0cumenting the Fronlier Nursing Servtoe will
be shown throughout theexhlbtion, which
I'UIW through Sapl15.
Ram., 555 Congress 51, Portland. Lor1
Auslll's worIIson pIasIer showing through
Sapl4. 772-1967_

August 29. 1991

The SteIn Gallery, 20 Mill 51, Portland.
The coIOIful, strong, BOld lorms 01 Robert
Wilson, lhe vessel form c:onstruc:tions 01
Bruce Plzzlchilio and the sandcasted and
blown pieces of Neal Drobnls combine to
make this an Important show for people
Interested In contemporary glass sculpture. ShowIngSapl2-Od 15. Groupsculptunt by gallery artists, leaturing a wide
variety cA techniques, textures and styles,
through Aug 31. Gallery Hours: Moo-SaI,
11 am~pm; Sun, 12-5 pm. m-0072.

OTHER

OUT OF TOWN
EI _ _ GalIety, 56Maile5l,BrunswIck.
Natasha Kempers-Cullen's "Making
Marks; new painted and qulned fabric
art. Showing through SepI 28. GaJery
hoUfs: Tues-Sat, 10 am-5 pm. 729-1108.
BawdcJIn College MUMum at Art, Walker
Art Building, Bowdoin College, Brunwick.
'"The VIew Camera. " a history 01 photography using the view camera Black and
whke and color photos with WOfks by
Southwor1h and Hawes, Harry Callahan
and Aaron Siskind, among others. Also:
"Trees; an exhibition comprised 01 worMs
In a variety 01 media Including drawings,
prints, photographs and Illustrated books
dalingfrom the 19th century to thepresent,
presents an opportunity to view works
that concentrate on the rich symbolic image 01 the tree. High&ghts of the show
include drawings by Rockwell Kent and
James Hart; prints by Camille Pissarro,
Odilon Redon and Theodore Rousseau;
and photographs by Bioi POOer and JeanEugene-Auguste Atget. Both exhibits run
through Sept 29. The museum Is open to
the public Iree of charge. Hours: Tuesday-Saturday, 10 am-5 pm; Sunday, 2-5
pm. Forfurther Informallon, call725-3275.
Hobe Sound Gallettea North, se Maine
St, Brunswick. A three-person exhibition
01 reaists: Rush Brown', "Interior Panoramas," BIubara J. Sussman's "French
Landscapes; and recent work by Joel
Babb. Showing tlvough Sepl28. Gallery
hours:Thurs-Sal,10am-5pm. 72~191.
Icon Contemporary Art, 19 Masoo Street,
Brunswick. Anne Minich's "Music Paper
DrawIngs and New Wor1Is; a show of
drawings and mixed media wall reliefs.
"They're spiritual, erotic, parsonal, mysterious, painslakingly executed; says
gallery propriefor Duane Paluska. Showingthrough Sept 30. Gallery hours: weekdays 1-5, weekends by chance or appointment. 725-8157.
Mast Cove Gallarl... I, Mast Cove Lanel
Maine Streel, Kennebunkport. "Recent
WorI<s by Mkch BiIIls,· a plein air painter
known for his quality of light. Bilisfocuses
on a por1ion 01 landscape rather than the
wide panorama, gMng his work an Intimale leellng. Showing through SepI 7.
GaIery hours: 10-5 dally. 967-3453.
Mat Cave Gllileriea I, Schooners Wharf,
Ocean Ave, Kemebunkport. Wor1Is 0120
artists oncontiluous lisplay. GaIery hour:
10-5 and 8:30-8:30 dally. 967-3453.
O'F....... I OeIIery,48 MaIne St, Bruns'NlckMarguerite Robichaux's ·The Monhegan
PaIntIngs," a selection 01 WOfks In watercolor and 01 thai resuned from her resldency aI the Carina House. Says gallery
assistant Chris Wltke: "They're evocative
landscapes ruabla for their very ftuid
nature and luminous color: Showing
through Sapl28. Gallery hounI: Mon-SaI,
10 am-5 pm. 729-a228.
The PoInt at VI.w Oellary, BowdoIn
Camera Exchange, 216A Maine St,
Brunswick. "Images from the Indian Sibcontinent," 28 Images from his treks
through Kaslvnlr, La::lakh, BhliSl, Sikkim,
Rajasthan& Agra, byphotogapher Sar4ay
Kuma' Saxena. Part 01 Saxena's dowmentalion-in-progress oIthe region's vanishing. Through Sept 15. Gallery hours:
Mon-SaI, 1~ . 725-8811 .
Thoma. Memorilll Library, 8 Soott Oyer
Road, Cape Bizabeth. Elizabeth Buri\e's
"VISUal Slips; paintings and drawings.
Showing through Sept 14. 799-1720.
V.rmouth HlatorlCilI 8oe1etJ'. Museum
of Yarmouth History, third lloor 01 MerrIll
Memorial LibraJy, Main Street, Yarmouth.
"Collections; an exhibl thallooils aI who
collects Yarmouth history, why individuals coIec:I things, and why they donate
them to the museum. n shows how a
museum collection grows, and Includes
guidelines lor selecting historical mat.
rial. nalso addresses the Issue 01 ensurIng that a museum collection reItect, the
rich diversity 01 a town's history. A wide
variety 01 objects lrom the museum c0llection Ilustrate the theme. Showing IhIu
Nov.. Hours: Moo-Fri, 10-5. 848-625G.
The VortI: lnatltute MllMUm at Maine,
371 Main St, Saco. "My Best Wearing
Apparel: MaIne Women and Fashion,
1800-1840; a show hlghlighUng the exqulslte bill Ittle-lcnown collections 01 the
Maine Historical Sociely. Assembly
dresses, sill ball gowns, trawling garb,
wedding dresses and mourning doChing
are featurec1 Made, owned and worn by
MaIne women, these garments reflect the
style 01 Downeast ladles during the years
betweer1 the Revolutionary and CMlwars.
Thru Sept 6. Hours: Tues-Fri, H pm;
Thurs, 1-8 pm. 282-3031 .
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High and mighty In Brunswick
• Elements Callery, 56 Maine St.
• Hobe Sound Callerles North, 58 Maine St.
.Icon Contemporary Art, 19 Mason Street.
• O'Farrell Callery, 46 Maine St.
Mystery and drama are dominating this time around in
Brunswick's four galleries_ Icon's show will be up through Sept_ 30.
the rest through Sept. 28.
At Hobe Sound Joel Babb. who teaches art at Harvard and at the
Boston Museum School, does large aerial perspective paintings of
downtown Boston. He takes the vertiginous vantage point of
dangling by his toes some hundred feet or so above Newberry
Street. From this dizzying point he paints all the intricate details of
life below: awnings above shop doors, cars darting about. and thirdfloor apartment windows. He provides places for the eye to examine
everywhere on the canvas. Babb's oils work better than his watercolors, which tend to wander off a bit. These are interesting paintings
that give a sense of the city as a whole organism.
Rush Brown escapes from the city and heads straight for the
world primeval. Brown, who also likes to do large and dramatic
paintings, paints interior landscapes (as opposed to coastal), and
concentrates on f8l'-distant vistas. His paintings of forests and ponds
beneath enormous skies suggest the paintings of Alan Bray. But
there's a certain imbalance in them, as the skies are too large and
dramatic for the portions of landscape presented. Again there is
attention to detail. as one can count the leaves on any given tree.
Barbara Sussman's van Gogh-like oils of the French countryside
are smaller and more intimate. She uses color to heighten mood. Her
blue and purple trees and electric-green grass denote the liquidy
sunlight of late afternoon in a French coastal town. Sussman's
immersion in French landscape comes from her stay as the invitational American artist resident last year at the Chateau Roche-Fort
en Terre in Brittany. (Her residency was sponsored in part by an
American patron. and in part by the French government_)
Anne Minich, at the Icon Gallery, has an enigmatic suite of
painted wood and light metal constructions that are so intensely
personal they defy interpretation. They focus on a head that is
Krlshna-like. though it is enshrined in temple shapes that feel
Buddhist, and a halo that is Christian. There are other constants in
these constructions: the Eastern all-seeing eye. and a beaded,
diamond-patterned background. But around these in balanced,
asymmetrical scatterings she places symbols that range from
astrology to local ferries. Titles such as ~aria Martyred, Juclas
Judged: An Arranged Marriage" deepen the enigrna_ As sheer fonns
they are balanced and meditative. Minich's works will be showing
at Bowdoin College's museum next month.
Anne Robichaux's new works are at the O'Farrell Gallery.
Robichaux, who has just completed a residency on Monhegan Island
sponsored by the Farnsworth
Museum, does land (and now
sea-) scapes that cover a range
from light and delicate
representational watercolors to large, expressionist oils. These oils
are dramatic and emotion-laden, but there's something about them
that confuses me_ "'Fourth of July, Monhegan,H a large painting of
clouds that have hot orange light emanating from them, is positively
Wagnerian in its portent. Unfortunately, the thin but powerful brush
strokes are leaking. Now it's inconceivable that these drips are
anything but deliberate, but I'm mystified as to why. They do
enhance the ominousness, but ... Robichaux also has three moderately sized oils of the horizon from Monhegan that are balanced and
contemplative.
Natasha Kempers-Cullen at the Elements Gallery brings one back
home only in the sense that her medium is cloth - quilts. to be
exact. But what she does on these quilts is a bit of a departure from
the ones our grandmothers put on beds_ Kempers-Cullen stitches
them, all right, but then she does abstract paintings on them. This
puts them into an altogether different category from what we think
of as quilts, and into that of Mfiber arts." "School of Art" seems to be
most representative of where this artist is now. If, • free-form
representation of what might or might not be a building, with
spatial Images of doorways and windows which seem to suggest
moving, entering, and departing. It has Klee-like squiggles and
boxes, and seems to point to her own departure from representational work to pure abstraction. Kempers-Cullen's quilts have been
accepted for the past two years by the juried and highly competitive
world-traveling show, "Quilts National. H
One spends a lot of time in high places in Brunswick at the
moment, both thematically and in terms of the kinds of recognition
these artists are receiving. This sense of artists on the move is
encouraging.
Mlzrgot Me Williams

Art Call Tha ~ selection committe for the
WIlsIow Elementary Schoof announces
a competnlon lor artists to design, execute and Instal artwork In one or more
i1terior/eJ(\erior locations. $23,000 Is aval~
able lor the purchase 01 Malne's Percent
for Art law. All professional artists are
eligible lor this commission. For a p*
spectus, send a SASE by Sept 6 to
WIlsIow Elementary Percent for Art Competition, L. Dull, Superintendent 01
SchooIs,BentonAvenue, Winslow04901.
The deadline for SLtlmlssion 01 prelin~
nary materials is Oct 14.
Art In ServIce 1#rweek course offered
through Portland School 01 Art's ContinuIng 51udles Program with Regina Kelley,
assoc prof 01 sculpture. The course is lor
those who wish to serve their community
and those community activists who wish
to explore and activate their imer artist.
The class combines art making, values
darillcatlon and research, and has three
goals: to assist artists in exploring their
own altruistic motivation to serve their
communMy. to Identify specKIc skills that
could be applied to commun~y needs,
and to foster "erealive partnerships" in
which artists are matched w~h communtty programs to accomplish mutually
agreed upon projeds. Students wil study
art-inspired programs such as Hospice,
Spindle Wori<s, Very Special Arts and
Arts for the Homeless. Classes start SepI
12. For more Inlo, call PSA at 775-3052.
Call for Artwortl: for "Gay and stra'ght
Art,· an exhb~ to benelk the Names
Project, Maine and the visn of Tha Maine
Panels of the National AIDS Memorial
Quill. Art submitted can be in any media,
but sculplure, watercolor, drawing, ligure
work and ·The New Realism· are not
currently represented. The exhibit will
answerthe question that peq>lewho hear
the Ikle may ask: "Which is the gay art and
which the straght?'" Art need not be gay or
Iesbian-themed. Tha exhibl wil open in
POOland in November, run for a month
andmaytravelwMhtheAIOSOuinthrougltout New England. Deadline for all slbmissions is Oct 1. For more Info, send
SASE to The Alexander Galleries, Box
4100, POOland,orcalln3-5726 between
noon & 9 pm only.
Indlvldu.1 Art,. Fello_hlp Awarda
for fiscal year 1991192 are available from
the Maine Arts Commission. Six awards
of $3.000 each will be awarded In November "91. This year's compelition w~1 be
open to Writers and Designers as outlined by the program guidelines. Awards
are based primarily on artistic excellence
and all awlicants must complete an application lorm and subml the appropriate
materials. Deadline Is Sepl3. Contact the
commission office for guidelines and application at Slate House 51a11on 25, 55
Capltol5l,Augusta04333, tel. 25-2724.
Labar Day Art Show The Cape Elizabeth
Fire DepI will sponsor Its 24th annual
show Sepll from 1~4 aI For1 Williams
Park In Cape elizabeth. Over 60 artists
wi. show their worIIs. Show Is free and
there's lots 01 parking. RaIn date Is Sapl2.
For more info call ~794.
MaaterofUght, M..terotlMr. Renoir,
the Improbable Imp......OIIIat Thai
Renor made a name for himsel In the
pantheon 01 Impressionism desple his
ambivalence toward the movement is lust
one of the paradoxes explained by
Alexandra R. Murphy, an independent
curator and consukant. Thurs, SepI 5 at
7:30 pm, aI POOland Museum 01 Art (7
Congress Squant). limited capacity.
Doors open ill 7 pm. Free wnh museum
admission. Call 77~148 for lurther detalls.
NaVIIlo Textile IclentlflClltlon Program
The Yorilinstnute Museum of Saco will
host this program SepI 51rom 4-8 pm In
conjundion with Its upcoming exhibition
"Forgotten Connections: Maine's Role In
the Navajo Textile Trade, 1880-1930.·
Exhibition curator Bobby Ann Packwood
and Gretchen Faulkner 01 the Hudson
Museum will be in Saco for the 10 program to examine and Identify Navajo textiles. The public is encouraged to bring in
examples dating lrom 1880-1930. Tha
curators are also interested In seeing any
leners, photographs or other records 01
trips made by Mainers to the Southwest in
those years, or pictures of Navajo textiles
in use in Maine homes at the tum of this
century. The program is free and wig take
place aI the museum, 371 Main St, Saco'
Inlo, cal 282-3031 .
Percent for Art Call for Artlata The art
selection committee lor the New Sharon!
Vlerlna Elementary School announces a
corlll8Ikion for artists to design, execute
and Install one Of. more artwork(s) In any
media sutiabla for Interior or 9xterior 1ocations. $22,000 Is avallabe for the purchase 01 this artwork. All professional
artIsIs are elgible lor this commission.
For a prospectus, send SASE by Sepl6to
PercentforArt CornpetHion, NoraThombs,
c/o Superintendent 01 Schools SAD 119,
Box 471, Farmington, ME 04936.

SCENE
To receive
information on how
to hecome part of

I' I

Casco Bay Weekly's

featuring animal imagery in 2 & 3 dimensional form.

Art Scene,
call 775-6601.

Who is Making Your
Wedding Rings?

THE PINElREE SHOP &
BAYVIEW GALLERY
75 Market St. • Ponland, Maine • 773-3007

Rfriean Imports
NEW ENGLAND ARTS
ONE UNION SnulIrr
PORTlAND, MAINe 04101

207-m-950S

OU'l'SThNDING
MUSEUM-QUAIl1Y
MULTI-CULTU RAL ARTS
OF
VALUE, ORlGINAIl1Y
lit SIMPLE
OUfRAGEOUSNESS
SCIJlJ'l'lJllES, FABRICS,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

JEWELRY. LEATHER BAGS

Art Callery
Wildlife Museumlll~
Large Specialty

Gift Shop
leo

Custom Orders, Specializing in
Engagement Rings leo Wedding Rings leo Bridal Jewelry
775-2468

233 US Rt 1 South
Freeport
(201) 86.5-1449

CELESTE ROBERGE
VIEWS OF THE HEAD
FROM BEHIND
AUGUST 2 - SEPTEMBER 8, 1991

dean velentgas gallery
60 hampshire street. porl1and. maine. 772.2042

GALLERY OPEN THURS. 12-8
FRI.-SAT. 12-5, SUN. 12-4 & BY APPOINTMENT

Exclusive Distributor in Maine of

UTRECHT PRODUCTS
305 COMMERCIAL STREET· PORTLAND

• Continued on pagt 22

poInlad co1ioge

Mory Ilroonon. "Polar

INVITATIONAL GROUP SHOW Aug.l - Sept. 4

774-3599
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Book Card

Parente Anonymou. Use your hardter will be offering several community
eamed experience as a parent to help
OOU/39S of Instruction beginning In early
others by becoming a Parent Helpline
September. They Indude standard first
volunteerwith Parents Anonymous. Help
aid, standard first aid progression, c0mothers find constructive ways to handle
munity CPR, aciJft CPR, a CPR basic life
those difficuitchldralsing moments. Volsupport Professional rescoer upgrade
unteers handle calls lrom their homes
program, an Infant and child CPR skills
are ~iven extensive training, and are noi
course, a babysining skills course, rere9Ured to take overnight shifts. Call
view training lor the various first aid and
Umted Way's Votunteer Center at 674CPR programs, an instructor candidate
1000 lor Inlo.
lralning course & a standard first aid
Retired Senior Volunt. .r Program An
Instructor course. There Is a fee for proorganization lIlat places people 60 and
grams and advance reglstralion is reotder In meaningful positions and otters
quired. CaJI674-1192weekdaysfor Inlo
the following Opportunities: Art lovers
"Studyt"" LHblan and Gay Hlst~
can train 10 guide visitors through a small
Whe .. Do We Begin?" Dr. Howard
Freeport art collection, part of the UnISolo'.""", historian, writer, co-chalr 01
versity 01 Malne's Satellile Art Program.
Lesblan/GaylBlsexual Caucus at Tufts
Envlronmen tal enthusiasts can do reUniversfty, wHI address the Matlovich
search on and monitor a PorUand river
Society Sept 12 at 7:30, In the third fioor
for pollution. Nostalgia butts can lead a
conference room of Portland Public LIyesteryears discussion group in senior
brary, 5 Monument Square. Free wheel
housing. If you have two to four hours a
chalr accessible, signing Provided lor
week 10 give of yourself, call Priscilla
the hearing impaired. Call n3-04444.
Greene at n5-6503 lor further inlo.

One Free with 10

For gifts or for yourselF
Start your Book Card Now!
38 Exchange St. • In the Old Port· 774-0626. MOD_ - Sat. 10-6, Sun. 12-5

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

TONY MONTANARO
& KAREN HURLL
An Evening of
Improvisation
&Mime
8:30 P.M. • Til: $10

SUNDAY

MOMIX

ROBERT J. LURTSEMA
& GUESTS
Host of "Morning pro
musica" with the
Schuldman·Clark Duo
3:00 P.M .• Til: $10

"Astonishing Talent
and Ingenuity"
8:30 P.M .• Til: $15

All PERFORMANCES AT THE OGUNQUIT PLAYHOUSE
Music & Dance By-The-Sea
A Celebratiol! 01
Ogunquit",
Artistic Tradition

ART

P.-cent for Art Project The Town 01
Vassaboro is seeking one or more Malne
artists lor the Percent lor Art projecI althe
town's K-8 school, now under construction. A budget 01 $23,000 Is available lor
works il all media. For a prospectus on
this projed, artists should send a SASE
no later than Sept 6 to Percent lor Art
Competftion, c/o Leon Dull, Supt 01
Schools, 16BentonAve, Wnslow0490I.
Deadlinelormaterials tobe submined will
be Oct 4.
Po.ter "'eleaturing posters 01 ·Sunday
Aftemoon in Union Square· by Joan Sloan
"The Bare/001 Child- by Mary Cassan
·Alterthe Storm, Vinalhaven" by Marsden
Hartley, and more. Prices range lrom $1$7. Through Aug 30 lrom 10 am-5 pm at
the Museum 01 Art, Walker Art Building,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For more
Aid to F8mlll.. 01 Culf Military While
Inlo cal 725-3201.
most of the combat troops have returned
SCulptu.. CI._forlleglnn .... &Proto the United States Irom the Persian
1...lon.l. Peter J. UIban, Well-known
SCtJlptor and Portland resident wHlteach
basic techniques to the use 01 'advanced
Salvation Army is continuing to oller aid
co" ipOS/te materials technology in the
to families.~1 military In the GuH and will
lonner woodworking shop 01 Thomas
send a wrKlng packet to any soldier. It
Moser, 415 Cumberland Ave, Portland. In
you would like to submit a name and
keeping with the concept of milimum
address lor a packet or assistance for a
regunentalion being conduc:i'tle to indi- TheC_pelgn10rSen.,ble Tra..porlamily, contact your Iocat Salvation Army
vidual artistic growth, ilstruclionwillstress
tstlon would like an office clerk for filing,
or write 10 DesertlHometown Shield The
an Informal atmosphere wfth an enjoySbJlling envelopes for mailings, labeling
Salvation Army, PO Box 3647, PorUand
able experience as lirst priority. Classes
04104, or cal 774-6304.
and light-duty assignments. You wUI ba
Wli run for I 0 consecutJve ~ on Tuessu~~g a gmat cause while gaining Anorexl.sullmla Anonymou. Is a leIdays & Thursdays and wil be comprised
fundraJSlng experience. This work may
Iowshlp of ildividuals who share their
01 two three-hour sessions per week for a
be done Weekdays or eves. Several volexperience, strength and hope wfth each
total of 60 hours oIlnstruclion. Students
unteers are needed. To sign up cali the
other, that they may solve their convnon
may choose between morning, afternoon
Center lor Voluntary Action at 874-1 015.
problems and help themselves and othor evening dasses. Info, call 828-1 n2 Catherine Morrill Day Nu,.ery would
ers to recover from eating disorders. his
eves lrom 7-9 pm.
like a PIanist or guitarist to lead Ihe
our philosophy to find alternate coping
"T.... !n Art" David P. Becker, COIlSIJhing
children in sing-alongs. The nursery will
mechanisms, other than food, as weil as
graphic arts curalor, will present two galprovide sheet music. Volunteers should
to find our true identities, other than
lery talks, Sept 4 al I pm and Sept 6 al 3
have warm, engaging personalities; in
through Our eating disorders. By sharing
pm. Given in coni unction wfth the current
relum they'll receive hugs and much
with ABA members, we explore moving
exhibition"Trees: on view through Oct 6,
love. Days of service are negotiable
I.owards becoming aclive participants in
the ledure Will explore the wide-ranging
Field trip chaperones are also needed t~
lire. Anonymlly IS the foundation of this
use of the symbolic imagery ot trnes In
assist dassroo m teachers in taking chilsupport group. ABA is fadlitated by revarious media The talks will be held In the
dr~n 2 112-5 to the library, farm, on
covered people. Meets every Friday from
2QhCenluryGaJleryol Bowdoin CoIege's
neIghborhood walks, etc. This duty calis
6-7:30 pm at Westbrook Community
Museum 01 Art. Free. Museum hours are
for aciJfts who have _rgy and enjoy
Hospital, 40 Park Road, Westbrook, Call
Tues.sat, I G-5: Sun 2-5. For more Inlo
young chldren. Votunteers wilgo through
854-8464 lor further Inlo.
call 725-3275.
'
a Ionnal orientation program the first1Wo A 8,.ln Tumor SuPPort Group meeting
days of votunteer experience. Times of
at New England Rehabilitation Hospital
HrVice 9chedu1ed depend upon times
of Portland (NERH-Portland) 13Chatles
when they're able to take field ItIps. May
S1. This group has been ~slgnlld by
be done on a monthly basis. To sign on,
NERH-Portiand and the American Cancall United Way's Votunteer Center at
cer Society to meet the special needs 01
874-1015.
edults with brain lJmors and their lamIlies. The group meets the second and
Common Ground Country Fair Volunteer. The Maine Organic Farmers and
lourth Thursdays 01 the month. interGardeners Association islooklng lorh91p
ested participants should con1ac1 Rev
to create the 1991 lair. Volunteers are
Wish prior 10 their first meeting lor a brie;
needed lor set·up starting Sept 14 the
preliminary Interview. People 8111 enfalr (which runs Sep 20-22), and dean
couraged to join any Ume by caAlng Wish
up, running through Oct 4. Hundreds of
at n5-4ooo, ext. 542.
Volunteers are also needed during the Cancer Su~port Croup The VIsIUng
three days of the ~Ir lor selling tickets,
Nurse ServlCS of Southem Maine hotd
~~Ing cars, asslsang with Juggling and
this monthly SUpportandeducation group
stNmg workshops,recyclng and answerenabNng those alTected by cancer 10
Ing questions, among other actlvltles.
help others, providing Inlonnation about
Votunteers are expected to work a miniresou~ces and helping to dea-ease the
rrum of four hours. In retum they eam a
anxl8Ues lel1 by those diagnosed and
ACT UP (AIDS Coalftion To Unteash
rooch sought-after votunteer T-shirt and
their lamilies. Inlo and support is faciliPo:wer 1s a diverse group of volunteers
a free pass to the lair. To receive Inlo and
tated by social workers, nurses
United In anger and COITlITi11edto nonvioa registration packet, contact the Com- oncologists, nU1ritionlstsand cancersur:
lent, direct action to end the AIDS a-Isis.
mon Ground Country Fair at P.O. Box
vivors. All meetings are held althe VNS
ACT UP meets every Monday from 7-9
2176, Augusta 04338, tal. 623-5115.
Saco OfflCS at 15 Industrial Park Rd, at
pmatthe People's Building, 155 Bracken
no cosl. Call 284-04566 or 1-800-66GSt, Portland. New members are always Host F.mlll.. are needed for 25 people
4VNS for more Inlo.
lrom Archangel In the Soviet Union who
welcome. For morelnfonnatlon, wme to
win be visiting Greater Portland from Oct DMD (Depressed-ManIc Depressed) Po,..
ACT UPlMalne, P.O. Box 5267, Port4-12. Hosts provide a wetcome for lour
land 04101, tel. n4-7224.
land Confidential support group meeting
or eight nights, plus some meals and
Monday nights In room 12 at lhe Dana
Juda"m and Splrltlllliity Lectu...
transportation to Iocat scheduled evenls
Health Center, Malne Medical Center
Rabbi Harry Sky wi. give tl)e last In a
The vlsitorldelegates, all adults, repr":
Portland. For more Inlo, call n4-4357:
series of three lectures Aug 29 at 7:15
sent many different parts of the commu- ~lexla Thelll are simple, natural healpmln Room lIS of Portland High School
nltyol Archangel, the Soviet sistercfty 01
The cost Is $4. Calf Jewish Family Ser:
Ing steps that can help you regain poise,
Greater Portland. This visit Is one In a
vices at ns.<Jno for more inlo.
control & self-esteem. Having succ8s&series of peopl&-to-people exchanges
fully completed a dysleldahlaluraltheraPI'oprIoceptIN Wrttl"" Cent..•• Fall
arranged by the Archangel Corrmiltee
pies pilot study program, Patricia Curi!,
eow- Include fie fotlowing: ·A New of
Greater PorUand. lnfo, call Sally Regan
MST, NTS, Is ready 10 share tha results
Manner 01 Thinking: a colloquium for
at n2-8219 or Edna Elis al767-2260.
wtth others Aug 27 ata lree meeting Irom
men and women In which a man oonsJO.
7-8:30 pm at Ufes1yle Resource Canter
8111 femillsm as the loundation tor psy_ Utenoc:y Volunt. .,. Make a tremen~ difference In someone'slife by beSuite 210, One Aubum Center, Aubum:
chological change. Given by Tobin
COfTljng an aduh reading tutor with LnCall 353-2392 for more Info.
Simon, Ph.D. Ten aI1emate Wed eves
eracyVoIunte8l1l. Workone-on-onewilll GrIeving Support Group for bereaved
beginning Sept II. ·Mysticism East
adults who have requested help with
persons healing from the death of 8
West,' an exploration 01 male and fereadilg. Prepare WgekIy lesson plana,
loved one. Meets In Portland Tuesday
male mystlcwrllers from tie Hindu Budevaluate learner progress. Other opporeves from 7-8:30 pm, lor 10 sessions
dllst and Christian tradtlons, with Nlshh
tunities Include board partlclpaUon,
begilnlng Sept 10. Donation. CaJIKrislile
Mehta. Ten ahemall Mon eYes, beginIUndraJsingandcommunilyoutraach FBI
Watson, M.A., at ns.<J366.
ning Sept 9. "Nur1uring • Feminist Consciousness; a course tor women. The traJnlng will begin the IIrst week 01 Octo- Help for F. .,.. AnxIety " Dep....1on
ber lor eight weeks, flree hours per
purpose 01 thls work wRI be 10 ctscam
Recovery,lnc.oll8l'8amethodforpeopte
session. Deedlile for slgnup Is Sept 13.
connectiona between our personal
whose symptoms 8/8 nervous In Ofigil
AbackgroundinI9achlngor coIegestuo.
wounds and the patriarchal cohure that
Meetings are held every week in Port:
Ies with reading or leaming disablitles Is
Shapes us. Given by Sheila O'Connell
land at 10 am Saturdays at the Father
desirable, as well as the abltity 10 mainand Barbara Poner. Eight alternate Tues
Hayes Center, 699 Forest Ave. Win<flam
taln confidentiality. Increase your awareeves, beginning Sept 17. Call Propriomeetings are held at 7 pmMondaysatN.
ness of literacy issues while developing
ceptive WrlUng Center (39 Deering St
Windham Union Church Parish House
teaching skills. Call the United Way's
~orUand)'lIt n2-1847 for more Inlo. '
Route 302. No charge. Contact Diane ai
Volunteer Center at 874-1015 to sign up.
892-9529 lor more info.
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ALL PERFORMANCES AT THE OGUNqUIT PLAYHOUSE

Tickets Available at:
Presented by:
• OGUNQUIT INFO BUREAU
U.S. RTE f, just sOulh 01 Ogunquit Square
• FANCY THAT
The Ogunquit
Main Street
Community .
• OGUNQUIT CAMERA SHOP
Shore Road

• THE GOLDEN PEARL
Shore Road

• PIECE OF CAKE

Center for the
Performing Arts

Shore Road

I

r,

• MAPERKINS
Perkins Cove
• PERKINS COVE CANDIES
Perkins Cove
• OR AT THE DOOR

P.O. Box 1608,
Ogunquit, ME
207/646-5533
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Stop the censorship
Last week this reviewer sang the plaudits of an innovative public
television program called uP.O.V.w Viewers were exhorted to watch
MCasting the First Stone" (a balanced look at abortion) and UStop the
Church w(about ACT UP's protests of Cardinal John O'Connor). It
seemed probable that local stations would not risk canceling these
rontroversial programs in the wake of the recent flap over the
censored "'Tongues Untied:
They were never put to the test. Last week, P.O.V. and PBS each
announced it was dropping "Stop the Church w- but for different
reasons.
PBS vice president John Grant objected to the rontent of the 23minute film, saying it "simply crosses the line of being responsible
programming into being ridicule." He did not say whether PBS's
major sponsors - ronservative multinational rorporations like
DuPont, Dow, Waste Management, Inc. and Lockheed - had
influenced the decision.
Equally disturbing was the rationale of P.O.V. executive director
David M. Davis, who refused to speak with reporters, instead faxing
a prepared statement which read, in part: "In the aftermath (of
"'Tongues Untied"), it would be
irresponsible, with so little
notice, to expect stations to
handle the level of press
interest and viewer response "Stop the Church· is likely to generate_
I felt another rontroversy at this time would break their backs and
undermine their ronfidence in P.O.V: Davis is also the program's
CEO, which may help explain his change of heart.
Who dunnit? Who knows. But it's a sad day when the alternative
media starts dancing the jig of the fat cats. So cancel those rontributiDn checks to P.O.V. and dial up its viewer response line - 212-757-

tube

6104 - pronto.

HomeI_.Tohelp,contacllheshel- The Peth 01 Recovery Portland Sufi
ter closest to you. Or If you need assisOrder otters a series of small meetings
tance In finding a home, call HospitaJity
invotvlng meditation based on the Sufi
House Inc at 453-29B6, or write P.O. Box
teachings of Hazrat lnayat Khan and
Hinckley, Me 04944.
sharing focused on bringing spirituality
into our lives. Meetings are modeled
Hurrlcan Bob Assistance The Salvaalter 12-step groups and welcome anytion Army is commlned to providing d'~
one with a desire to recover from addicred assistance to needy families who
tions or codependency. Meetings are
have sustaJned tosses due to the HoodTuesdays, 7:30-8:45 pm. at Woodfords
Ing. For Information, call your local SalCongregational Church, 202 Wood fords
vation Army or Divisional Headquarters
St, Portland. Open to the public. Donaatn4~304.
tions am welcome. For more inlo, call
I""raham VoIunt..... Help avaltable by
Jan at 878-2263 or Ell at n4-1203.
phone 24 hollIS a day. Cal n4-HELP.
I~ Worke,. MeetIng lor workers Portland Parent Support Group sponsored by Malnely Families Is now meethaving difficulty willl workers' comp sysIng weekly atille Portland W.I.C. 01f1CS,
tem, 7:30 pm every Wed at Goodall Hall
222 SI. John St (rear) every Wed eve
next to Sanford Unitarian Church,comer
lrom 7-9 pm. Parents meet 10 get sup01 Lebanon and Maine streets, Sanford.
pori and guidance from other parents
Ir. P.O.....,.B.L.E. (Partners of Surviwho share similar experiences In ralsing
vors Stop InaIst by Learning and Edupre-teens and adoiescents, while they
cating) offers phone support, workshops
leam new skills to help prevent problems
and self-help support groups. Portland
belore they oocur. Open to all parents-at
group meets bimonthly. For more illo,
no charge. For furthar Inlo call Malnely
call 1-547-3532.
Fam~ies at PROP, 874-1140.
to TaIk1 Dial Kids hollins Is lor
teen. who have a problem or need to Re1UgeH Need FurnI.hl"". Help pr0vide a sale, comfortable home In their
talk. The hollins is open from 2:30-5 pm
new land lor refugees who 8/8 resettling
MOIl-Fri. Te«HI calHng In tall 10 other
In Greater Portland. Please donate any
~ who l1l1I well trained 10 listen and
household furnishings, kitchenware,
help. Calls are kept confidential, except
small ki1chen appliances, TVa, linens &
when the caller Is In dlanger. Topics
pillows, baby clothes and equipment that
disCI liS don fie holiine range lrom lamare in good, usablecondilion. Bring them
Ily and school 10 sexuality and relationto 107 ElmStorcail 871-7437 to arran ge
ships, peer relations, birth control, ionepick-up.
11ness, substance abuse & suicide. II you
Senior eutre.ch hrvI_ In response
need to talk, call n4-TALK.
to the needs 01 older peopte, Southern
.... E""land Eating Dleord.,. Pr0Maine Area Agency on Aging Is providgram Free monthly support group Aug
Ing Senior Outreach Services to the fol27 at 7:30 pm, when the topic will be·A
lowing locations: Agency's olflCSs at237
Parent's View." Open to the public. At
Oxford St, Portland, every Friday from
Wes1brookCommunityHospitaJ,4OPark
10 am-1 pm; Pride's Comer CongregaRoad, Westbrook. Call 654-8464 lor info.
tional Church, 235 Pride St, Westbrook,
out For Good A weekly discussion/supfirst Thursday of each month, for resipori group for lesbians will begin meetdents
01 Westbrook and Gorham, from
Ing Sept 5 each Thurs from 7-9 pm in
10 am-I; Ross Center, 38 Washington
Saco. Topics reievantto lesbians will be
St, Biddeford, second Tuesday of each
dlscllssed weekly. This Is a non-smokmonth, for residents of Biddeford, Saco
ing meeting. Irs free, but a weekly $1
& OOB, from 10 am-I pm. An Elder
donation Is asked of participants. DlrecAdvocate will be available to assist resitIonsand info, cal 247-3481 ,0rWlrite PO
dents with their aging-relaledlssuesand
Box 153 East Waterboro, ME 04030.
concerns, such as Medicare, insurance,
Outrillht. the Portland Alliance of Gay
housing, social security, etc. This serand Lesbian, BIsexual and Questioning
vice Is provided free of charge. 775-6503
Youth, 0118111 support and Information for
or 1-8()()'427-7 411 .
young people 22 and under, In a safe
environment, every Friday from 7:3G- Spec:lallnt~MMe.tlng1orPeople
Living WIth AIDS meets weekly on
9:30 pm at the Preble Street Chapel,
Tuesdays
at6 pm at the PWA Coaihion,
comer of Preble and Cumberland av377 Cumberland Ave, Portland. Meeting
enues. For information, W1rl1e or call:
designed to provide a sale space in
Outright, P.O. Box 5026, Station A, Portwhich to discuss HIV Issues, while living
land 04101, lei. n4-Hap.
positively sober. This meeting Is open
Perent Support Group sponsored by
only to those who havetesled HIVlPosiParents Anonymous and the Family ReUve or have been diagnosed with AIDS.
source Center is held weeldy 8t the FamFor more Infonnation, call 871-9211.
Ily Resource Center on Fridays from I GI1 :30 am. Parents are given an opportunity to meet wfth others and discuss
parenting Issues and concerns. No fees,
no walting lists. For info, call 671-7445.

Tr..,..upport A peer support group for
transsexuals, cross-dressers, their
lriends and families who desire a better
understanding of gender-related issues.
We currently meet on the second Sunday 01 each month at 6 pm. For more
Info, write to Transsupport, PO Box
17622, Portland 04101.
WINGS A non-profit organization dedicated to providing support lor low-income single parents announces The
Kids' Place, providing day care lor children lrom infancy to eight years In South
Portland. Reasonable rates and nurturIng environment. For more Infonnation,
call 767-201 O. Also, weeklysupportgroup
helps set goals that lead to selt-sufllciency and to facilitate diSCtJssion 01 problems single parents encounter. Tuesdays, 7-9 pm at 139 Ocean St, S. Portland and Thursdays, 7-9 pm atl1 Day
St, Westbrook. Also: WINGS now sponsors an Aces chapter in Maine, for single
parents who are seeking to get the state
to collect child support payments.
Younger WldIowerslWldows Support
Group Men and women 50 or younger
who have experienced the death 01 a
spouse within the last three years are
Invited to allend a support group to help
and encourage each other through the
nonnalgrief process. Eight meetings will
be held in Yarmouth on Tues eves beginning in September. For further Inlo,
call 846-5285 or 846·9480.

r ....day - S"",n/oy:
11 :30-2; Lunch· 5-9; Dinner
C..Ufor D.uJy Special., R ........oo... Aee.pt.d

.
729-9673
ROUTE 123 'I NORTH HARPSWELL. MAINE

B
1991 MINI-GOLF TOURNAMENT
FOR EVERYONE

WELL
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Adult HHith 8creenInp Community
Health Services will sponsor screenings
for diabetes, anemia, co~1 cancer,
high blood pressure and cholesterol level
at the lotlowing limes and places: Sept 5,
1-3 pm. Sleep Falls Canter Memorial
Clinic; Sept 9 , lOam-noon, Casco Town
Hall: Sept 11 , 1-3 pm, cape Elizabeth
Town Hall; Sept 10, 10:30 am-noon,
Freeport Oak Leaf Terrace; Sept 17,
12:3G-2pm, Gray Congregational Church
Hall; Sept IS, 9:3G-II:3O am, Windham
Community Bldg; Sept 23, 1-3 pm,
Scarborough Town Hall; Sept 25, 9:3G11 :30 am, Gorham SI. Anne's Church.
Two or more tests per person are avallable, timepermilling. Donation. Call ns.
7231, ext 527 or 800-<479-4331 lor Info.
Buddhl.t-Orlented Meditation Group
now meeting every Sunday, lrom 1G-II
am,al1 040 Broadway, S. Portland. SmaD
donation. For more Info, cal n4-2174.
F..edom From Smoklnll USM Lifeline
Is ollering an eight-week group program
to he" Individuals qun smoking . Developed by the American Lung Association,
the course uses a positive behavior
change approach that teaches you how
to become a nonsmoker. Special a11ention Is given to developing a quining
strategy, dealing willl recovery symptoms, controling weight, managing stress
through relaxation and asserUv_ss
techniques. Classes wUI be held on
USM's Portland campus on Falmouth
Street from 5:3G-7 pm, and begin Sept
17. Early registration Is encouraged as
class size is Umited. Call 780-4170.
Kids First: Pe..ntlng Tlvough DIvorce
A four-houreducational program for parents who have minor children and who
are involved In a court case involving
those children, whether ft be separation,
divorceorotherchange 01 parental rights
& responsiliities. Sept 7, 8:3Oam-12:3O,
In the Fireside Room, Central Square
Baptist Church, 466 Stevens Ave, PUd.
Fee Is $30; call n3-2296to regi\lter.
Portland IIuft Order oflers meditation
sessions with creative visualization,
breath, sound, light, and divine qualities.
Structure and content are based on the
teachings 01 Hazrat Inayat Khan and Pir
Vilayat Inayat Khan. Open to all, no
experience necessary, at 232 SI. John
St, Portland. This summer the order is
also offering a healing class, a universal
workshop, and healing retreats. Forinfo,
call Rosanne Jalbert at 846-6039.
Sacred Fee.. A weekend for women to
explore dance, sound, writing and visual
arts. The more we allow ourselves to
partake of the mystery of images,sounds
and movements emerging from within
us, the more at ease and familiar we
become with the mystery of life i1seIt.
This weekend will allow time both lor
deepening Individual expression and lor
sharing with others In group ceremony
and celebration. Sept 6-8 at Hidden Valley Camp in Freedom. Call Laurel Moran
at 563-1668 or Ellen Bjerrum at 5631741, or write to Sacred Faces, PO Box
1237, Damariscotta 04543.

• Continued on ""go 24

$1,000 FIRST PRIZE
RULES: Qualifications every Saturday starting
September 7, 9 am to J pm through September 21. One
time entry fee for qualifications $20.00. Must pay
green fees $10/team or $5/player each qualifying
round. Top 100 teams with lowest score will be in
semi-final rounds of tournament Saturday, September
28. Top 20 teams return SUnday September 29 for
final rounds.
May use own putter. Score is low ball o( either player_ Six (6) stroke
maximum per hole. Must call to set up tee times. Prizes willlle based
on 20 team minimum.

CALL FOR MORE INFO: 892-5952

Seacoast Club Adventure Golf
Route 302, North Windham
9 am to 10:30 pm a 7 Days A Week

~

--------------._----------------

$1.000FE

COUPON

Limit One Per Customer, Per Round

_____________________________
Expires: 10'30·91
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JAY YORK

AFFORDABLE PHOTO
has moved to a

NEW LOCATION
artist portfolios
copy slides
film processing

58 WILMOT STREET
PORTLAND, ME 04101

• •••••••• =
•

(207) 773-3434
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T'al Chi Ch'uan Demo Sept 7 from 1-3
pm at 10 Exchange St. Call 799-4449 or
Larry Landau at 985-6621 for more info.
Also offered: free intro yoga class Sept
7, 10 am. at The Yoga Center. Sewall
Street, Thompson's Point, Portland. Fall
classes begin the week of Sept 9. and
include all levels in the Iyengar tradition,
therapeu1ic yoga , pre-natal yoga& meditation. Call 799-4449 or n5-0975.
T'III Chi Ch'UIln is an ancient Taoist
Chinese martial arts system based on
mental and physical balance, unity and
hanmony. Excellent for spiritual growth,
radiant physical health and unequaled in
reducing the effects of stress and tension In one's ife. Also an effective method
of developing fluidity, awareness, focus
and peace within oneself. Beginners'
through advanced classes, including
Push-Hands. visitors welcome. For further info, call Gene Golden at 772-9039.
T'af Chi Ch'UIln USM Lifeline Is offering
classes in the ancient Chinese ciscipline
of meditative movements, patterned after animal movements and practiced as
a system of exercises. T'aI Chi provides
a mild to moderate aerobic workout and
increases cardiac efficiency. Fall session begins Sept 9. Classes will be held
from 7-8 pm in the multipurpose room of
the Portland gym. Morning classes wRI
begin Sept 10 from 10-11 am and will be
hek:I attheOn Center Expressive Therapy
Center on Sl John St. Cost Is $80 .
Registration deadline is Sept 6. Early
registration Is encouraged as class size
Is limited. Call USM Lifeline at 780-4170.
TheT_nlYoung Adult Clinic isa place
to go n you have a health concern or
medical problem, need a sports/school
physical done, or have birth control issues to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21,
every Monday from 4-8 pm, at Maine
Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St, Portland. Call 871 -2763 tor an appointment.
Walk-Ins seen If they arrive by 7 pm.
YMCA Young Fathers' Program Advtr
cacy and support tor fathers ages 14-24
with Individual case management, counsefing and an ongoing support group
Monday from 6:30-8 pm at the Portland
YMCA, 70 ForestAve. For more info, call
Steve !ves at 874-1111 .
Free Intro Krupalu Voga Clan offered
by Innerfight Sept 7 from 10:30 amnoon. Free Phoenix Rising Yoga Therapy
demo Sept 8 from 6:30-8 pm upstairs at
10 Exchange, Su~e 202 . Twelv&-week
fall session of yoga classes begins Sept
10. Call Kim Chandler at 874-2341.
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Senior FHne•• for Men & Women 55
and Over USM Lifeline offers classes
Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays from
10:30-11:15 am at the USM Portland
campus gym on Falmouth Street. Prtr
gram consists of progressive exercises.
Registration is ongoing . Call 780-4170.
Thlrtyaornethlnll Soccer A group of individuals from the Pordand area, ages
30 and over, rooet 10 play soccer Sunday
evesat6 pm on the \ower field behind the
high school In Cape ENzabeth. Events
Include pick-up games, challenge
matches with other area clubs and occasionaltournaments.lnfo, call 767-7122.
Tin_Triathlon Maine Sports is holdIng Its 11th annual event (formerfy the
Tinman) Sept 1 at 9 am. The triathlon
Involves a .5-mlle swim, 26.5-mlle bike
and a 6.&-mlle run. Itwll begin at Barretfs
Cove Beach at Lake Megunticook, Route
52, Camden. Fees for preregistration by
Aug 30: $15 individual, $30 relay; on the
day of \he.race, $20 and $36. For registration forms & Info, call 236-7120.

24 hours of love: the AIDS run
On Sunday, Sept. 22, at the Stadium Track behind the Expo,
Portland will host a 24-hour, non-<:ompetitive run to benefit the
AIDS Project and the PWA (People With AIDS) Coalition.
Recently I had a chance to catch up with Rock Green, the dynamic
organizer of the "24-Hour Run To Benefit AIDS."
MQ: Rock, a few years ago I worked with you at an advertising
firm and it seems you were always running before, during and
after work. Don't you ever get tired?
RG: I love running. It's right up there with breathing and
eating. It's at the top of my list. This time the run is not for a medal
or a trophy. Sept. 22 will be something very special.
MQ: What qualifies you to organize a long distance run besides
the fact that you run in your sleep?
RG: I have been a bng-time, New England competitive longdistance runner. I have run the Boston Marathon a handful of
times and finished in the top 100. My best time was 2:25:49.
MQ: What about locally? Is Rock Green a household name
around here?
RG: Maybe in the running households. I have participated in
the Casco Bay Marathon eight times with two first places, a
second and a third.
MQ: Other than the conventional marathons, have you been
involved in any outrageous around-the-world stuff, say 50 miles
or more?
RG: Yes, I have completed three SO-mile races with first,
second and third finishes, a 12-hour race of 83 miles, which I won,
and a lOO-mile Tace in Brunswick where I took second, galloping
124 miles.
MQ: OK, I'm sold. You've won more big races than Secretariat.
How and when did you get the idea for Portland's 24-hour AIDS
run?
RG: In the fall of 1990, I met a young man dying of AIDS.
Observing his physical
deterioration was both
devastating and, paradoxically, incredibly inspiring.
The dignity with which he lived and eventually died in April '91
prompted me into action.
MQ: Are you trying to educate Greater Portland into a greater
awareness about AIDS?
RG: Absolutely. Raising community ronsciousness of AIDS as
an epidemic is essential. This run is an opportunity for runners,
sponsors, and many volunteers to join together as a community to
make a positive statement of caring. compassion and concern.
MQ: AIDS programs need funding. How much money do you
feel this run will generate?
RG: We can raise $10,000 or more to benefit the PWA Coalition
and The AIDS Project. These two AIDS resource centers in
southern Maine serve those affected, infected, or otherwise
impacted by this devastating epidemic.
MQ: Rock, I have a logistical question which pertains to athletic
ability.
RG: Shoot.
MQ: God gave you a gift to run for 24 hours without stopping.
I'm lucky if I can run half a block to catch the bus. Is there a place
for lugs like me in this run?
RG: The more the merrier. Mike, you don't have to run at all.
Ru~ers are welcome, walkers are welcome - and for any length
of tune. Relay teams are cordially invited. There is tremendous
flexibility. This is not an athletic event. It's more of a labor of love
which involves meandering around a Portland track a bunch of
times.
MQ: What does one need to get on track for Sunday, Sept. 22?
RG: Volunteers are definitely needed to count laps, to solicit
sponsors, to hand out refreshments, and to show support in
general. I can be reached anytime at 854-0903, or by letter/card at
191 Spring St., Westbrook.
MQ: Rock, let's say I had a million dollars I wanted to donate to
this worthy cause. To whom would I make the check out?
RG: "24 Hours To Cure AIDS." Do you really have a million
dollars?
MQ: I'm now a school teacher, Rock. But I will be out there
walking and talking and watching you run like the Energizer
Rabbit.
RG: Deal. Thank you for this opportunity.
MQ: No problem. I'm sure the 24-Hour Run To Benefit AIDS
will be a huge success. Keep up the good work, Rock, and drink a
lot of water the day before the run.
RG: Thanks, coach.
Mikt Quin,.

Back Country Bike Exc:urwlorw Two
rnud-In-your-ilye mln~Wgekends: Sept7
& Oct 5 (tollage trel\). Both weekends
start at12 pm Sat and end about 2 pm
Sun. Each Includes the foilowing: two
bike treks, each 3-4 hours long, with
stops; one overnight tent accomodation
(bring your tent); one pancake breakfast; one sweat lodge steamsauna; swmming (bring a suit n you like). Cost per
weekend: single $35, double $50, triple
$95. Trail guide and host Clifford Krolick
- Earth enthusiast, woodman, singer!
songwriter & dancer - will share with
you the wisdom, wonder & beauty of
these mountains. Send deposit of $8 per
person (refundable or transferable to
another date) with fwstandsecond choioe
weekend 10 Krolick at RFD 2, Box 365
limerick 04048. For further into, call
625-8189.
The Back Cove Walk for Head I~ury
needs your support to make this year's
walk-a-thon a sucoess. It happens Sun,
Sept8, with registration at 11 am and the
walk at 1:30 pm. Prizes. For a pledge
envelope, call the Maine Head Injury
Foundation at 626-0022.
Caco Bay Bike Club rooets the third
Tuesday of every month at 7 pm In the
Portland Safety Building (police station)
on Middle Stree1. The public is welcome.
The dub also has the fotlowing rides
scheduled: Sept 8, bike hike, Portland to
Litchfield and retum, 40 miles each day,
camping with sag wagon, for more info
call Ketra Crosson at 829-4402; Sept 8,
Laudholm Farm Craft Festival Ride, 50
miles, Biddetord area, for more Info cal
Liz Vezeau at 646-5396; Sept 13, 14 &
15, Bar Harbor weekend, for more Info
call Sue Raymond at 878-2759; Sept 21 ,
Club Century, Atlantic Ocean-Sebago
Lake loop, 100 miles, for more Info call
Gary Davis at 892-8257. Ongoing :
evening rides every Wednesday at 6 pm,
in the YarmouthlFreeport area. Leisurely
paced 15-20 miles, low traffic. Dinner
after at a local eatery. Helmets recommendedl Call Charley at 865-3636 or
Ketra at 829-4402 for dates and locations. Every Thursday at 6 pm: bike &
pizza ride tor one 10 two hours along the
beautiful coast and marshes of Cape
Elizabeth and Scarborough every. All
abilities welcome. Meet at Pat's Pizza,
Route 1 (near Oak Hill), Scarborough .
Pizzaandsoclallzing aflerride. For more
Information, call Keith at 799-1085. Call
the 24-hour hodlna at n4-1118, Bob
Murray at 892-7029 or Gary Davis at
892-8257 for more Info.
Daman_and N_llgenlRed PaInt
Land Crul.. narrated by Bud Warren
lrom 11-5 Sept 1O. Depart from Maine
Marttlme Museum (243 Washington SQ,
and retum via the Sassanoa. Bring your
lunch. Cost Is $32 lor members, $36 lor
non-members. Reservations required;
call Maine Maritime Museum In Bath at
443-13115.
The AmertcanHeart AnocIatlonJUSM
lifeline Golf Tournament at Sable
Oaks, S. Portland will take place on Sept
25 beginning at 1 pm. The entry fee Is
$40 per person and Includes golf, cart,
awards & refreshments. Join other gotf
enthusiasts on one 01 southem Maine's
most challenging and Imaginative
courses. Registration deadline Is Sept
18; call USM's Len Jordan at 780-4573
or AHA's Susan Rowan at800-244-4202.
Get Vour Paddle Wet III Bring your
kayak and the willingness to rooet new
friends to Pordand's East End Beach at
6 pm every Thursday evening through
Labor Day. All levels are welcomed and
encouraged to join in the fun. For more
information, call n2-53S7.
MalneChlldren'. Cancer Program 10K
Walk Fourth annual event will start at 10
am Sept 21 , rain Of" shine, at Baxter Blvd
in PorUand (in the park across Irom Shop
'n Save). Brochures & pledge sheets are
available at Shop 'n Save, Shaw's,
Amato's, Booklandstores and the Maine
Children's Cancer Program. Free T-shirts
for first 500 walkers. For more info, cal
775-5481.
Maine Wornen Outdoorw sponsors hikIng, biking and camping trips for women
18 years of age and older. Upcoming
events: Sept 4 (rain date Sapt5), 6 pm,
Info & planning rooeting at Kennebunk
Beach, call Sandy at 657-5134 or Karen
al 797-3006 for Into; Sept 13-15, Mt
Desert camping trip, call Sandy 816575134. For more Info on MWO call Sandy
or Karen at above numbers.

berry Street
Great Gift Itkas and ThingsJor the Home
Jor That English Country Look
located beside Mary Alice Reilley Antiques
83 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5

RESTAURANT & TAVERN
Enjoy Our

OUTSIDE DECK
c-..4-"""",-,,~"'--'" & RAW BAR!
On the Waterfront
in the Old Port

K CASCO BAY
Call about Rates,
Dates and
Possibilities,

SACO RfVER

O(J'I'l~I'rl'l~US

Or come inside for NESN
and all the RED SOX games!
84 Commercial St., Portland, Maine, 774-3550

127 MARGINAL WAY, PORTLAND· 773-0910 • OPEN 7 DAYS

WE HAVE IT ALL!
Step up to fitness with
the area's most complete

Pcrland Sloge Company
presents a special re~rn
engagement of the critically aoclaimed musical:

LADY DAY

AT EMERSONIS
BAR & GRILL

Back To School Special!

"Powerful Lady' Day

6 WEEKS $59

Porliond PreSJ Herald

Unlimiled classes· offer expires 9/8/91

"Portland's #1 Fitness Center
For Women."
(rear) 170 US Rt 1, Fahnouth

Call Today! 781-4502

brings down

Women's
Fitness
Studio ~

the hOuse"

August 13·31
Call now for tickets 774-0465
Sponsored by Olibonk and
NewsChonnel13

LOBSTER FESTIVAL
AVAIlABLE ALL DAY, EVERY DAY, ALL SUMMER LONG
TwIn Lobsters
Com-on-the-cob
Bread & Butter
$10.95

Shore DInner
I Lobster & 1 lb. Steamers
Clam Chowder. Com-on-the-cob
Bread & Butter $9.95

Lobster Dinner
1 Lobster.
Com-on-the-cob
Bread & Butter
$7.95
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Reservations Encouraged' 773-3760
Comer of Middle & Market Sts . • In the Old Port

Port
Bake

House
GET BOARDING

,

~.

Supply Your Pet's Favorite Food'
We Provide the T.L.C.
Enjoy Summer Evenings with Dessert on the Deck

cat: 3.50; small dog: 4.50; med dog: 5.50; Ig. dog;

OPEN TIL 8PM MON ' SAT
205 Commercial St., 773,2217
• Continued on page 26

25

Visit our bakery at 263 St. John St•• 775-5466

1087 Forest Ave. Portland •

·797-2414

26

Casco Bay WukJy

Entertainment

F~~~ICE

Atlult/ Petlu.tric Medicine· Office Gynecology
M.."ipuu.eion • Prepentlotipe Metlicine
Walk·In and by Appointment
222 St. John St., Suite #322, PortLind, Maine. 871·1300

AWNINGS
Custom designed awnings unique alternative to signs.

Leavitt & Parris Inc.

free estimates, installation & delivery

883-4184 • 448 Payne Rd. Scarborough
We're in the NYNEX Yellow Pages.

<£>ummer Q
<£>pecial
.

12 Qoses for
$15
<Specially Wrapped
10-14 inch ~

Same Dav
Deliveryf

HARMON' S
584 Congress Street
Portland

117 Brown Street
Westbrook

Free parking at bolh locations. 854-2518
AlllrUljor credit cards
on
orders.

774-5946

CamRUs Classics
Study the classIc blend of comfort
and style in Blrkenstock footwear,
and learn how good your feet
can feell Suede,
leather, and
nubuck styles
in autumn oolors
of forest, berry,
mocha and violet.
BI..ke.....o€k

waJJral~ulJ ~
337

your Birkenstock store
207-773-6601

Forest Ave.' Portland, Maine'
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GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O.
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Bir/(enstock footwear-

• Om/blued from 1'flge 25
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Let your feet do the walking
to the recycling bins
'
Nynex, publisher of the yellow pages, has organiZed a recycling
program that will run through Sept. 14. Having just delivered
163,000 new copies of the directory to Greater Portland homes and
businesses, the company is now collecting old ones.
If you're one of those office workers who's grown quite
attached to his directory (some have been known to engrave their
names in large, menacing block letters all over the pages), don't
worry. You haven't seen the last of these helpful volumes; when
you go to the Common
Ground Country Fair this
September, you can let your
feet do the walking all over
the animal bedding. Portland's small businesses can arrange to
have their directories picked up by Reternity at 871-9351. The rest
. of you should deposit your directories in the following locations:
• Cape Elizabeth: Transfer Station, Dennis Drive; eall Bob
Malley at 799-4151.
• Cumberland: Municipal Center on Drowne Road, white
container on Tuttle Road side of the building; call Shelley Doyle
at 829-5559.
• Falmouth: Falmouth Shopping Center; call Tony Hayes at
781-4084.
• Cray: Town of Gray Recycling Center; call Neal laVallee at
657-3381.
• Portland: Ice Arena parking lot off Deering Avenue; call
Archie St. Hilaire at 934-5888.
• Windham: Transfer Station, Route 302; call Steve Walker at
892-1909.
• Yannouth: Transfer Station, East Main Street; call William
Shane at 846-4971.

MOAC (Maine Outdoor Advenlure Cub)
Monthly meeting Sept" al 7 pm at the
North Deering Congregational Church.
13&4 Washington Ave, Portland. There
wll be a slide show of a round-the-wolld
trip. The club Is also offering the following actillities: evening walks around the
Back Cove. meet at Payson PIIIk Tue&days at 6:30 pm and Thursdays at6 pm.
call 829-"124 ; surfing at Higgins Beach,
call 87,.,216; Frisbee at Scarborough
Beach Tues eves. call 775-2563; spontaneous rockclimblng IrIps.caII766-4457.
A Non-Competltl". 24-Hour Run to
Benefit People With AIDS will be held
from midnight Sept 21 to midnlghl Sept
22, al Fitzpatrick Sladlum Track In Port·
land. All members of the community are
inviled to raise funds Ilia personal &
corporate sponsorship. as they walk or
run any comfortable distance.For more
info. call 854-0903.
Outdoor Hotline Call 774-1118 for a
listing of bicycling. hiking. a"OSS country
skiing, canoeing and other outdoor activities sponsored by the Maine Outdoor
Adventure Club and the Casco Bay BIcycle Club.
ScIIrt10r0ugh Marsh Nllture Center
W_kly PrognllnS Incude the follow·
Ing: Canoe Tours - discover the vasl
array of wildlife and plants, as well as the
fascinating history of Scarborough Marsh
as you paddle along the meandering Southworth PlanetarIum Summer
Music on the Bay Casco Bay Lines is
Dunstan River. Dally from to-l1:30 am.
Schedule Astronomy shows: Wednesoffering summer music cruises, which
and Tues & Thurs from 6-7:30 pm. Cost:
days, Fridays & Saturdays at 7 pm ; Larun through Sept 8. leave the CBl ter$6 adult member, $5 child of member. $7
ser light shows: Fridays & Saturdays al
minal at5 pm on Sundays at hear three
adult non-member, $6 child non-rnem8:30 pm. Astronomy presen ta1ions inhours of R&B/soullMotown/ New Orber (deduct $1.50 if providing your own
clude A Tour of the Solar System and
leans-Zydeco/swing by Big Chief & the
canoe). Sail Marsh Adventure (for all
The Mars Show. The planetarlum's
Conlinentals.
All ages are welcome. Tickages) - using all of your senses, exSkywatch line offers recorded Informaets are $10 for adults. $5 for children.
plore the unique ecology of the salt marsh
tion about whal is currendy visible in the
Group rates are also available. Call CBl
and discover the interdependency and
night sky; call 7804719. Prices: adults
at 774-7871 for more Info.
adaptations of plants and animals living
$3 for one show, $5 for two; seniors An Ofd-Faahloned Street Dance, feathere. Tues & Thurs from 2-3:30 pm.
$2 .50 for one show, $4 for two; under 18
turing the Gil Donatelli Band, will take
Cost: $2 member,$3 non-merrber. Dawn
$2 .50 for one show, $4 for two. The
place Friday eve, SeptS from 7-10 at the
Birding - the best birding is often in the
planetarium Is located in the Science
Yarmouth Town Hall on the Memorial
early morning when birds are most acBuilding, USM Portland, Faknouth Street.
Green . Proceeds to benefit the Royall
tive. look and listen for egnits, glossy
For further information, call 780-4249.
River Park Ouldoor Performance Area.
Ibises. herons, ducks. willets. sparrows,
Tickets are $8 per person or $1" per
swallows and more. Every Wed from 7couple; call Yarmouth Community Ser8:30 am. Cost: $2 member. $3 nonvices at 846-2406, Timi Richards at 846member. The nature center closes on
4187 or Susan Haynes at 846-3376.
Labor Day. Call 883-5100.
Rain Iocalion will be the Yarmouth High
WednesdayEvenlngPeddl.. Tryasea
School Cafeteria.
kayak; join Saco River Outfitters for Wed
Open Hou. .: Dance Studio The Casco
evening demo kayak paddles. EveryWed
Bay MoYers School of Jazz and Tap
at 5:30 pm at East End Beach to lestDance will hold an open house Sept 8
paddle different kayaks.Call 773.()910.
from 12-5 pm to show you what they
offer. Fme classes will be offered to all
AlI-You-Can-EIlt Baked Bean Supper
Interesledasfollows: 12-1. beginnerJazz
to benefi1the Blue Point Congregation
for kids; 1-2. beginner tap for kids; 2-3.
Church, Sept 7 from 4:30-S :30 pm, at
beginner jau for adults; 3-4. beginner
tap for adults; 4-5, street funk for adults.
North Scarborough Grange Hall on Route
22. Scarborough. For more info. call
Classes will begin Sepl9. The studio is
Sara Salisbury at 883-3773.
located at 341 Cumberland Ave, Portland. For further info call 871-1013.
Down EHt Book Sale Big BrotherslBig
Sisters of Grealer PorUand wi ll hold its The Path of Hertls Learn about the wild
edibles & medicinals that are free from
annual sale Sept6 from 10 am-8 pm. and
on Sept 7 from 10 am-4 pm at the lL
nature's pantry by joining Pol Hermes on
Bean Cheshire Bldg . Northport Plaza.
a plant identification walk through the
Washington Avenue, Portland. Used
countryside Sep18. from 2-4:30 pm. Cost:
books may be donated al book drops at
$20. Hermes is an herbalisVorganic
all Shaw's supermarkets in Cumberland
farrner/wilda"aflerl1eacher/and owner of
Crystal Springs, a 4D-acre organic herb
County and at the BBJBS office at 107
Elm St, Pordand. For info, call 874·1 016.
& vegetable farm in Dayton. where the
walk will be held. To regisler. call 499The Enriched Golden Age Center in7040. or send a non-refundable deposit
vites men and women 60 and over to
in advance of $10 10 70 Hollis & Buda
Mummlchog. and Mar.h Muck A
Wednesday luncheons. There isa donaRoad. Daylon 04005.
chance for children to explore Ihe plants
tion of $2 and programs are as follows :
and animals of the marsh by using all five
Sepl 4 - ' School Daze' party; Sept 11 Song SWap River Tree Arts Folk Club
senses through discovery-oriented. fun- 'Price is Right' game show; Sepl13
holds its monthly program Friday. Aug
filled activities . Sponsored by
- trip to BiH Foster's clambake. reserva30 at 7 :30 pm. at the Kennebunkport
Scarborough Marsh Nature Center on
tions for members $30, non-members
Community House. Bring instrumenls
Route 9 West. Times: Wednesdays &
and songs and enjoy a singalong as well.
$33. The center is located on the ground
Fridays from 9:30-11 am. Cost: $2 memlevel of the Salvation Army building. 297
It's a good chance for singerl
ber. $3 non-member (Inctuding adults).
Cumberland Ave, Ptld. Reservations to
songerwriters and instrumentalists to try
Program runs thru Sept.3. Call 883-51 00.
be made in advance. Call : n4-6974.
their stuff in a suppor6ve and enthusiastic atmosphere. Refreshments. DonaThe Portland Public Library'. Megabooks Raffle The Maine Writers &
tion of $2 althe door. Call 985-4343. •
Chlld ...n'. Room Schedule for the
Publishers Ailiance is sponsoring Itssacweek of August 29 : No programs Aug
ond annual raffle. Included In the grand
24-5ept 8. Ail programs are free and
prize will be l000flhebest Maine books.
open to the public. Five Monument
many of them autographed, by over 80
Maine authors and Illustrators. Twenty
Square, Portland. For Info call 87,., 700.
secondary prizes wiN also be awarded.
Prftchool Story TIme South Portland
Each prizewinner will receive memberPublic library will start signing up kids
ship in MWPA. which sponsors workSept 3 atl0 am, and will continue u ~ tiI
shops, conferences & madings throughclasses are full. Classes start In October
out the state. Raflle tickets will be sold
and wi. take place Fridays at 10:15 &
throughAug and areavaiiableatMWPA.
11 :15 am. TheY'1I last 45 minutes and
19 Mason St. Brunswick. Tickets are $3
Include story, move & craft Ctasses are
or two for $5. For info about the raffle or
limited and preregistration is required.
other MWPA programs, call 729-6333.
Call 767-7660 for further info.
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roommates

body 8. soul
A WOMEN'S GROUP STARTING
September 30th . Discover, explore
and release buried feelings in a safe,
supportive atmosphere. Mondays 67:30pm, $30. (insurance reimbursable). For more information call
Jane Gair, MSW, 774-8633.
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen
Austen, MA, L.M.T., Ucensed Massage Therapist. Alleviate chronic
backaches. headaches. neck and
shoulder stiffness. sciatica, stress,
improve flexibility, muscle tone, circulation. athletic performance. By
appointment, 865-0672.
DISCOVER MEANING IN THE
DARKNESS IN YOUR UFE. Explore
with journals, dreams, expressive
media. Elaine Goodrich, LCSW.
Saco : 934-1212.
KRIPALU BODYWORK. Integrating
massage, foot reflexology, energy
balancing (polarity). Feel relaxed and
rejuvenated. Bodywork is integral to
personal growth and healing. Call
Jacqueline Renee Lacoste, C.M .T.,
C.P.T. 761 -7608. West End.

ROLFING: HOW DOES IT WORK?
In a series of ten sessions, connective tissue is manipulated and
released, allowing you to become
straighter
and
more
flexible.
BRUNSWICK appointments available. Call 582-4580 .
TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancienl
Chinese Martial Art, based on mental
and physical balance . One learns to
blend with an opponents force to
conlrol it. TAl CHI is a fluid system
based on meditation in movement.
Excellent for spiritual growth, radiant
physical health and unequaled in
reducing the effects of stress and
tension in ones life. Beginners
through advanced classes. including
Push-Hands. Visitors welcome. For
information call Gene Golden, n29039.

TIME OUT: Midday Movement &
Relaxation Break (Great for the Self-Employed!)

The art of being yourself. The art 01
being
creative.
Mark
NakallPsychotherapist, 7734413.

PART-TIME OR FULL-TIME professional MlF wanted to share nice.
large home in Portland. Par1<.ing,
WID. shop, bam. No smokers. Call
772-7317. Available immediately.

Clroliae Loupe • Direetor • 150 50iat Joha Street· PortbDd . Td . B7I.B271

MONEY IN OUR LIVES
Meanings. Myths. Memories.
New Concepts. New Tools. New Habits.
6-week money-issues groups start in September

.;:; •·Lo. .BAt.iERi iRtI>A···! M6R~y·e.@rl$Wt9h;;;7?j;;6466 ··ri.
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CAROL V. JENKINS
Certified PractilioneT

'EXpe!~!!~~e~!~!~!:

207-363-8939

using
[ouch, movement, dialo gue, imagination a nd h u mor
to integrate body, mind and spirit ·
In Po rtland byappoimme nc

Kristine & Jacob Watson
41 Glenwood Ave nue
Portland, Maine 04103
(207) 775-0366

Grief & Bereavement
5eroices
Openings In Fall Groups

PEAK PERFORMANCE
Use clinical hypnosis to overcome obstacles, and to achieve
(or surpass) your goals.

• athletics
• performing arts

• test anxiety
• procrastination

874-0681

RICK LYNCH

TROUBLE SETTING
CAREER GOALS?
Find the career for you_
Take charge of your life.
Career Counseling
Patty Williams, M.A.• 774-8780

Portland Yoga Studio
Certified Iyengar Yoga

bod",'

"When you aNI fUUy in tbe
you meet the soul. •
- B.x.S· lJomB...
Elaine & Francis
McGillicuddy · 797-5684

INNERLIGHT

Kripalu Yoga
Medltatlon·ln·Motlon
Phoenix Rising Yoga Tharapy
Kim Chandler 10 Exchange 5T
874·2341
Portland

SEFERLIS & TROTIIER
COUNSEUNG & HYPNOTHERAPY

VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN

BrlefTherapyforthe '90s

Certified NeuroMuscular Therapist

ADULTS. ADOtESCENTS. COUPlES

772-6411

Rea:tCW'lI'IbIe Ral8I

222 St. John St.
Suite 219

Portland
871-8134

SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO RELIEF

OF ACUTE & CHRONIC PAIN

CHIROPRACTIC

TAROT READINGS - Give your inner
wisdom a voice. Insight for yourself
or as a gift for a friend. Call Jeanne
799-8648.
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax
tired, aching , stiff muscles while improving circulation and soothing tension . Sliding scale. Call Pam
Richards. A.B. M.P. Certified . 7756636 .

Watson
Counseling

Expressive Therapy Center

MENDING THE WOUNDS- FREEING THE SPIRIT- Beginning Sept.
10, 8 evening classes. Workshop
Series- Fall'91/Spring '92 : I)Grounding Anger & Agression; 2)Love. Eros.
& Sexuality ; 3)Healing For Healers.
For dales and information call Pam
Chubbuck. MA, CBT. o"er 20 years
experience as a therapist. 84~800.
ON BECOMING THEOLOGICAL. A
weekly educational seminar. Wednesdays from 1:00-3:00. Call 7991024.

NORTH YARMOUTH HOUSEMATE
wanted. Sunny, quiet setting. Possible studiol work space in basement. I have a 4 yr. old son and 2
cats. $260/mo. +utilities. Call 8296245.
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• Sports Injuries
• Neck, Back & Jo int Pain
• Emergency Care Available

Dr. Cheryl Fitch-Sohn

774-9666

Starting September 16
New Student Special

7 Weeks - $40
M orning!Afternoon/Evening

"The serious but fun workout for all fitness levels"

** Increase
energy
strength
Gain

* Build cardiovascular endurance

Almost too much fun to be exercise!
Locations: Ponlan<!, Falmouth, Yarmouth,
Gorham l Wmdham, Raymond, Brunswick .
So. Ponland, Scarborough, Old Orchard
Beach, Westbrook . Wells
Babysitting auailabk in a .m . classes

CALL TODAY!
Linda Kallechey

727-5625

EASTERN PROM- Responsible MIF
housemate wanted to share spacious 2 floor apl. with hardwood
floors. Plenty of privacy. Nice apt.
$235/mo, +utils. Call 772-1747 or
n2-5203.

Alcoholics
have a change
of personality when they drink. HYOU.
or someone you love. has an alcohol.
or other drug. problem call me. I may
be able to halp.
GARY

w. Mc KENNEY

Ucensed Substance Abuse Counselor

Certified Hypnotherapist
142 HIGH SlREET, SUITE 306
PORTLAND. ME -772-3889
ADOICTlON IS A TREATABLE Iu.NESS!

ROOMATE WANTED to share 2 BR
Westbrook Apartment. sunny, spacious living area, w/w carpet, fully
applianced kitchen and plenty of
parking . 10 minutes to downtown
Portland. $287.50+, Available 10/1.
Call Mike at 854-0323 days or 8543736 evenings or weekends.
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
large. furnished 2 BR apartment with
GM. $260/mo. indudes heat, utilities.
wid. cable. porch. lots of privacy. Call
Marc at 775-2608 .
ROOMMATE WANTED. MlF. share
two BR apt. Hardwood floor, nonsmoker. WID, Fireplacel woodstove.
no pets. Newly renovated, $325/mo.
HeaV electric included. Walk to
MMCI USM. 874-2448.

FEMALE ARTIST SEEKS female
roommate in sunny West End apt
Chem-free. Yard, parking, big kitchen
and hardwood floor livingroom. SOUTH PORTLAND. responsible
Security deposit $2751mo.+ heat & .chem-free male looking for a
roommate. Yard, parking. WID, quiet
utilities. Avail. Sept. 1st 772-1967.
neighborhood. $2751mo. indudes all.
FEMALE N/S WANTED TO SHARE Sec. dep ., references. Call 767spacious house with yard & and off- 4651.
street parking with 2 other young
professionals in Portland. Walk to SUNNY. SPACIOUS, WEST END
downtown . $265 includes all. Ava~ apartment needs 3rd housemate.
Share with 2 easy-going, CNer 30.
able immediately. 879-6027, leave
professional women. Must like cats.
message.
N/S. No additional pets, please.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to $283/mo. +113 utilities. 871'()110.
share lovely house near USM. N/S.
no pets, WID. $300 +ulilities. n4-

apts/rent

1648.

FREEPORT: SHARE AN OLD FARM 1st MONTH FREE RENTI Danforth
HOUSE with a publisher and other St. Great location for these efficiency
strange people. $3OOImo. plus and 1 bedroom apartments. Rents
Milities. Gene: 865~495.
begin at $4OO1month. includes aU
utilities
I Call Spectrum Inc., mornings
FREEPORT: SPACIOUS HOUSE,
third roommate for four bedroom at 797-0223.

$300/mo .
house.
Evenings. 865-4389.

+113

wood.

HOUSE TO SHARE, North deeringLg. Colonial needs 1 prof. MlF 25+ to
join 2 F/1 M. 10 rooms. off-street
parking. 2 baths . WID, disposal, Ig.
yard, more. $265+. 797-416518782312.
MlF, SHARE CONDO, Oak Hill,
Scarborough. Bath. garage. tennis,
N/D , N/S. References. sec. dep.
$35O/mo. n2-2518.
MATURE HOUSEMATE WANTED
To share home in West End. Available Oct. 1. Professional mid 40's
woman seeks dean, focused individual to share my home. I try to
live with respect for the planet and
seek a housemate who shares this
commitment $300/month includes
wood heat. Other utilities shared equally. I have a dog & cat. One more
dog a possibility. Please call 7741682. leave message.
N/S,MATURE. NEAT, responsible,
professional women (2), to share
comforts of charming Portland home.
No pets. Sec. dep., lease, $300 and
$350 + 113 utilities. 797-4487.

Try Jacki's Aerobic Dancing

* Lose inches

roommates

RESPONSIBLE , NEAT, STRAIGHT
N/S male seeking F/M 10 share 2 BR
condo off Brighton Ave. WID, parking. some storage. Ages 2&-35
preferred. serious minded student a
possibility. No pets please. $2751mo.
+1/2 utilities. 774-4916, leave message.

WEST END- Mature, non-smoking,
cal-loving roommate needed for
large Victorian apt. Left! feminist
perspective helpful. $277.50 includes
all- avail. 9/1 . 773-8904.
SPEND EARLY FALL in a huge apt
near Eastern Prom . We need a MlF,
N/S for Sept., Oct., and possibly Nov.
only. $242 includes heat. Call Annie
or Kelly, 772-8309.

EFFICIENCY APARTMENT- Brand
new. beautiful area- must have excellent references. $1101week includes
everything. 871 -9065 or 772-2427.
EXTREMELY
SPACIOUS
1st
FLOOR 3 bedroom apt. in quiet,
owner-occupied
building
near
Waynllete School in safe, Westem
Prom area. Features hardwood
floors, fireplace. laundry & yard. On
bus line. References & security
deposit required. 772-1402.
MUNJOY HILL- Newly renovated.
Two bedroom. Parking and yard.
$395 plus utilities. 799-6813.
PEAKS ISLAND YEAR ROUND
waterfront LR, br, sun porch, beautiful view of Portland. 10 mins. from
ferry. $650/mo. including utilities.
766-5103 evenings and weekends.
SO.PORTLAND.
SEPT.
RENT
FREE . SUnny. 2 BR. yard, parking &
1 mile to beach . $490+ gas util. Elec.
inc. security dep., cat ok. leave
message- 767-5606.
WEST END NEAR MMC. This unusual 1 Bdrm available Sept 1 has
skylights, eat-in kitchen, spacioys
Bdrm. parking and on-site laundry.
$490/mo. all utilities included. n 4-

6363.
WEST END- Newly renovated 2 BR
with off-street parking, gas heat,
deck. Exceptionally clean & sunny
with hardwood floors. Offered at
$5OO/mo. +utilities. Sec. dep. and
references required. No dogs. Avail.
911. 879-7120.
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apts/rent
CUMBERLAND AVE. LARGE 1 BR,
completely renovated 3rd lloor; quiet
building. $450 heated; lease, sec.
dep. 774-88SO.
WEST END APARTMENT. 16 Dow

51. 3 bedroom, heated, $650 heated
+ security and references. 767-3920.
Prefer 8Ober, nls type.

houses/rent
PEAKS ISLAND- Large, sunny ViclDrian, 3-4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms,
garden, woodstove, 5 mins. to the
boat, year-round. $700lmo. +utils.
5ec.Dep. Contact Kris or Del at 7665153. Avail. Sept

ollices/rent
FURNISHED
OFFICE
with
secretarial and bookkeeping services
available. Approximately 400 sq.ft.
Also available 800 sq.ft. unfurnished
office. Parking available. Monument
Square area. Call 772.{j527.

studios/rent
STUDIO- 317 Cumberland Avenue.
Join other artisV craft people in building. From 400-1200 sq.ft. Light and
heat included. Parking available. No
lease required, call 772.{j527.
STUDIOS: Artists only building, all
inclusive, lin ceilings, artist sinks,
high energy environment. Darkrooms
to suites with views. $125 to $200 a
month: 799-4759 or 799-7890 ask
about our summer specials.

real estate
CHARMING 2 FAMILY VICTORIAN
house,
Perfect
owner-oc:cupied.
Upstairs
rented,
downstairs
hardwood floors. Semi-rural, quiet
No
brokers,
no
commissions.
$114,500.892-5356.
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CHARMING
HOME
IN
PORTLAND'S West End. 3 bedrooms, 1 112 baths, hardwood floors,
high ceilings, small tenced yard,
much more. Only $89,000. Call 9263332 for appointment.
FREEPORT - One tloor condo
living ... 2 bedrooms, open spacious
rooms. CompleUy applianoad. Condo
lee only $44. $77,000, FHA-MSHA
finance available. Diane O'Reilly Harden Reality. 799-1S01 - pager
758-5630.
PORTLAND- 458 CUMBERLAND
AVE. 4 Bdrm CAPTAIN's House,
Classic Victorian Features Plus: 1
Bdrm Apartment & Offstreet Parking.,
Home Office and B&B Possibilities,
$110,000. Scon Kerr, Peterson
Realty, 781-4300.
PORTLAND : FOR SALE by owner.
Lovely condo with 2 large bedrooms,
1 112 baths, WIW carpeting, and appliances.
Full
dry
basement
Sacrifice- owner ITansferred. $69,900
(Wellstone). 773-1296.
WALK TO WORK from Charming
Bayside home. Hardwood floors, 3
BRs, lilacs, roses and more.
$69,900. CaU Vera Bubier, Harnden
Realty, 799-1S01 .

BUILT
FOR

$1 ,399 down, 180 months at
$1 59 . $1 4 ,995 for a 70 x 14,
3 bedr. 11.5 APR.
80 x 14 , 3 bedroom,
$19,995, 2 full baths,
vaulted ceilings thruo u t,
utility room, lo ts of
cabinets, vinyl siding,
shingled roof and bay
window. Double wide
3 bedr, 2 baths, $24,995.
Ho mes from Fleetwood,
Henderson, Holly Park,
Mansion , Norris, and
Skyline. (207) 539-4759.
Daily 10-6, Sunday 10-5,
(Closed Wed.).

LUVHOMES
Rt 26 OXFORD

real estate

NEW 1992s
$14 ,995, 70 X 14,
3 BEDR, $1,499 DOWN
180 @ $170 APR 12.9
LOTS OF
OTHER BARGAlNS
DAILY 11-6
(CLOSED WED)
SUNDAY 1-5

•••

FAIRLANE
(603) 286-4624
RT. 93 EXIT 20
RT. 3, TILTON, NH

•••

FAIRLANE/HONEYMOON
(603) 444-6208
RT 18, 4 MILES NO.
OF LITI1.ETON, NH

child care
CASCO
BAY
MONTESSORI
SCHOOL
Programs
available,
Children ages 3.{;. September Preschool and after care, flexible
scheduling . Stop by at 440 Ocean
St., South Portland, or call 79&-2400
for more information.

help wanted
$40,OOOIYRI READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. Fill out simple 'likel don't
like" form. EASYI Fun, relaxing at
home, beach, vacations. Guaranteed
paycheck. FREE 24 hour recording.
801-379-2925 Copyright #ME114EB.
ACTIVISTS NEEDEDI Work to
protect Maine's environment and
make Health Care affordable and
accessible to Maine's citizens . The
Maine People's Alliance is staffing
entry level positions for irs Citizen
Outreach
Programs.
$200$300lweek. Jobs based in PorUand.
Call 761-4400.
BE ON T.V. Many needed lor commercials. Now hiring all ages. For
casting info. Call 615-779-7111, ext
T- 1265.
EASY WORK, GREAT PAYI You
must type well or have good
handwriting. Hours and location
flexible. CALL NOW 1-800-7838946, ext 325.
KUWAIT,
SAUDI
WORKERS
NEEDED $35.00 & up per hour. Tax
free. Both skilled and unskilled. For
information call 615-779-5505, ext.
K-1813.
SALESPERSON, MOBILE HOME
SALES. Prefer successful real estate
or auto sale experience. 45 hr. wk.
including Sat & Sun. Customers
come to sales lot Good pay plus
commission: $30,000. At 26 in Oxford. Call Mrs. Gray at Fairlane
Mobile Homes, 1-800-325-5566.
KUWAIT,
SAUDI
WORKERS
NEEDED. $35.00 & up per hour. Tax
Iree. Both skilled and unskilled. For
info. call 615-77&-5505, ext. K-119.
PEPPERCLUB IS LOOKING for
kitchen and wail staff. Apply in person at 78 Middle 51. in Portland between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m.
SILLY'S IS LOOKING for some
people with huslia and food experience. Apply in person. 147 Cumberland Ave., PorUand.

NEED AJOB FAST?
Receptionist. Secretary
Bookkeeper • Accounts Clerk
Warehouse. Laborer
Construction Trades
Hotel • Restaurant
Delivery Drivers

$400-$600 WEEKLY
Available Immediately

1·800·832·2626

r--J

Charge your Classified ads

Ph~ne ~ VISA]

775-6601.

help wanted

business opPs
ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES: Leam
this trade, we send instructions,
parts, and check for assembly. Call
404-421Hl672, ext WB3027.

TELEMARKETER
Casco Bay Weekly has an opportunity for an energetic
individual to join our sales team.
We ~ l~king for a highly motivated self-starter to
aggressively. pioneer new advertising acrounts in our growing
classified 'gection. The right person will be highly organized,
possess excellent interpersonal and telephone skills, and be
able to work independently. Prior telemarketing experience
will be a plus.
The position will require working evening hours, Monday
through Thursday, 4-8, and pays an hourly wage plus
commission.
If you are as enthusiastic about phone sales as you are about
the role Casco Bay Weekly plays in the community, send a
resum~ and cover letter to:

Uim.j:El'J

l'n44
m
_ " ____ II
~

LOCAL COMPANY OFFERS vending opportunities at lowest cost. Service your own machines and eam
$100 per hour in already secured
locations. Act before the best are
taken. Call 878-3310.

dating services
U.S. Asian Connection- For Iree
photo brochure and details of beautiful, faithful, marriage-minded ladies
from overseas, write : P.O .Box 60283,
Las Vegas, NV, 89160, or call 702451-3070, leave mailing address.

SSlA Congress St., Portland, ME 04101
Attn: Mlchul W_ Pajak, Classffied Manager
C4ISCD &y WuJdy ,.... fiItwJl Opporlwllty EmpIqy."

Who are Compatibles
clients?

Editorial Assistant

Casco Bay Weekly is searching for a permanent part-time
Editorial Assistant. We need a well~rganized individual to
gather and input Casco Bay Weekly' s renowned listings, as well
as to provide research and clerical assistance for the paper's
troika of editors.
The successful candidate will be able to write and type
accurately. Hourly compensation is low to fair (depending on
experience), but this 20-hour-a-week job may be worked on a
flexible schedule.
This might be an excellent opportunity for someone who is
semi-retired, or a working parent - or for you! So don't sweat
over your resume. If you can communicate clearly, if you love
this community and if you would enjoy working in the Casco
Bay Weekly newsroom, just send us a letter explaining why.

IIftHeI:£1lj

IW443 [TJ

People just like you_
People who were hesitant to
call a dating service until they
learned about Compatibles, the
new way to meet in the 90's.
Call us,

We may know someone who's
been waiting
to know you.

883-1066
Portland

783-1500

SS1A Congress St_, Portland, ME 04101
Attn: Editorial Assistant Search

Lew iston

c..sco &y w.tkly " Qn EqlJl/ Opportumty Employt:r.
.'

business serv
ATIENTION LANDLORDS, lawyers,
property managers: Licensed, bonded investigator wiD provide fastest,
most efficient process serving
anyway, anytime. Save lime, save
money, contact Michael Porter, LPI.
774-4810.
COLLEGE STUDENT WITH TRUCK
available to do odd jobs and moving.
Very handy and can fIX most anything . Experienced mover who will
move you for less. 774-2159
anytime.
HURRICANE BOB BLEW your trees
down? Don't let it get you down. Call
me, Guy Brown, 773-2118 for dangerous limbs and tree removals.
Free estimates, licensed arborists,
20 yrs. expo
PHOTOGRAPHY, FROM TOP TO
TOE : Weddings, PortrailS, Families,
Friends,
Children,
Births,
Celebrations ; darkroom and camera
instruction, film processing, contacts
and fine printing. Charles B. Melcher.
775.{;301 .
RESIDENTIAL HOUSE CLEANINGHave our experienced personnel
clean your home the way you want it
done. Courteous, professionaf service at competitive pricing. Call
Classic Cleaners at 871-8168.
Today you need a PERFECT
RESUME. Laser resumes (Macintosh) for as linle as $18.00 Computer
resume fax service, laser envelopes,
and same-<lay service available.
Satisfaction guaranteedl854-2972.
YOUR RESUME CREATED by an
experienced writer. A "complete, personalized, resume package" indudes
resume, letterhead, envelopes, job
search info. laser printed. 774-5231.

Serving Maine With Pride For 182 V.....

_

AMERICAN

STEfl ANO AWMINUM CORP.
E Co-w 0rMsbt

115Wall""BAvB. So. Portland. ME 041 OS

INTRODUCES
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
A NEW SALES PROGRAM
FOR All. METAL PRODUCTS
MON-FRI 7 AM - 5 PM
YOU PICK-UP
CASH OR CHECK
NO ORDER 15 TOO SMALL

CALL 772-4641 OR
1-800-442-6763

TbompsonAttliques & Fine Arts
Bought & Sold
Saturdays and Sundays 10·5

Chuck Thompson
Shop, 773- 1~48
Home 282-8957

20 Danfo rth SL
Portland, ME 04101

NASTY ~NE A T
I

COMPULSIVE'CLEAN I NG

. and other hie suppon servICes

If you 've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning person,. , or worse,
cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life,
Katherine Clark
772-8784
residential

commercial

Q~~~~!O~~~!!~~ES~C~.

stull lor sale
MAGNAVOX 46" REAR Projection
T.V. Model #RLB530 AK07. Brand
new, in the box, never used. $1795.
Uz or Don : 828-0746 .
REDUCE - REUSE - RECYCLECall USM Recycles and find out
more. Casco Bay Weekly is using
our service and we can work for you,
personally or professionally. CaU
Today II I Recycling Hotline 780-4998.

wanted
DEAD TICKETS WANTED- We'd
almost sell our souls for tickets to
anyone of the September Boston
Garden shows. Call either Wendy871 -1666, or Dan- 774-5031 .
NATURE WRITER SEEKS TO
HOUSESIT, fall-spring or year round.
I need a quiet, natural space in
which to work; in return, I'll steward
your home and property carefully.
Write Paul at P.O . Box 5261,
Portland, Maine 04101 . Message
phone: 775-6601 .

WANTED TO BUY

ORIENTAL
RUGS
Top cash paid for
your old oriental
rugs regardless of
size or condition"

874-2233

Looking for a
place to hang
your hat?

'82 TOYOTA COROLLA- 5 speed,
good condition $900 or 810, 8460743.
'87 HONDA HELIX 250- 1,700 miles,
excellent condition, radio, handwarmers, windshield, $2500. 7970122.
1964 LAND ROVER- restoration
near completion. Right-hand drive,
two tops, many extras. 1-567-4113
alter 6 pm.

CHEAPI FBIIU.S. SEIZED: '89 Marcades... $200; '86 VW... $50; '87
Mercedes... $100; '65 Mustang ...
$SO. Choose from thousends starting
$25. FREE 24 hour recordng
reveals
details:
801-37&-2929
Copyright # MEl14JC.
CLASSIC 1963 MERCEDES BENZ
22OS- Mechanically perfect, very
reliable 4 speed. 92,000 original
miles. Must sell. $4000 or 810. 929-

6603.
MITSUBISHI CORDIA '86- 2 door
hatch, 5 speed, AMlFM cassetta,
Iront wheel drive. Excellent condtion. 80,000 miles. $3000 or 810.
871-<)182.

1987 TOYOTA 4RUNNER. PSIPB,
5-speed, AMlFM cassetta, roIlbar, '
trailer hitch, black. 70K miles. $8000. 1990 CHEVY CAVALIER CL- 2 door,
353-5850 alter 5pm weekdays, full power, low mileage, mint condanytime weekends.
lion, $6200 or 810. CaY 883-1583 or
collect: 312-235-1318, leave mesNEED A REUABLE VEHICLE to
sage, must sell.
transport people, things, or travel
cross-country in? We have owned VOLVO, 1980, 24ODL, excellent runand enjoyed this vehicle lor five ning condition, roof window, great
years. We no longer need it. Price student car. Call 929-5552, leave
$6000. Tel: 879-0527.
message, $2000 or 810.

visual arts

WATERCOLOR OR OIL PAINTINGIntermediate level. Mon. or Sat A.M.
&-11 :30. Beginning week of Sept. 23.
6 weeks. Drawing- Beginning and
beyond- Friday 9-11 :30. Sept 20Oct. 25. Small, supportive classes.
For info: Sarah
Knock, 247
Blanchard Rd., Cumberland, 04021 ;
829-57SO.
DRAWING: LEARNING TO SEE.
Mon. or Wed. eve. oIasseS. beg.
Sept 23125, 10 wks. $2SO tuition.
Brochure: K. Boldt, 19 Birch Knolls,
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107. Call 79&5728.

DAN

C

E

New Fall Classes Forming Now.
Starting September 3rd
Featuring: Ballroom Dancing; Swing; Waltz; Foxtrot; Latin;
Jazz; Tap; Modern; Ballet; Exercise Classes
Classes For All Ages 5 TO 105.

773-3558
TIiOMPSON'S POINT, PORTIAND
Smoke & Alcoho l Free Dances Every Friday & Sunday Afternoon.

by Linda Barry

LOCAL NIGHTSPOT LOOKING lor
funky roadhouse wall-art lor exhibition. All mediums considered. Send
slides to Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave.
Pordand, ME 04103. For more information call 773~86.

WE HAVE HELPED THE POLICE
find missing children. We can help
find out what is missing in your 6fe.
I'm Taylor Lynne Smith. Call my
Psychic ConsultanlS. 1-900-7734ESP. Adulls Only, $5.00/min.
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Hitch a ride on a commercial jet anytime lor only $160 with
LOST:
BLACK
SAMSONITE AIRHITCHiIIll
For
details
call:
briefcase with radio station stickers. AIRHITCHiIIl (212) 864-2000.
Contents valuable only to owner.
Tapes, files, artwork, ate. Reward. SANDY- our love is the most beautiful thing I've known. I'm sorry I'm 80
CalI780-4151,leave message.
rotten. I love you . I need you. Please
take me back.-JOHN

SHE WAS ALIlEAtlY HERE THEN?"
I ASK . E\)DIE $A'(S "MAYSE '(ES AND
Mf>..YGE NO . " I GO,"QI.IIT BEING A
"$0

lost 8. lound

bulletin board

HOUSE NEEDS FIXING BUT you
dread that contractor's bill? Call
Richar~ you'll be glad. Low hourly
rate plus actual materials cost.
Skylights, bulkheads, shelves, steps,
renovations, alterations. References.
773-1937.
BACK-COUNTRY MOUNTAIN BIKE
EXCURSIONS, Southern Maine,
SaVSun, Sep ~ 718 , (Also Oct. 5/6). 2
guided bike trips (3-4 hI'S. each),
overnight tenting, a swaat lodge style
sauna, pancake breakfast, Maine
maple syrup, swimming and some
snacks, riding in foothills of White
Mtns. A spirit, body, and mind experience. $35 per person per
weekend. For inlolenroll phone 207625-8189.

DON'T

EARLY
DEADLINE
Qassified deadline for
the issue of Sept. 5 will
be Friday, Aug. 30 at 5 pm.

IIIm(II:f111
Ca~1~~;~:6a;; 1'!1t44 ~ [fJ

LADIES, HAVE YOU EVER wanted
to have some hot photographs of
yourself? Perhaps a special gift lor
your husband, your lover? Maybe
you just faney the notion of modeling
for a professional photographer?
Well, this exparienoad male photog- NEWI 3 VIEWS ART CENTER- Conrapher has always fancied the notion fidence building classes for children
of photographing an uninhibited, ex- or adults in clay sculptures, painting
p ssive woman. I'U do it for free if or drawing. Includes museum trips.
you buy the film . Discretion, respect, Convenien~ affordable. Call 772and quality photographs assured. I'll 1961 or 87&-0922. Classes start
also consider video. Lers talk. September.
P.O.Box 15154, PorUand, ME 04101.
VOICE LESSONS: Exparienoad sinLEAVING FOR PHEONIX, AZ. ger! teacher to help you find your
second week of Sept Would like voice, and to coach singers. Call
help with driving. 929-4864.
Ethelwyn Worden, 207-793.{;649.

learning

S JVST SoMI: 'TKINGS TflAT M€rJ HAVE
To KEEP TO TI'IEMSEl.VES." IS Wi'1AT Ti'1E BoY
EOt>IE C~YlS 5,.,,0 wf'.EN I GoT TO TKE
SNEAK OVT hA,E WI'IERE I WAS SV'fPOS€O
To Mt€T CINDY LVOEItM,(EIl. . IT wA S
l.AM AND $\'\E WASN'T Tl'IERe . ONI..'j
ECDIE AND ANOTKE~ GvY \lltVC.ENT'.

-

RATES
add'i

CATEGORIES
obody&aoul

" DON'T FREAKOUT,MAN. IT~ (001..

o dating ..rvIc. .
o .tuff for ..Ie

$6

o gar.gefyanf aalea

31 to 45 words

$12

$8

oapts/rent
o hoUSMIrent
o ofllceafrent

o atudloafrent

o mu.lcllnlltNmenta
owhHls
otMllterMta
DIMming

obusln.....rvIc ..
o busln... opportunltlee

o_ntad to buy

o compute,.

peroonal check, money order, v.... or Maaten::ald. lolli
& FouAd ~em. i9ted fnIe . Cla8sified ade are
non-nlfundable. CfIoN shall not be iabIe for any
typographical I!ITOI'O, omieoione, or changee in the

Oanlmal.

o Ioat & found (free)
o legal nolle..
o bulletin board

ad which do not affect the vUJe or conten1, or
oc:tIIIIantialy chw1ga the ..-ning of the ad. Crad~ wil
be ieeued when a viable error hee been determined
within one week of publication. Tear oheets IlII8iabte

for $2Icopy.

NMM:______________________

Total words: _ _ __

o publlcatloM

FINE PRINT
Classified ada mu.t be paid br in advance with caah,

ORDER FORM

Your classified ad: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

$9

oJoba wantad

(001. ':

775-6601

up to 30 words

Line ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Cail775-6601 for display rates.

TI1E wooDS . "Sf-',E:S ASKIN' FOR. 'lov."
ECOlt; GOES AND I T!l.Y TO FOL LO\,<! .
"HE"<." l).P\N SA,(~ . l'1 E PVSH ES t\1S'
f'\ANDS AGAINST M'( SHOULDER.S .

Ii'S

oroommllte.

oauc:1loM

ON A ROc.\\ I

SVSl-Ics . "CIN\)Y? ,. I SAY. "(IN DY?"

weeks

Ochlldc..
o help wanted

SHE?"

NO. I
DAN . Hit OR.IGINA.1. GVY OF
1\\E CATt-IOL\( BOYS WHO CINDY LIKED .
HE'S 'aRvSt\ING HIS PANTS OFF AND
WI\'IN 6 t\\S Movnl. "HOlE . " HE
Si>-.'1S . "E\)O\E ."Tl-IEN I{E POINTS INTO

1 week

o ...80naVrent

SPAt . WHERE \$

SH 110. SWEATE~ . TI1AT'S WHEN t-IE
$A'(S T\\E MEN THING AND WHe.N
VINCENT furs HIS ARM ARovND ME .
"ITS (001.. · .. 1-\E $A,(5. " ITs COOL . DON '!
fR€M OU1. " 1 GO "1'", NOT FR.EAKING
OUT':

BUT I WAS fREAI<1N6 OVT. SLlGHHY
FRl:AI<IN6 OUT. FRE AKIN6 OVT FoR.
ME ANO FREAK\tJ6 OUT FoR. "NDY
WHO lOUES BoONE'S FARM APPI..E VJ/tVE
AND T'r\ERES TIlE SOnl.E eMPTY ON
ITS SIDE BY THE RO(K · CINI)Y WHO
I SAID I WOV\..D 6vAR.'i) . "COME ON
You GUYS TE \..\.. f'l\E WHER.E SHES
Ai." TI\e:N A WALKING NOISE IN TI-\€'

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

DEADLINES

Roommates
classifleds.

VOICEI PIANO STUDIO- Beginners
to Advanoad students. B.M. degree,
M. M. degree. PorUand vicinity.
Evenings: 772-7208; Daytime: 87&2606.

bulletin board

oraaleetate

SPONSORED BY THE SBDC

RespondIng to a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad has never baan easier...
Personal Call* DIal 1-900-370-2041 99c1m1n,

'74 VW BEETLE, Low mileage. Engine very good, body good, some
rust $1 SOO or 810. 846-0743.

each additional word ,25¢

Practical seminar thoroughly covering recordkeeping
and taxes for small business.
Four Wednesday evenings. starting Sept. 11 at USM
Call for brochure. 797-0466.
Watch for advanced series beginning Oct. 9,

learning

wheels

_ __

1st week:_ _ _ _ _ __

~~.~----------------------

_ _ add'i weeks 81: __________
Te~~e~·

_ _ __

_ _ _ _ __

Total: _ _ _ _ _ __

PHONE IT IN: 207-775.{j6Ql Visa or Mastercard

ocaah

0 check 0 money order

FAX IT IN: 207-775-1615 VIsa or Mastercard

OVrsa

0 Mastercard

MAlUWALK IT IN: CBW, 551A Congress St.,

Credt card It: - - - - - - - - --

Portland, ME 04101

Exp,date'~_ _ _ _ __
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women ... women

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY CBW PERSONAL (Calls cost 99¢/min)

women ... men

MI KEY LIKES IT. SWM, attractive,
mature business professional wishes
to meet Single, attractive, active
woman over .30. Interests include
health, fitness, travel, good food. Call
today for a healthy relationship.
'6"5556

CLASSY AND SASSY, wicked cunnin' and cuddly, 40's femm with
sparkle and fizz, searching for that
unique man under 50, who is intellectual, slighUy eccentric, playful, aflectionate and ready to enjoy FULL-TIME FRIEND & part-time
autumn's harvest. Lars go apple Iover- MWM, 36, handsome, fit,
pickin' and I'll make the piel Yum-m- caring, professional seeks attractive,
healthy, fit, $1M female, 27-40 for
m. CBW Box n5. '6"5532
discreet relationship. Photo apLADY SINGLE, 40's, 125Ibs., 5'2". preciated. All answered. CBW Box
Friencly, down to earth, desires to 783. '6" 5550
meet gentlemen 30's-50's, NIS,
prefer NlD who enjoys dancing, SWM, 29, VERY ATTRACTIVE is
dining out, walks on the beach, site- sensual and caring, mature; honest
seeing, interested in learning to and humorous, enjoys a variety of insquare dance this fall. P.O.Box 136, terests, seeks S1DIMWF, 2~5, who
Cape Porpoise. ME 04104. ~5542
desire fun, fantasy and adventure.
SINGULAR WF, 28, 5'5·, 116Ibs., Discreet CBW Box n2. "Zl"5539

MY FAVORITE SEASON COMING
and I'U be listening hard 10 hear your
name whispered by light Fal
breezes. You are sensual and bright
I am middle aged male who
responds 10 current events, social
ooncerns, reading, walking, the outdoors, dining out, weekend trips,
most music, including CIW, gardening, country living,
(close to
PorUand), sports. Not looking for a
party. Most of life is quiet times. I
seek someone comfortable with
everyday life. I am a strong male,
uninhibited, who owns a business
which demands long hours from me.
You are not a drunk, not a druggie,
not obese. I am serious about meeting you. We'll walk by the seashore
this fall and oourt love together.
Please write and tell me all about
yourself. CBW Box n3. !f5534

SINGLE DAD, 33, SEEKS caring, attractive SWF, 25+ who likes country
home life, outdoors, kids, animals
and
a
down-to-earth
faithful
gentleman to share moonlight walks,
romance, private quiet home, good
times and various interests. WiU
answer all. "B'5557

PERHAPS SHE DRIVES an older
Volvo wagon, wears a sundress and
string ankle bracelet; maybe its a
Jeep and not-lDo-short shorts. She
will be 21-35, earthy, active, good
SOH, ooncientious, NS, and she'll
have me to bring the chocolate syrup
to bed. "Zl" 5554

SWM 40's, HANUSOME, easy going,
intelligent, seeks relationship with
SBF 18-30 for cultural experience
and friendship. I live in the country
on a lake. CBW Box 7n.

RICH, PATRICK SWAYZE LOOK-ALIKE with private jet seeks female
companion I Got your attention? l.ers
get real . DWM, youthful fortysomething, seeks trim WF, 30-43 with pretty
face for friendship, dinners, backrubs, good times and a Patrick
SWayze moviel Blue eyes a plusl

IS IT POSSIBLE that the woman of
my dreams will read this? Visualizing
a sexy WF, 30-42, with pretty face,
good figure, and senses of humor,
passion, adventure and romance? Is
that you? Then call this active, attractive DWM and we'll share some time
together! "B'5537

NIS, NlD, good overall musculature
including abs, loves physicaV mental
activity, children, water, animals, nature, outdoors, art, learning, is
gentle, mentallyl physically affectionate, open, honest, clear, joyful,
thankful, with attractive attitude.
Seeks similar qualities & compatible
interests in D/SM, 26-34 for possible
sound relationship. I do not ask what
I cannot deliver. Answer all. "B'5545

person 01 the week
Still unpublished novelist (recent literature BA
with a lousy restaurant job) seeks women and
men Interested in the arts for conversation,
correspondence, VCR parties. 11m a SWM, 33.
Some things 11m into: Shakespeare, Henry
Miller, Velvet Underground, ·Incredibly Strange
Films· section at Videoport. Free Pee Wee!
CBW Box 782. 'ZI'5556

SWF, 27, 5'6·, BLONDE who enjoys
nights out on the town as well as
nights in cuddled up watching
movies, Also enjoys dogs, music,
concerts, kids and weekends in the
mountains. Seeks profeSSional, attractive, SWM with similar interests.
Photo please. CBW Box 781.
'6"5549
VERY INDEPENDENT DWF, 5'6,
1301, Redlblue, educated professional, seeks S/DWM to share
romance and fun times, possibly
long-term relationship. Seeking attractive professional, 2~0, 5'10+,
athletic type. Must like dancing till
dawn, skiing, travelling, weekends,
quiet times together and have a zest
for life. "B'5553

men ... women
ATTRACTIVE MWM, 38, seeks
S1MF 20-40 for intimate relationship.
I am sensitive, sensuous, and· good
at
massage.
Free
on
some
weekdays. Discretion requested and
assured. CBW Box 776. "B' 5531

Each week, the person who places the funniest or most
creative Casco Bay Weekly personal is chosen as CBW's
MPerson of the Week" and is awarded two free movie tickets
compliments of Maine Mall Cinemas.

ROSES ARE RED, VIOLETS ARE
BLUE, I'm available, how about you?
Charming,
gregarious,
romantic
DWM-28,
seeking
the
companionship from women of all cultures and backgrounds. Lars enjoy
quiet times and fun-filled experimentations together, with no strings attached. P.O. Box 8591, Portland, ME

04104. "B'5538

READY FOR COMMITTMENT with
the right woman. SWM, late 3Os,
5'10·, 1551bs. Intelligent, sensitive,
introspective NIS professional seeking similar SlDWF, 305, with sense of
humor and without children. Enjoy
travel, reading, outdoors, theatre, listening tol performing music. Goals
include love, marriage and child(ren).
"Zl"5548

SWM, 26, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
teacher new to Southern Maine.
Coming off short relationship and
seeking fun dates who like 10 wine,
dine, dance, attend movies, ooncerts, sports events. Love the beachl
Write me with your biography, interests, suggestions for great time.
Show me around town I CBW Box

n9.

"B'5552
SWM 42, LOOKING for a 39-50 for
fun, who can mend a broken heart
B!'d make him feel wanted again, for
friendship,
companionship,
and
maybe a lasting relaticnship. CBW
Box 778. '8'5541

ATTRACTIVE LESBIAN, 40ish is
seeking woman of intelligence, wit, &
sincere sensuality to create adventure and enjoy laughter and love.
CBW Box 771 . "B'5540
GF 38, SEEKING A WOMAN who
enjoys challenges; a woman content
with herself yet desires the gentle
awareness of another woman. Ufting
spirits a must. CBW Box

"B'5533

GWF SEEKS FEMININE GWF, 3550, for movies, dancing, candlelight
dinners, cozy brunches, walks on the
beach and romance. Let's get
together for some passion. CBW Box
784. "B'5565

SWM, 50, TALL, SLIM, FIT, nonsmoker, wants to meet uninhibited,
slim, fit, attractive, SF, pre-4O, for
canoeing, the beach, hiking, dinner,
backrubs
and
sensual
times
together. Respond with optional
photo to P.O.Box 57, Glen Cove, ME
04846.
THE
AIR
IS
NIPPYTHE
WOODSTOVES are all fired up, and
the trees are bursting with color...
what a great day for a picnicl Summer is great, but fall is where the
romance lies I I am a SWMP, singlewhite- male- parent, into movies,
romance,
Walks,
romance,
candlelight pizza, oil yeah, did I mention romance? If you are PMR, possibly- miss- right, 25-35, into the
same things, but just tired of doing
them alone, drop me a line, and
hurry, fall's just around the comerl
CBW Box 759. '6"5543
YOUNG 26 YIO DWM looking for
female to do fun things with. I'm 6'0",
1751bs., blonde hair and blue eyes.
I'm looking to build up a good
friendship. '6"5544

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO A CBW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost 99C/min)

Each of the numbered images at the top
has a natural enemy at the bottom, See
if you can match them up as shown,

Respond to any personal ad

on this page, Call

1.

900-370-2041

2.

..

c

3.
4.
5_
6,
7.
8,

Call costs 99¢ a minute,

on this page_ Call

Call costs 99¢ a minute.

Prey tell

GWF, 40s, I AM FOCUSED and centered, yet can be whimsical and willing to take risks. This caring, nurturing woman is ready to meet that
special someone. Isn't it about that
time for you? CBW Box 780.
"Zl"5564

Respond to any personal ad

900-370-2041

n4.

companions
JIM JAM WHERE ARE YOU? The
dynamite has been handed to me.
Call me at the office- Andy.

'fI""

"

I I 11 \

".1."

I , • I • , ,

"

,

9,
10,
lL
12,

MAN LOOKING TO TRADE massage with other men. My strong
hands can work out stress, soothe
tension, and relax your muscles. I'm
looking for sane , fit men to exchange
non-sexual massage on a regular
basis. No experience necessary;
strong hands a plus. P.O. Box 1573,
Portland, ME 04104. "B'5555

-..

2

61L!

~

SINGLE MALE, 20 YEARS of age,
handsome, good sense of humor, in
wheelchair; very independent. Looking for female companion without
disabilities, with open mind. Hoping
for commitment. "B'5551
STILL UNPUBLISHED NOVELIST
(recent literature BA with lousy restaurant job) seeks women and men
interested in the arts for conversation, correspondence, VCR parties.
I'm a SWM, 33. Some things I'm into:
Shakespeare, Henry Miller, Velvet
Underground, ·Incredibly Strange
Films· section at Videoport. Free Pee
Weel CBW Box 782. "B'5556
SWM, 50, TALL, SLIM, likes hugs,
cuddling, closeness, looking to make
contact with slim, attractive, SF, 1830's for massage, intimacy, and enjoying time together. Respond with
optional photo to P.O. Box 57, Glen
Cove, ME 04846.
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How to respond to a personal ad
Just call 1-900-370-2041 from any touch-tone phone.
When Personal Calla!) answers, follow the instructions and
enter the four-digit ... number of the ad that interests you.
You may then leave a response, enter another ... number or
browse through other messages. (Calls cost9ge a minute.)
To respond to an ad without a .. number, write to the P.O.
box or CBW box indicated. When addressing mail to a CBW
box, be sure to print the box number clearly on the lower left
hand comer of your envelope.

How to place a

caw personal ad

You can place your ad by phone, by FAX or by stopping
by our office at 55tA Congress St. in downtown Portland.
Call 775-660 1 to find out more.
Each Casco Bay Weekly personal ad comes with free use
of a Personal Calla!) .. number. When you place your ad,
you'll be you'll be given a ... number and an easy-to-follow
instruction sheet. It's important that you call and leave your
personal greeting before the paper comes out on Thursday
-that way you won' miss any of your responses.
When recording your 90-second greeting, relax and be
creative. Describe yourself - but don' leave your full
name, telephone number or address. We suggest that you
leave your first name, and ask the people responding to
leave their telephone numbers and best times to call.

You can change your .. message as often as you like.
And you can start getting responses right away.

Your ad:

What does a personal cost?

Category:

Personal ads of 45 words or fewer cost only $5 a week.
Additional words cost 25e each . All personal ads must be
placed for a minimum of two weeks. (Ads of 45 words or
fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on Thursdays.)
Use of a Personal Calla!)'" number is free. Use of a CBW
box (including mail forwarding) oosts $5 a week. Use of a
CBW boxw/o a" numbercosts$9a week. Visa, Mastercard,
personal checks or money orders are welcome. All personal ads and box services must be paid in advance.

Rules & deadines
Casco Bay Weekly Personals are for single people seeking relationships. CBW will refuse ads that seek to buy or
sell sexual services . No full names, street addresses or
phone numbers. Ads containing explicit sexual or anatomical language will not be accepted. We reserve the right to
edit or refuse any ad.
Your ad and payment must reach CBW by 6 p.m. on the
Monday prior to publication. Bring or send your ad to : Casco
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04102.
Phone: n5-6601. FAX: n5-1615

.

:.

Owomen .. men
.: .:

Omen .. women

o women .. women
Omen "men

o companions
Confidential infonnation:

• of words: - - - (~ more than 45)

name

address

city, slat8, ZIP

Co~week: ---

See rat86 a1 left

• of weeks: _ _ __
2-week ninlmum

CBW box.: _ _ __
Add S5 or $9 /Week
See rates al left

phone

Total due: _ _ __

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is
a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for
the first-prize winner. The second-prize
winner receives two free passes to The
Movies on Exchange Street. Winners
will receive their prizes in the mail.
Drawings are done at random. Contestants are ineligible to win more than
one prize in a four-week span. Only
one entry is allowed per person per
week,

All entries for this week's puzzle must
be received by Wednesday, Sept. 4. The
solution to this week's puzzle will
appear in the Sept. 12 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly. Send your best guess to:
Real Puzzle #86

Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St
Portland, Maine 04101

FAX FREE THURSDAY! FAX FREE THURSDAY
For a FREE Personal Ad with PERSONAL CALL fax your ad on Thursday

775-1615

(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was recently published by Harper and Row->
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Casco Bay Weeldy

"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide
A sensible, direct and
easy-to-read parenting guide.
Designed to provide direction for
parents, to furnish them with
understanding of their child's
behavior and to instill confidence.
Issues and behaviors are
common in childhood and
adolescence. Tells parents what
to do and what not to do. Indexed
and alphabetized. Written by carl
Metzger, M.D., who has a private
psychotherapy practice in
Portland, and hosts "Healthline,"
a weekly radio talk show. Send
$10.95 check or money order to:

H~lping P~opk Mak~ a Diff"mc~ in

MAR

K

E

T

thnr Communiti~s

MANAGING CONFLICT

Veggie Deligblll . Italians
Daily Specials

Essential Skills for Challenging Situations

Pizza &:
Pizza slices to go I

A series ofcourses for individuals who deal with
conflict, mediate disputts, or use negotiation
skills in their professional or community activities.

•
Party Platte•
...

Delivered

rl-f,~ Broiledtrucken
Sandwich

Courses are available individually
or as a certificate program.
Call 874-6500 for more information

Take-Out, call ahead

772-2427

Good Parenting Guide

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY PROGRAMS

Q University of Southern Maine

P.O. Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101

Br~tio
is open!

Featuring
Twin Lobster
Dinner

$11.95

Portland PoHery, formerty Studio 132
IS MOVING SEPTEMBER 1
to 118 WASHINGTON AVE.
Open 7 days
Offering a new
menu for
lunch & dinner.
Free parking.
Take Out Available.

• pottery lessons
• studio space
• adults & children
• kiln rental
• beginner -advanced

POKfLAND POTTERY SUPPLY

VISA· MASTERCARD • AMERICAN EXPRESS
92 Exchange St.
Portland, ME 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open Every Day

........ .. ...

AIT
WAITING TO CONTROL
THAT WEIGHT?
WORKSHOPS ARE NOW FORMING

KATHERINE

J.

MOODY

CERTIFIED CLIN ICAL HYPNOTHERAPIST

. THE
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AUG

MOVIES·-

2~

766-9723
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OPEN 'Til 9PM • WED·THURs-FRI

Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years
Our Full Menu served from llAM to Mldnlgbt
Best Steamers in Town

Enjoy a view of the Marina from .
the relaxing atmosphere of ().,_.s_~~f.\'
5 Portland Pier

a

_,I. ,.

'IY

Famous since June, 1991 . New Sub City has become a legendary
purveyor of state-of-the-art sandwiches, rolled Syrians, salads,
soups, piua, Green Mtn. Coffee Roasters coffee, sinful chocolate chip
cookies (insulin therapy not included), muffins and other delectable
daily specials to disceming business, professional and stressed
executives of the Old Port office community.

Ofl!Jiel'

KORCZAK

<

Lunch:
Monday-Friday, 8-4
Light Dinners,
Sandwiches, Piua:
Wednesday-Fnday, 4-9

~\5S"
Maine's /\ Authentic
Oyster Bar

ANDRz'Ej"WAJDA
SEPT 3

<

t(

ASTOP.YOFTP.IUMPH ~

cannonaale

SANDWICHSMITHS TO THE OLD PORT
151 Middle Street
Next to Videoport
Portland
828-0211
FAX 828-0318

<

-* ***

SEPT 3

Nasty Girl

ALSO AVAI LAB LE" STOP SMOKING PROGRAMS

118 Washington Avenue
Portland, Moine 04101 • 772-4334

CALL FOR TIMES

SEPT 4-7

YES YOU CAN, CALL TODAY

featuring Miller Ceramics. clay. Slips, kiln
furniture ..... 6 glazes, tools & equipment
& raw materials.

lTIountain bikes

Welcome to Casco Bay Weekly

• Svenska,
Portland
• Seac:oast Club
Adventure Golf,
No. Windham
• Triple Play,
Portland
• Casc:o Bay
Movers,
Portland
• Rlc:hard's
Restaurant,
Harpswell

SACO

SAI E
4

• Clothing - Buy one, the
second is 50% OFF!
• Mountain bike bar ends

reg. 39.95 NOW 24.95!

10-6 Mon-Fri
10-5 Sat

CYCLES
UNLIMITED

@
284 Main St, Saco

283-BIKE

Nishiki, Univega, Cannondale, MT Shasta, Sterling

